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The National Ignition Campaign (NIC) was a multi-institution effort established under the National

Nuclear Security Administration of DOE in 2005, prior to the completion of the National Ignition

Facility (NIF) in 2009. The scope of the NIC was the planning and preparation for and the

execution of the first 3 yr of ignition experiments (through the end of September 2012) as well as

the development, fielding, qualification, and integration of the wide range of capabilities required

for ignition. Besides the operation and optimization of the use of NIF, these capabilities included

over 50 optical, x-ray, and nuclear diagnostic systems, target fabrication facilities, experimental

platforms, and a wide range of NIF facility infrastructure. The goal of ignition experiments on the

NIF is to achieve, for the first time, ignition and thermonuclear burn in the laboratory via inertial

confinement fusion and to develop a platform for ignition and high energy density applications on

the NIF. The goal of the NIC was to develop and integrate all of the capabilities required for a

precision ignition campaign and, if possible, to demonstrate ignition and gain by the end of FY12.

The goal of achieving ignition can be divided into three main challenges. The first challenge is

defining specifications for the target, laser, and diagnostics with the understanding that not all

ignition physics is fully understood and not all material properties are known. The second

challenge is designing experiments to systematically remove these uncertainties. The third

challenge is translating these experimental results into metrics designed to determine how well the

experimental implosions have performed relative to expectations and requirements and to advance

those metrics toward the conditions required for ignition. This paper summarizes the approach

taken to address these challenges, along with the progress achieved to date and the challenges that

remain. At project completion in 2009, NIF lacked almost all the diagnostics and infrastructure

required for ignition experiments. About half of the 3 yr period covered in this review was taken up

by the effort required to install and performance qualify the equipment and experimental platforms

needed for ignition experiments. Ignition on the NIF is a grand challenge undertaking and the

results presented here represent a snapshot in time on the path toward that goal. The path forward

presented at the end of this review summarizes plans for the Ignition Campaign on the NIF, which

were adopted at the end of 2012, as well as some of the key results obtained since the end of the

NIC. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4865400]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Campaign (NIC) was a multi-

institution effort under the National Nuclear Security

Administration of DOE in 2005, prior to the completion of the

National Ignition Facility (NIF). The scope of the NIC was the

planning and preparation for the execution of the first 3 yr of

ignition experiments as well as the development, fielding,

qualification, and integration of the wide range of capabilities

required for ignition.1 Besides the operation and optimization

of the use of NIF, these capabilities included over 50 optical,

x-ray, and nuclear diagnostic systems, target fabrication facili-

ties, experimental platforms, and a wide range of NIF facility

infrastructure including the cryogenic target positioner

(Tarpos) required for fielding implosions with cryogenic fuel

layers. Partners in the NIC were Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National

Laboratory, the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for

Laser Energetics, and General Atomics, Other key contributors

included Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory, Duke University, the British AWE, and

the French CEA. The members of the NIC team cited in this

review contributed to advances in target fabrication, laser

capability, diagnostics, target design, and experimental plat-

forms as well as the integration of all these into the sequence

of ignition campaign experiments addressed in this review.

The NIC in total covered a much wider range of technology

development and involved a much larger team of scientists,

engineers, technicians, and other staff members, than those

involved directly in the ignition experiments.

The goal of ignition experiments on the NIF is to

achieve, for the first time, ignition and thermonuclear burn in

the laboratory via inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and to

develop a platform for ignition and high energy density

(HED) applications on the NIF. The goal of the NIC was to

develop and integrate all of the capabilities required for a

precision ignition campaign and, if possible, to demonstrate

ignition and gain by the end of FY12. Ignition on the NIF is

a grand challenge undertaking and the results presented here

represent a snapshot in time on the path toward that goal.

The path forward presented at the end of this review summa-

rizes plans for the Ignition Campaign on the NIF which were

adopted at the end of 2012, as well as some of the key results

obtained since the end of the NIC.

The NIC team developed an approach to the ignition

campaign on the NIF, shown in Fig. 1, which evolves from

requirements established by the Point Design Target, to sys-

tem capabilities, to implosion optimization platforms and

experiments, and finally to integrated platforms and implo-

sion output performance experiments. To set the point design

requirements for the NIC, we used numerical algorithms and

databases integrated into models which have been exten-

sively tested on more than three decades of experiments on

the Nova and Omega lasers and laser systems leading up to

these facilities. These requirements were used to establish

system capabilities for the Laser, Targets, Diagnostics, and

Facility Infrastructure. Using these system capabilities, we

identified a sequence of experimental platforms designed to

measure and optimize (or tune) a variety of physical
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parameters needed to optimize the implosion of the fuel.

Finally, these optimized target and laser parameters were

applied to cryo-layered implosions whose performance was

assessed using a variety of diagnostics that measured the im-

plosion outputs.

The design of the NIF was optimized for Indirect Drive

ICF2 and that was the focus of the NIC although initial

experiments have been carried out to begin testing the feasi-

bility of using the NIF beam geometry for Polar Direct Drive

(PDD).3 In the indirect drive approach, the 192 high-energy

NIF4,5 laser beams enter a high-z cylinder, called a hohl-

raum, through entrance holes (LEHs) on the ends of the cyl-

inder. The hohlraum for the CH ablator point design target

used in experiments in 2011–2012 is shown in Figure 2.

There are 192 beams in NIF, which enter the target chamber

in 48 “quads.” For most purposes, a quad can be considered

as a single �f/8 beam. These beams are arrayed in 8 cones,

forming angles with the hohlraum axis of 23.5�, 30�, 44.5�,
and 50� from each side. These cones of beams contain 4, 4,

8, and 8 quads, respectively, on each side. Beams coming in

along 23.5� and 30� have a wavelength or color that differs

by a few angstroms and a pulse shape that differs from the

color and pulse shape for the 44.5� and 50.0� beams. The

23.5� and 30� beams can also have different wavelength.

The relative brightness of the two sets of cones allows time-

dependent control of the symmetry of the x-rays irradiating

the capsule. The slightly different color of the different cones

makes it possible to transfer energy from one set of beams to

another, providing an additional technique for controlling

long wavelength radiation flux symmetry. The hohlraum is

filled with He gas which is confined by a �0.5 lm thick win-

dow of polyimide over the LEHs.

The x-rays that result from heating the high-z walls of

the hohlraum ablate material from the spherical shell sur-

rounding the fuel, which is mounted in the center of the hohl-

raum. The resulting implosion compresses and heats the

central fuel to fusion conditions. The central capsule contain-

ing the fuel is made up of thin concentric spherical shells.

The outer shell can be CH plastic or Be, high-density carbon

(HDC or nano-crystalline diamond) or another low-Z mate-

rial, called the ablator. The layers of the shell must be very

smooth, to minimize seeds of hydrodynamic instabilities. In

order to minimize instability growth at the interface between

the ablator and fuel layer, the ablator includes concentric

layers of mid-Z dopant. These layers absorb preheat x-rays,

thereby tailoring the temperature profile and hence the den-

sity of the ablator near the interface with the cryogenic fuel.

The ablator encloses a spherical shell of DT fusion fuel, kept

solid by keeping the entire assembly at cryogenic tempera-

tures near the triple-point of the fuel mixture. The interior of

the shell contains DT vapor in equilibrium with the solid fuel

layer. The capsule is supported in the hohlraum between two

films of Formvar that is 15–100 nm thick. The DT filling the

FIG. 2. Schematic of ignition target design, highlighting key features and

options for hohlraum and capsule materials. Also indicated is the laser pulse

shape showing the laser power in TW and the radiation temperature reached

at that power versus time in ns.

FIG. 1. The NIC framework—

Requirements established by the point

design determine the required system

capabilities. These capabilities enable

the development of implosion optimiza-

tion platforms and the fielding of implo-

sion optimization (tuning) experiments.

The tuning experiments yield optimized

laser and target parameters for the inte-

grated implosion platforms whose out-

put performance is measured with a

wide array of diagnostics.
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capsule is fed through a 10 lm diameter fill tube and hole

through the ablator. The NIC utilized a CH ablator, doped

with either Si or Ge for preheat protection. Dimensions and

other features of the capsules with the two different dopants

are shown in Figure 3. The initial CH point design capsule

with Ge preheat dopant was used in the NIC campaign until

August 2011. Si doped capsules were found to be more effi-

cient as described in the discussion of experiments below

and were used after August 2011. Experiments have tested

different thickness ablators as well as different dopant con-

centrations and profiles as part of the optimization process.

The x-rays heat the hohlraum to a peak radiation flux

temperature (Tr) that can range from 270 eV to above 300 eV,

depending on the laser power, the hohlraum design, the

capsule design, and the ablator material. The CH capsules

shown in Figure 3 were designed to operate at about 300 eV.

The drive pulse, as shown in Fig. 2, has four precisely con-

trolled steps. Also indicated in Figure 2 are the laser power in

terawatts (TW) and the hohlraum temperature Tr in eV gener-

ated by this power versus time in nanoseconds (ns). This

shape is necessary to compress the DT fuel without generating

unacceptable shock preheat and entropy in the fuel. The DT

fuel must be quite close to Fermi degenerate to minimize the

pressure required for a given compression. The fuel is initially

compressed by three shocks, followed by nearly adiabatic

compression. Maintaining adequately low entropy for the

entire fuel volume requires that each shock be carefully con-

trolled in strength and launch time: no shock may overtake its

predecessor in the solid fuel, and the shocks must be suffi-

ciently closely timed that no substantial rarefaction occurs

between breakout of one shock and the compression by the

following shock. Each of the first three shocks is launched by

a well-defined pulse in laser power, as evident in Fig. 2.

The key challenges for the ignition campaign are:

(1) Designing a laser/target system that can achieve fusion

ignition and burn propagation

(2) Developing the capabilities needed to achieve the condi-

tions required for ignition in the presence of uncertain-

ties in the physics models, and

(3) Gauging progress and advancing toward those conditions

as we progress through the ignition campaign.

These challenges and the response to them define the

framework of the NIC. Addressing these questions and

developing the answers to them and providing the capabil-

ities to achieve the subsequent requirements on the laser, tar-

get fabrication, and experiments has been the focus of

research in ICF for more than four decades.

One of the key advances in forwarding this strategy is

developing an approach to reducing the effective dimension-

ality of the ignition campaign. This is shown schematically

in Fig. 4. There are hundreds of actionable quantities that

affect an ICF implosion. These can be binned by the physical

FIG. 4. Schematic of the NIC cam-

paign methodology designed to reduce

the dimensionality of the experimental

campaign from initially �250 target

and laser parameters to four primary

input variables: velocity, adiabat, hot-

spot shape, and fuel/ablator mix, and

an ITF based on those variables. These

four variables in turn together deter-

mine the total fuel qR, hotspot qR, and

temperature of the hotspot, an output

parameter ITFX based on those quanti-

ties as well as a Generalized Laswon

Criterion (GLC), and ultimately the

fusion yield.

FIG. 3. CH point design capsule. Variants have been tested with both Ge

and Si dopants with point design dimensions as shown. Experiments have

been carried out with variations in thickness, dopant profiles, and dopant

concentrations
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instantiation of the laser and target configuration along with

specifications and allowable variations in experiments. Or these

quantities can be binned into 1-dimensional variables (e.g., cap-

sule dimensions and dopants, laser power, and shock timing

precision) or 3-dimensional variables (e.g., ablator/fuel rough-

ness, pointing errors, and beam-to-beam power balance).

These variables can be mapped onto the principal in-

flight parameters of the implosion process to address chal-

lenge (1) above by optimizing the implosion velocity (V),

the fuel entropy or adiabat (a), the hotspot shape (S), and the

mix of ablator into the fuel (M). For a given ablation pres-

sure, simple analytical models6,7 show that the two key

inputs to an implosion that determine the total qR and hot-

spot conditions in 1D are the implosion velocity (V) of the

fuel and its adiabat (a) or entropy. The velocity provides the

kinetic energy for compression and heating. The adiabat—

the ratio of the pressure required to reach a given density

compared to that required for a Fermi degenerate compres-

sion—determines how efficiently that kinetic energy can be

used to generate the required total qR and hotspot condi-

tions. Velocity and adiabat, modified by the 3D effects from

an imperfect spherical shape and from mix form the basis for

a metric that we call the Ignition Threshold Factor (ITF)8–13

for setting specifications on the laser, targets, and experi-

ments, required for ignition. The target platforms developed

to achieve the specifications on these key input parameters,

and the experimental measurements on these platforms,14

allow us to address question (2) above. The principal outputs

required to address question (3) above are reduced to a set of

performance metrics. One metric is a Generalized Lawson

Criterion (GLC)15,16 for ICF which depends on the product

Ps of the hot spot pressure P and the confinement time s, and

the ion temperature T. A second metric that we call ITFX17

depends on a measurement of the neutron yield (Y) and the

fraction of those neutrons down scattered (DSR) by the sur-

rounding cold fuel in an implosion with a cryo fuel layer.

The yield is a measure of the hotspot performance, and the

DSR is a measure of the total qR of the fuel, which deter-

mines confinement time. As discussed below, both ITF and

ITFX are equivalent to the GLC for a wide range of implo-

sions but serve complementary purposes.

The basic requirements for ignition of DT fuel in an iner-

tially confined implosion have been known for decades:18 a

central hotspot of 4–5 keV with a size comparable to the

range of an alpha particle �0.3 g/cm2, surrounded by a con-

fining layer with a qR> 1 g/cm2 to provide adequate confine-

ment. These are the conditions for the compressed state of the

fuel, the endpoint or outputs of a properly tuned implosion.

These conditions are similar to the ns and T specified by the

Lawson Criterion in magnetically confined fusion plasmas.

Under these conditions, the alpha heating can generate a

self-sustaining burn wave, with no external energy input,

which heats the fuel surrounding the hotspot to 10s of keV.

The thermonuclear burn generated by such a burn wave can

exceed 1000 times the kinetic energy initially imparted to the

fuel in the capsule implosion process or a factor of 10 or

more times that of the energy in the laser pulse used to heat

the hohlraum and drive the implosion. In discussing the defi-

nition of ignition the 1997 NRC report19 commented:

“The definition of ignition, while seeming straightforward
at first glance, is not necessarily a point of consensus within
the community of ICF researchers. Therefore the committee
has adopted an operative definition for the purposes of this
report. The shape of the yield curve is cliff-like, in that
fusion yield increases very rapidly, from near zero to its full
value, over a relatively small range of incident energy. A
plot of fusion yield as a function of other relevant drive pa-
rameters (such as laser uniformity or capsule surface finish)
would exhibit a similar structure. This curve leads to the
operative definition of ignition adopted by the committee:
gain greater than unity.

However, there are two diagnosable milestones on the
yield curve. At a gain of about 0.1, energy deposited by
fusion alpha particles is sufficient to double the central tem-
perature. At a gain of about 0.3, fusion reactions occur
over a sufficient region to induce propagation of the ther-
monuclear burn into the denser, colder, outer fuel.”

This burn wave is well established by the time yields

reach an energy equal to the input laser energy or yields of

about 1 MJ, and this level of performance, as recommended

by the 1997 NRC review of NIF has been adopted as the

working definition of ignition for the National Ignition

Campaign. At this yield, the thermonuclear energy amplifica-

tion produced as a result of alpha heating is typically 70–100

times the yield that would be produced by heating from PdV

work alone without alpha deposition. There is a continuum of

effects from alpha heating as the yield and fuel qR increase to-

ward ignition and beyond to high gain. For the first time in labo-

ratory ICF, the hot spot qr in the NIF implosions is sufficient to

stop the alpha particles being produced by the thermonuclear

reactions occurring within that hot spot. With the compressions

currently being achieved in the NIC implosions, as described

below, the qr of the hot spot is about 0.1 g/cm2 which is suffi-

cient to stop the alpha particles at the �3 keV temperature of

the hot spot. As described below, a yield of �2 kJ as achieved

on the better implosions during the NIC is about equal to the

compressive work done on the central hot spot in those implo-

sions. The alpha particle energy is 20% of the thermonuclear

(TN) yield or 400 J from 2 kJ of yield. The heat capacity of the

DT fuel is about 100 J/keV/lg. Since the hot spot mass in a typi-

cal implosion is�5–10lg, deposition of 400 J of alpha particles

would be enough to raise the hot spot temperature nearly

�0.5–1 keV. However, thermal conduction transports much of

this energy to material beyond the initial hot spot, and the calcu-

lated temperature change is only about 100 eV. We calculate

that it takes a yield from PdV work of 7–10 kJ or 1.4–2 kJ of

alphas to produce an ion temperature increase of about 0.5 keV,

sufficient to double the yield as a result of alpha heating. This is

a yield from PdV work that is about a factor of 3–5 greater than

the best performing experiments during the NIC. Beyond this

point, the thermonuclear burn is alpha dominated and the yield

becomes a very rapidly increasing function of the conditions

reached in the compressed fuel.

If we follow temperature versus time in an igniting cap-

sule, the central temperature reaches 10–12 keV at a yield of

100–150 kJ for a NIF ignition capsule. At this temperature,

the burn rate is sufficient to initiate a self-sustaining burn
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wave that requires no additional heating beyond that pro-

vided by the alphas to propagate the burn. This is the defini-

tion of ignition adopted by Lindl20 and by Atzeni and

Meyer-ter-Vehn.21 However, the degree of burn propagation

depends on the relative fraction of the total confinement time

required to get to 10–12 keV central temperature compared

to the time remaining for burn propagation.

Progress on the NIC experimental campaign22,23 has

gone hand in hand with advances in NIF capabilities since

the start of the NIC experimental campaign. A key element

in the progress toward ignition has been integration into the

experimental platforms of a wide range of improvements in

the technological capabilities of the NIF laser, the targets,

and the diagnostics including:

• Steady advances in laser performance enabled the longer

pulses requiring increased laser energy used in the recent

experiments:

- During the March and April 2012 experiments, the NIF

laser routinely delivered pulse energies of 1.45–1.7 MJ

with powers over 400 TW. In July 2012, NIF delivered

an ignition pulse with the full NIF design energy and

power of 1.8 MJ and 500 TW.

• A steady increase in the number of diagnostics and their

performance. Approximately 60 diagnostic systems are

now in use.
• Significant advances in the characterization and precision

of targets used for these experiments.

Progress in the NIC experimental campaign can be sum-

marized as follows:

• Diagnostics, targets, and laser capabilities have reached

the levels of performance needed for a systematic optimi-

zation of ignition-scale experiments.
• Peak hohlraum temperatures have been achieved which

exceed the 300 eV point design goal with nearly constant

laser energy coupling of 84 6 2% for energies from 1.2 to

1.7 MJ. The use of higher albedo Au-lined U hohlraums

has further improved peak temperatures by �10 eV to

above 320 eV.
• Hot spot symmetry, which meets ignition specifications,

has been achieved using a combination of power balance

and wavelength shifts between the inner and outer beams

and an additional wavelength shift between the two cones

of inner beams.
• Shock timing experiments have demonstrated the accuracy

needed to achieve the point design adiabat.
• The dependence of implosion velocity on ablated mass

has been accurately measured and is consistent with code

simulations within the error bars, over a range of peak

inferred fuel velocities up to velocities approaching the

point design velocity of 370 km/s.
• By systematically optimizing the shock timing and peak

power part of the laser pulse shape, the NIC experiments

have demonstrated a fuel areal density qr� 1.25 g/cm2

which is about 85% of that specified for the point design.

The total areal density of the imploded core is in excess of

1.7 g/cm2 when the qr of the remaining ablator is included.

• As the NIC experiments have moved toward implosions

with optimized shock timing and extended drives to

achieve higher pressure and higher fuel qr, the observed

levels of hot spot mix become significant. For the “no

coast” implosions, which achieve the highest pressure,

GLC, and ITFX, the threshold for significant mix occurs

at a velocity of about 300 km/s, below the 370 km/s veloc-

ity of the point design. One of the key research efforts

moving forward in the ignition program is experiments to

provide the data needed to understand this difference and

to develop a path forward to higher velocity.
• 1D Calculations predict pressures about 2-3� higher than

observed experimentally. Large amplitude low mode

asymmetry not included in these calculations, or hydrody-

namic instability effects larger than calculated are leading

candidates to explain at least some of the reduced pressure

seen in the experiments. Experiments to better understand

the source of low mode asymmetry and measures to miti-

gate it in the implosions, as well as experiments to directly

measure instability growth rates and initial amplitudes are

two of the key focus areas for experiments going forward.

The rest of this review of the NIC is organized as fol-

lows: Section II discusses the various ignition metrics and

their uses. Section III discusses the role of modeling in the

ignition campaign, Sec. IV discusses the approach taken by

the ignition campaign to optimize ignition implosions,

Sec. V is an extensive discussion of results obtained in the

ignition campaign to date, and Sec. VI addresses the path

forward.

II. IGNITION METRICS AND THEIR APPLICATION IN
SETTING SPECIFICATIONS AND EVALUATING
PROGRESS TOWARD IGNITION

Over the past 15 years, a wide variety of metrics has been

developed to both guide approaches to ignition and to gauge

progress. One approach to developing these metrics has grown

out of efforts to set specifications on the laser, targets, diag-

nostics, and the experimental campaign. A second approach

has grown out of an effort to identify metrics for progress to-

ward ignition from the results of experiments. All of these

metrics have a common origin in the Lawson Criterion.

A general Lawson Criterion can be obtained by setting

the energy gain from alpha deposition equal to the energy

loss from the central hot spot. This is a condition that is suffi-

cient for the energy deposited from thermonuclear burn to

overcome the energy losses, assuming the hot spot has a qr

equal to or greater than the range of an alpha particle so that

the alpha kinetic energy is largely deposited in the hotspot.

The hot spot gain Q is given by

Q ¼ YNEa=sTN

3

2
PV=sE

’ YNEa

3

2
PV

; (1)

using sTN � sE where sTN is the thermonuclear burn width

and sE is the energy confinement time, P is the hot spot pres-

sure, V is the hot spot volume, YN is the total neutron yield,

and Ea is the alpha particle energy. The yield in Eq. (1) is
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from a “no-burn” calculation in which the energy from the

alphas generated is not used to provide any additional

self-heating or boot-strapping of the temperature obtained by

PdV work on the hot spot. This metric is designed to be a

measure of the hydrodynamic performance of the implosion

in the absence of alpha heating. These conditions can be

approximated by using low tritium content mixtures of

tritium, hydrogen, and deuterium (THD) fuel compositions.

For a yield of 1 MJ, adopted as the working definition of

ignition on the NIF as described above, we expect to require

that the alpha deposition be equal to some fraction f of the

PV work done on the hot spot, where f is near unity. This

will define a GLC for ignition on the NIF. Using

YN ¼ nDnThrviVsTN ¼
1

4
n2

i hrviVsTN (2)

for 50/50 DT, where Y is the number of neutrons produced,

ni is the ion number density in particles per cm3, and hrvi is

the thermally averaged reaction rate24

hrviðcm3=sÞ ¼ 9:1� 10�16 exp �0:572

����ln T

64:2

����
2:13

 !
(3)

for T in keV. Using total particle density (ions and electrons)

np ¼ 6:02� 1023 zþ 1

A
q ¼ 2:4� 1023q

and

PðGbarÞ ¼ 0:96
Z þ 1

A
qT keVð Þ ¼ 0:768qTðkeVÞ; (4)

where q is in g/cm3, we can write

GLC ¼ 9:11� 1016 hrvi
fT2

� �
PsTN ¼

PsTN

ðPsÞIGN

; (5)

where sTN is in ns and we have set

PsIGNðGBar� nsÞ ¼ fT2

9:11� 1016hrvi
: (6)

The neutron production in Eq. (2) is the integral over space

and time of the reactions occurring in an evolving density

and temperature profile. However, the simple formulae

above using burn averaged measured values give the pres-

sure to a few percent when benchmarked against two and

three dimensional radiation hydrodynamic calculations.25,26

The burn averaged ion temperature of the deuterium-

tritium plasma is determined by neutron time of flight meas-

urements. The neutrons produced by thermonuclear reactions

have an energy spread around the narrow 14.1 MeV fusion

peak due the thermal motions of the deuterons and tritons.

The energy spread turns into a temporal spread at the detec-

tor that can be converted to a burn averaged and volume

averaged temperature using the formula of Brysk27

For DT : Dt ¼ 0:122d
ffiffiffiffi
Ti

p
and

For DD : Dt ¼ 0:778d
ffiffiffiffi
Ti

p
;

where Dt is in ns, d is in m, and Ti is in keV.

Hydrodynamic motion of the hot spot during burn can

introduce an uncertainty in the estimated temperature but

estimates indicate that this is generally a small effect that

can be checked by examining angular isotropy of the tempo-

ral spread of neutrons in detectors at different locations. The

burn time is inferred from the x-ray pulse width in the x-ray

band near 10 keV or from the temporal width of the gammas

produced by the DT reactions. The 10 keV x-ray production

closely mimics the neutron production as a function of den-

sity and temperature and is only weakly attenuated in the

matter surrounding the hot spot.

Since hrvi � T2 between 10 and 20 keV, PsIGN

� constant ¼ 8� 10 Gbar� ns ðor atmos� s) for f¼ 1. This

is the classical Lawson Criterion used in magnetic fusion

energy (MFE) in which a near steady state plasma is confined

at 10–20 keV. In ICF, however, the PdV compression of an

imploding shell of fuel typically reaches burn averaged tem-

peratures of 3–4 keV without alpha deposition. Alpha deposi-

tion is then relied upon to heat the fuel to temperatures in

excess of 10 keV for efficient thermonuclear burn. Since the

cross section decreases faster than T2 below 10 keV, an ICF

implosion must achieve a Ps> 10 gigabars-ns to allow

enough time for heating to these higher temperatures needed

for efficient burn. At 4 keV, PsIGN � 29:6f Gbar� ns while

at 3 keV, PsIGN � 54f Gbar� ns.

The pressure achieved in an implosion can be obtained

from measured quantities26 using Eq. (2)

PðGBarÞ ¼ 2� 10�19

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
YNT2

hrviVsTN

s
; (7)

where V is the hot spot volume in cm3 and the units of the

other quantities were specified above.

The pressure (Eq. (7)) and ignition metric (Eq. (5)) can

also be evaluated from synthetically derived measurement

quantities provided by simulations. Specifically, the value of

Eq. (5) as an ignition metric is clear from the grouping by

yield within a large data set of nearly 2000 2D calculations28

shown in Figure 5. Each of the dots is the result of a 2D cal-

culation whose inputs spanned a range of calculated per-

formance from near 1D with yields approaching 20 MJ to

calculated performance with yields of only a few kJ. These

calculations were carried for the Ge-Doped CH capsule

shown in Fig. 3(b) using variations in the pulse shape

(including peak power as well as shock timing and strength),

radiation flux asymmetry, and capsule specifications (includ-

ing low mode and high mode capsule characteristics and

cryo-fuel layer low mode and high-mode characteristics).

These calculations are carried out using a similar computa-

tional methodology to computational data sets discussed in

Haan et al.8 and Edwards et al.,17 but include a wider range

of variations in symmetry and pulse shape. However, the 2D

calculations discussed in this section have not included very

large low mode asymmetries or high levels of mix from the

ablator into the hot spot as seen in many current experiments.

The impact such large perturbations on the performance of

cryo-layered implosions is discussed in Sec. V C

The curve in Figure 5 is given by Eq. (6) with f¼ 0.75.

As shown, this curve passes through the points with a 50%
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probability of having a yield of 1 MJ or more. The tempera-

ture and Ps plotted in this figure are obtained from calcula-

tions with THD fuel mixtures having 2%D, 24%H, and

74%T (referred to as 2% THD in the following discussion)

while the yields are obtained from calculations in which the

fuel was a 50/50 mixture of DT. The THD fuel mixture is

chosen so that it has the same density as a 50/50 mixture of

DT and so behaves hydrodynamically the same.17 Using

THD layers, as indicated above, the PdV yields are low

enough to ensure that the capsule performance is purely a

measure of the hydrodynamic quality of the implosion.

However, there are surrogacy offsets between a THD implo-

sion and a DT cryo-layered implosion. These surrogacy

issues arise because of a different stoichiometry in the THD

central gas than in the surrounding fuel layer, specifically

more H-rich. This leads to a higher particle density in the

THD central gas fill relative to that for DT at the same vapor

pressure. The results of calculations that used a 50/50 DT

mixture are shown in Figure 6. The points plotted are for the

same calculations used for Fig. 6 with the sole exception of

the fuel composition. The temperatures and hydrodynamic

yields used for the axes in this figure are obtained from calcu-

lations with no alpha deposition, while the yields including

alpha-deposition are obtained from companion calculations

with alpha deposition. As shown, the hydrodynamic tempera-

tures in the DT implosions are about 13% higher on average

than temperatures from a similar series of THD implosions,

and the hydrodynamic yields are about 30% higher on aver-

age. For the DT calculations, this shifts the locations of the

ignition boundary in a plot of Ps versus T to the curve given

by Eq. (6) with f¼ 0.85 as shown in Fig. 7. As expected from

Fig. 6, the temperatures for the DT (no-burn) calculations are

shifted upward at a given Ps by �0.3–0.4 keV from those cal-

culated from otherwise hydrodynamically equivalent calcula-

tions with a 2% THD fuel mixture. Because of the slightly

higher temperature achieved in the DT implosions, they have

to perform somewhat better to achieve the equivalent quality

hydrodynamic implosion. This is shown by the fact that the

curve passing through the 1 MJ yield points requires a higher

Ps and T compared to the equivalent THD implosion. Based

on these results, we can define a GLC for a yield of 1 MJ as

GLC � PsðTHDÞ
T2=1:21� 1017hrvi

 !
¼ PsðDT � no alphaÞ

T2=1:07� 1017hrvi

 !
:

(8)

In practice, most of the NIF cryo-layered implosions use

50/50 DT because it has proven easier to obtain high quality

layers with this fuel mixture. Even at yields as low as a few

kilojoules, the yields of DT implosions on NIF are affected

by alpha deposition and this introduces an additional surro-

gacy issue. After the discussion of alternate metrics for

assessing the quality of an implosion, we will come back to

these surrogacy issues and introduce modifications to the

ignition metrics that can be used in the presence of alpha

deposition effects.

FIG. 6. Yields (a) for a given ITFX are

about 30% higher than a yield scaled

by the ratio of NDNT for a 50/50 DT

implosion vs a 2% THD fuel mixture.

We find that Y(DT-no alpha) �22

Y(2% THD) rather than �17Y(2%

THD) expected from the D and T frac-

tions. Temperatures (b) are 13%–14%

higher or 400–500 eV higher for a DT

implosion vs a 2% THD implosion.

FIG. 5. Ps and T for each dot in the figure are the result of a 2D calculation

of the Ge-doped CH capsule using a THD fuel mixture. Yields indicated are

the result of a companion calculation using DT fuel. Performance variations

are the result of variations in the laser pulse shape, the radiation flux asym-

metry, and the capsule specifications including variations in the surface

roughness of the ablator and the ice layer. Red, black, magenta, and blue

represent yields >1 MJ, 0.1–1 MJ, 30 kJ–100 kJ, and <30 kJ. As shown, the

contour for implosions with a 50% probability of 1 MJ yield is well fit with

the red curve specified by Eq. (6) with f¼ 0.75.
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Hydrodynamic models of an ICF implosion can also be

used to express the hot spot energy gain Q in Eq. (1) in terms

of the hot spot temperature and the main fuel qr (Betti’s X dis-

cussed below), the main fuel qr and the hot spot yield (ITFX),

or the implosion velocity and main fuel adiabat (ITF). Each of

these formulations has their utility and limitations.

Instead of utilizing the measured hot spot quantities

described above to obtain Ps directly, Zhou and Betti used a

hydrodynamic model29 to obtain a generalized Lawson

Criterion, which they called X, based on the hot spot temper-

ature and the main fuel qr.15 This was later generalized to

incorporate 3D effects from distortions of the hot spot due to

hydrodynamic instability.16

Following Ref. 16, a simplified implosion model to

obtain Ps relates the PdV work on the hot spot to the implod-

ing shell energy

3

2
PV ¼ 1

2
gMShellv

2
imp or

P ¼ gwð ÞqDrshell

v2
imp

r

� �
� gwð Þ qrð Þtotal

v2
imp

r

� �
;

(9)

where Mshell is the mass of fuel in the imploding shell, Dr is

the thickness of the fuel shell surrounding a hot spot of ra-

dius r, g is the fraction of the imploding shell energy con-

tained in the hotspot, and w is a correction to a thin shell

model for the mass of the main fuel. Since the imploded fuel

region is nearly isobaric, g is the ratio of the hot spot volume

to the volume of the total compressed fuel. For a uniform

density shell surrounding the hot spot, g and w depend on the

aspect ratio A¼ r/Dr of the shell of cold fuel surrounding the

hot spot and are given by

g ¼ 1þ A�1ð Þ�3
while w ¼ 1þ A�1 þ 1

3
A�2

� �
:

The implosion time s is estimated from

Mshell€r ¼ 4pr2P:

Using Eq. (9) to obtain P/Mshell gives the implosion time as

s ¼
ffiffiffi
r

€r

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mshell

4pPr

r
¼ r

v
g�0:5: (10)

Equations (9) and (10) together give

Ps ¼ ffiffiffi
g
p

w qDrð Þvimp:

The product
ffiffiffi
g
p

w � 0:8� 0:9 for 1<A< 4, which is typi-

cal for the imploded fuel region. If we set qDr � qrð Þtotal
and put in units, we have

Ps Gbar� nsð Þ ¼ 85 qrð Þtotal

v cm=sð Þ
108

: (11)

We can relate qr and v to Ti, fuel adiabat a, and yield

through hydrodynamic relationships developed by Zhou and

Betti29 for a 1D implosion in which the hot spot and main

fuel are compressed to a near isobaric final state that

efficiently converts the fuel kinetic energy into fuel

compression. The relevant relationships, normalized for the

NIF ignition scale implosions, are

qr ¼ a
1:5

� ��0:54 v

3:7� 107 cm=s

� �0:06 Ef uel

2:5 kJ

� �0:33

; (12)

T

3:8
¼ a

1:5

� ��0:15 v

3:7� 107 cm=s

� �1:25 Ef uel

2:5 kJ

� �0:07

; (13)

Y15 ¼ 6:5
M

0:17 mg

� �
qr

1:5 g=cm2

� �0:56 T

3:8 keV

� �4:7

: (14)

Using Eqs. (12) and (13) to replace velocity in Eq. (11),

we obtain Zhou and Betti’s 1D ignition metric

GLC � v ¼ qR

1:5

� �0:8
T

3:8

� �1:8

: (15)

In obtaining Eq. (15), we have also approximated

T2/hrv i� T�1 for the temperature range of interest. Using

Eq (14), we can rewrite Eq. (15) to obtain an ignition metric

that depends on yield and qr instead of temperature and qr.

This form of the ignition metric is closely related to

ITFX17,30

GLC ¼ 6:5
qr

1:5

� �1:6 Y15

M=0:17mg

� � !0:375

� ITFXð Þ0:375
:

(16)

We can also use Eqs. (12) and (13) to write Eq. (15) in

terms of the velocity, adiabat, and the peak fuel kinetic

energy

GLC ¼ a
1:5

� ��1:8 v

370 km=s

� �5:8 Ef uel

6 kJ

� � !0:387

¼ Ef uel

Efuel�ign

� �0:387

; (17)

where Efuel-ign is given by

Efuel�ign kJð Þ ¼ 6
a

1:5

� �1:8 v

370 km=s

� �5:8

� Eign�HTL:

This formulation recovers the ignition threshold factor

of Herrmann-Tabak-Lindl (HTL)11 at constant pressure at

the fuel/ablator interface that was an assumption in the deri-

vation of Eqs. (12) and (13).

If we write the fuel kinetic energy in terms of the fuel

mass and velocity, Eq. (17) can be re-written as

GLC ¼ 2
M

0:17 mg

� �
a

1:5

� ��1:8 v

370 km=s

� �7:8
 !0:387

� ITFð Þ0:387
: (18)
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This formulation is closely related to the Ignition

Threshold Factor ITF8 in 1D. Finally, if we use

s
Psign

� rhs=vimp

T2=hrvi � rhs; (19)

we obtain a formulation of the ignition threshold factor

which depends on the pressure and the hot spot radius

GLC � P

375 Gbar

� �
rhs

25 microns

� �
: (20)

We can also combine Eqs. (18) and (20) to relate adiabat

and velocity to pressure and hot spot radius

P

375 Gbar

� �
rhs

25 lm

� �
� 2

a
1:5

� ��0:7 v

370

� �3

: (21)

A similar relationship can be obtained from a simple model

of the implosions. The pressure at stagnation will scale

approximately as qifv
2 where qif is the in-flight density of the

DT fuel at peak velocity and v its velocity. For a given adia-

bat, a, the fuel pressure in-flight is given by Pif� aqif
5/3 or

qif� (Pif /a)3/5. The implosion velocity scales approximately

as gt, where g is the shell acceleration and t is the time over

which the acceleration occurs. Thus, from Eq. (10), the im-

plosion velocity scales as v�Pif
1/2 or Pif� v2. Hence,

qif� a�0.6v6/5 and Pstag� qifv
2� a�0.6v3.2. If the ablation

pressure is not maintained until the capsule begins its stagna-

tion phase without experiencing decompression from rare-

faction waves, an additional factor must be introduced to

account for this. Experiments with various degrees of

“coasting” after the end of the laser pulse observe this effect

as described in Sec. V C.

Instead of relating all of the ignition criteria to

GLC¼ Ps/Psign, we can relate them to the ratio of the fuel

kinetic energy achieved to that required for ignition

Ef uel

Eign�HTL

� �
� ITFX � ITF � P

375 Gbar

� �
rhs

25 microns

� �" #8
3

� Ps
PsIGN

� �8
3

¼ GLC
8
3: (22)

Viewed this way, we can see that ITF and ITFX are lin-

ear in the ratio of fuel kinetic energy achieved to that

required for ignition. The ignition margin is determined by

the ratio of the fuel mass or fuel kinetic energy above the

minimum required to achieve ignition. We can write

Ef uel ¼ ghydroEcap ¼ ghohlraumgcapElaser;

where Ecap is the capsule absorbed energy, ghydro is the

hydrodynamic efficiency between capsule absorbed energy

and fuel kinetic energy, Elaser is the laser energy into the

hohlraum, and ghohlraum is the efficiency of transfer of laser

energy to the capsule absorbed energy, and ncap is the frac-

tion of the energy absorbed by the capsule that ends up in the

fuel. Written this way, the ignition threshold factors are

linearly related to the laser energy that is the ultimate con-

straint for the ignition campaign.

The relationships in Eqs. (15)–(22) and their extension

to include 3D effects can be compared to the results of the

large ensemble of 1D and 2D calculations whose results are

shown in Figs. 5–7. We obtain ITFX and ITF from this com-

putational data base by finding a best fit to a power law in

DSR and yield for ITFX and to velocity and fuel adiabat for

ITF. In obtaining this fit, we find that yield amplification

rather than yield itself is better fit. Yield amplification is

defined as the ratio of yield that would be obtained using

burn-on calculations with alpha deposition to the yield that

would be obtained with no alpha deposition, i.e., the yield

due to heating from PdV compression alone. Since these

metrics are related to the GLC which is derived from a ratio

of energies, this is not a surprising finding in hindsight.

However, this realization resulted in a somewhat different

approach than that followed by Haan et al. and Edwards

et al., which focused on finding a best fit to yields very near

the ignition threshold of 1 MJ yield. Both approaches work

equally well near yields of 1 MJ, but we find that yield

amplification is much better correlated with ITFX or ITF at

low yields. The difference in these two relationships is

shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows yield amplification vs ITFX

and Fig. 8(b) shows yield vs ITFX. The “no-alpha” yield for

this figure is taken from calculations with 2% THD fuel so

that the level of alpha deposition is negligible. The burn-on

yield is from a companion calculation in which all aspects of

the implosion except the fuel composition were identical.

The THD yields in Fig. 8 have been adjusted for the surro-

gacy effects relative to a 50/50 DT fuel mixture shown in

Fig. 6 so that the yield ratio goes to one for low values of

ITFX. Fig. 8(b) shows the growing spread in yield vs ITFX

for values of ITFX well below ignition. The blue points in

FIG. 7. Ps and T for each dot in the figure are the result of a 2D calculation of

the Ge-doped CH capsule using a DT fuel mixture without alpha deposition.

Yields indicated are the result of a companion calculation using DT fuel with

alpha deposition. Red, black, and green represent yields >1 MJ, 0.1–1 MJ, and

<100 kJ. As shown, the contour for implosions with a 50% probability of 1 MJ

yield is well fit with the red curve specified by Eq. (6) with f¼ 0.85. Blue

curve represents f¼ 0.75 which was appropriate for a 2% THD fuel mixture.
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Fig. 8(b) have high velocity and low compression or low

DSR. They have high power and poor shock timing. The red

points have lower velocity and higher DSR. They have good

shock timing but lower power. The black points are interme-

diate. The blue points get to higher yield because of the

strong dependence of implosion velocity on temperature as

seen in Eq. (13) and the strong dependence of yield on tem-

perature as seen in Eq. (14). Said differently, they have lower

ITFX for a given yield because of reduced qr. Moreover,

because of the reduced qr and reduced confinement time,

those implosions would be just as far from ignition and have

comparable yield amplification to the red points. We find

that the best fit functional form for ITFX normalized to val-

ues at 1 MJ yield is given by

ITFX ¼ YTHD
13�15 MeV

1:8� 1014

� �
DSR10�12 MeV

0:067

� �2:1

¼ YDT
13�15 MeV

4� 1015

� �
DSR10�12 MeV

0:067

� �2:1

: (23)

In Eq. (23), Y is the primary neutron yield from 13 to

15 MeV. The formula for a THD implosion is based on a

fuel mixture of 2%D, 24%H, and 74%T, while the formula

for a DT implosion is for a 50/50 mixture of DT. The ratio of

the yields between the THD and DT implosions accounts for

the 30% surrogacy offset between a DT implosion and a

THD implosion discussed above. For the DT implosions,

these yields would be from calculations without alpha depo-

sition. DSR is the ratio of neutrons downscattered to

10–12 MeV to those in the primary peak from 13 to 15 MeV.

The relationship between the fuel qr and DSR for neutrons

in these energy bands is approximately given by

qr(g/cm2)¼ 20 DSR. Equation (23) has a somewhat stronger

dependence on the fuel qr or DSR than the analytic model

given by Eq. (16).

Fig. 9 is a plot of the GLC (¼Ps/Psign) vs ITFX. Fig.

9(a) is a plot for a wide range of 1D calculations with vary-

ing x-ray powers and pulse shapes. Fig. 9(b) includes a wide

range of 2D calculations in which the imploded shape and

surface roughness of the CH shell and cryogenic fuel layer is

varied. For both the 1D and 2D calculations, we find

GLC ¼ IFTX0:45
1D ¼ ITFX0:45

2D : (24)

Equation (24) is close to the relationship found in Eq.

(16) from the 1D analytic implosion model and we find that

this relationship works equally well in 2D without modifica-

tion. The primary effect of the varying surface roughness is

to reduce the hot spot yield as cold fingers of the main fuel

penetrate and cool the outer regions of the hot spot. The

implications of this and the reasons for the broad applicabil-

ity of ITFX are discussed further below in relation to the

scaling of ITF from 1D to 2D.

For an ignition metric based on the fuel adiabat and im-

plosion velocity, we find the best fit functional form normal-

ized to values along the 1 MJ yield contour in 1D to be given

by

ITF CH � 1Dð Þ ¼ 3:85
MDT

0:17mg

� �
v

370 km=s

� �8 a
1:4

� ��2:6

:

(25)
In obtaining Eq. (25), we used the same data set used to

obtain ITFX in Eq. (23). The normalization constants in the

velocity and adiabat term are chosen to be the nominal val-

ues for the ignition point design.8 As was the case for ITFX,

ITF has a somewhat stronger dependence on the fuel adiabat

than predicted by Eq. (18). The formulation of ITF also has a

weaker dependence on fuel adiabat than an earlier publica-

tion8 on ITF which utilized a set of calculations with a

smaller range of variation in the fuel adiabat near the ignition

threshold. From Eqs. (16) and (18), we expect ITF(1D) and

FIG. 8. (a) Yield (burn)/YTHD (yield amplification) is generally better correlated with ITFX than (b) yield (burn) itself. Each point is the result of a 2D calcula-

tion. The colors represent calculations with different combinations of Yield and DSR. The blue points are the highest velocity lowest DSR implosions, while

the red points have relatively lower velocity and higher DSR. The black points have intermediate values of both. At a given value of ITFX, particularly for low

values of ITFX, we find that higher velocity implosions have higher yield. However, when we look at yield amplification, which depends on the fuel qr or

DSR as well as yield, we find that the higher velocity implosions have the same yield amplification at a given ITFX as somewhat lower velocity implosions

with a greater fuel qr. The THD yields have been adjusted for surrogacy effects relative to a 50/50 DT mixture so that the yield amplification goes to unity for

low values of ITFX.
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ITFX(1D) to be linearly related. This is indeed what we find

as shown in Fig. 10(a).

As indicated by Eq. (22), ITF is a measure of the igni-

tion margin of an implosion, where we define margin as

ITF-1. The ignition margin is determined by the ratio of the

fuel mass or fuel kinetic energy above the minimum

required to achieve ignition. If the implosion achieved the

values indicated for the velocity and adiabat terms, with no

degradation from the 3D terms, the ignition margin for the

baseline optimized 1D Si-doped CH point design is approxi-

mately 3 as indicated by Eq. (25). As discussed extensively

in the article by Haan et al., we have used ITF to set specifi-

cations on the laser, targets, and experiments in order to

maximize the margin available for dealing with all the vari-

ous factors which degrade an implosion from an idealized

1D calculation.

To extend ITF to include 2D and 3D effects, we have

incorporated three additional terms in ITF. We find that a

wide range of effects from the surface roughness of the CH

shell and cryogenic fuel layer as well as variations in the

radiation flux from laser power imbalance and pointing

errors can be incorporated by the addition of a shape term

(S) which accounts for the variation in the effective size

of the hot spot as cold fuel fingers from growth of hydrody-

namic instabilities penetrates into the hot spot. These cold

fingers cool the outer regions of the hot spot and reduce the

yield of the hot spot. Levedahl and Lindl9 proposed that the

correction needed to account for this cooling amounted to a

rescaling of the implosion to recover a hot spot size equal to

that which existed before the perturbations were imposed.

Kishony and Shvarts12 extended this analysis to show that

perturbations with mode number of 6 or less had a reduced

impact on the degree to which the hot spot had to be

rescaled. In this context, “shape” includes such long wave-

length shape variations as those from intrinsic hohlraum var-

iations and pointing errors as well as shorter wavelength

variations such as those caused by ablator and ice surface

roughness. Because of thermal conduction driven ablation at

the hotspot/cold fuel interface, perturbations at this interface

are dominated by modes of ‘ ¼ 30 or less. There is an

implicit assumption that the shape of the main fuel is suffi-

ciently spherical that the principal effects of asymmetry are

captured by looking at the shape of the hot spot. For implo-

sion calculations near ignition, this is generally a good

FIG. 9. We find that GLC (Ps/Psign)

versus ITFX closely follows the rela-

tionship expected from hydrodynamic

scaling for both (a) 1D and (b) 2D for

implosions perturbed by surface rough-

ness and flux asymmetry.

FIG. 10. ITF is approximately linear in

ITFX in both (a) 1D and (b) 2D as

expected from hydrodynamic scaling.
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assumption. However, as discussed in Sec. V, it is possible

to have implosions in which the fuel has large long wave-

length mass variations while the hot spot is nearly spherical.

It is necessary to have adequate diagnostics to avoid or cor-

rect implosions of this type. We find a best fit to the 1 MJ

contour for the 2D calculations with a wide range of ablator

surface and fuel roughness is given by

ITF CHð Þ ¼ 1:6
MDT

0:17 mg

� �
v

370 km=s

� �8 a
1:5

� ��2:6

�
1� DRRMS�hotspot

Rhotspot

0:815

2
4

3
5

3:3

: (26)

The normalization constant for the shape term gives a

factor of 2 reduction in ITF. Specifications on the capsule

and radiation flux are set to achieve this level of shape distor-

tion or less. The definition of the hot spot used in obtaining

Eq. (26) is that developed by Clark,13 but uses the distortion

at the time the 2D calculation reaches 12 keV for capsules

which burn, or the time of peak burn for those which do not

ignite. Clark used the distortion from the 2D calculation but

used the time at which the 1D calculation reached 12 keV.

The result given here is closer to what one would measure in

an experiment and has a physical interpretation very close to

that of Levedahl and Lindl. If the exponent in Eq. (26) were

exactly 3, the correction for the hot spot distortion would be

equal to the volume change needed to recover the original

yield and volume of the hot spot. This correction is consist-

ent with the fact that the form of ITFX does not need to be

changed in going from 1D to 2D since ITFX naturally

accounts for the impact of reduced yield from distortions of

the hot spot. Betti has used this yield correction to generalize

his ignition criterion to 3D by setting

X 3Dð Þ ¼ X 1Dð Þ Y

Y 1Dð Þ

� �0:4

¼ X 1Dð ÞYOC0:4;

where YOC is defined to be the ratio of the yield obtained in

an experiment to that calculated for a 1D implosion. This

relationship is expected from the relationship between X and

ITFX in Eqs. (15) and (16) as a result of the fact that ITFX is

unchanged between 1D and 2D/3D for the range of implo-

sions discussed above. As a performance metric, this modifi-

cation now makes X dependent on an accurate knowledge of

what the 1D implosion for a given experiment would have

been if there had been no degradation from 3D effects.

With the shape term in ITF given by Eq. (26), we find

that ITFX and ITF are also linearly related in 2D as shown in

Fig. 10(b). Equation (26) does not yet include the effects of

the degradation in performance that results from the mix (M)

of ablator into the cryogenic fuel layer or of ablator material

that makes its way to the hot spot. Haan et al.8 set specifica-

tions on the magnitude of these effects from capsule surface

imperfections. When these effects are a small perturbation

on capsule performance, we can modify Eq. (26) as follows

to account for them:

ITF ¼ 1:2
MDT

0:17 mg

� �
v

370 km=s

� �8 a
1:5

� ��2:6 1� DRhotspot

Rhotspot

0:815

2
4

3
5

3:3

�

Mclean

MDT

0:7

2
4

3
5

0:5

1�MHS�mix½ �
0:9

: (27)

In this equation, Mclean/MDT is the fraction of the DT

fuel layer which contains less than 5% by mass of ablator

material. This mix term accounts for the fact that the cold

DT fuel layer, which becomes the piston for forming the hot

spot, is less compressible and acts as a less efficient piston

when mixed with ablator material. Mix of ablator into the

outside of the main fuel effectively raises the average main

fuel adiabat. The term MHS-mix is a measure of the hotspot

mix. As the level of higher-z material from the ablator or

from He resulting from T decay increases in the hot spot, the

radiative losses from the hot spot increase making ignition

more difficult. The added mass in the hot spot also increases

its heat capacity, but the dominant effect is the increased

radiative loss.

For the temperature and densities of the Si-doped CH

capsule near ignition, MHS-mix is given by

MHS�mix ¼
MHSmixCHS

700 ng

� �
þ MHSmixSi

150 ng

� �
þ DTage

900 h

� �
: (28)

The equivalent mass8 for Ge-doped CH would be about

120 ng. These mix masses are to be compared to the typical

hot spot mass which is �10 lg. Most of the mix mass from

the ablator will be CH because the dopant fractions for Si or

Ge are at atomic percent levels. These approximations for

the effects of mix break down for levels of mix at which their

impact becomes a dominant factor in ITF.

The shape and adiabat terms in ITF can largely be opti-

mized without directly affecting the velocity or mix terms.

However, the velocity and mix terms are strongly connected.

Because of the strong velocity dependence of ITF and the

relatively weak dependence on mix for small levels of mix,

the optimum performance will occur with as high a velocity

as possible without developing catastrophic mix. Figure 11

shows the results from a high-resolution 3D calculation that

included measured capsule roughness on a patch of the cap-

sule surface.31 Based on this type calculation and other esti-

mates, an implosion that is driven until the mix fraction

reaches �30% is estimated to give the optimum perform-

ance. However, these estimates also indicate that with a mix

fraction of about 40%, the amount of mass penetrating the

hot spot from statistical variability in the surface will

increase rapidly. There is a fine line between optimizing the

velocity with acceptable mix and stepping over the bound-

ary. This boundary will have to be determined and optimized

experimentally. An extensive discussion of ITF and its use in

setting specifications and optimizing the ignition point

design is contained in Ref. 8 by Haan et al.
From Eq. (20), we expect a linear relationship between

the GLC and pressure achieved in the hot spot for constant
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hot spot radius. Since capsules in the NIF ignition campaign

have largely been the same size, we expect the hot spot ra-

dius to be nearly constant for 1D implosions. For the same

computational data base, we have been using above, Fig.

12(a) is a plot of GLC versus pressure in the hot spot for a

2% THD fuel composition. Fig. 12(b) is the GLC vs pressure

for the same set of implosions but with a 50/50 DT fuel layer

and no alpha particle deposition. GLC is linear in the hot

spot pressure as seen in the Fig. 12 but as indicated by Eq.

(29), there is a 90 gigabars surrogacy offset for GLC¼ 1

between the pressure required in a THD implosion and the

equivalent no-alpha pressure required with 50/50 DT fuel

GLC ¼ PTHD

420 Gbars

� �
¼ PDT

330 Gbars

� �
: (29)

For this surrogacy offset to be consistent with the earlier

finding that no-alpha implosions with 50/50 DT fuel were

hotter and had higher scaled hydrodynamic yield than the

equivalent 2% THD implosion (Fig. 6), Eq. (7) implies that

the product of the hot spot volume and the burn time in the

DT implosions must be larger than that in the equivalent

THD implosions. From Eq. (7), we obtain

VDTsDT

VTHDsTHD

� �
¼ r3

hs�DTsDT

r3
hs�THDsTHD

 !

¼ YDT=YTHD

P2
DTT1:5

DT

� �
= P2

THDT1:5
THD

� � ¼ 1:75;

where we have used hrvi�T3.5 in the relevant temperature

range and PDT¼ 0.79PTHD, YDT¼ 1.3YTHD, and

TDT¼ 1.13TTHD. From Eq. (10), we expect the burn width to

scale approximately as the hot spot radius, since the implosion

velocities are nearly identical. We then expect rhs�DT ’

FIG. 11. 3D patch simulation of density profiles of cold fuel/ablator inter-

face near peak velocity for a capsule initialized with as-measured initial sur-

face roughness.

FIG. 12. GLC is linear in the hot spot

pressure. Implosions (a) with a 2%

THD fuel mixture require a higher

pressure than implosions (b) with a

50/50 DT fuel at a given GLC (420

gigabars vs 330 gigabars at GLC¼ 1 in

1D). Implosion in 2D (a) require a

slightly lower pressure at a given GLC

than implosions in 1D (395 gigabars vs

420 gigabars at GLC¼ 1) because the

clean hot spot temperature in the 2D

implosions is slightly higher. This par-

tially compensates for the fact that the

hot spot pressure in 2D (c) is slightly

lower for a given implosion velocity

and adiabat than the comparable 1D

implosion as a result of hydrodynamic

instabilities.
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1:15rhs�THD and sDT ’ 1:15sTHD. These are close to the val-

ues we find from our numerical data base which gives mean

values for the radius and burnwidth as rhs�DT ’ 1:16rhs�THD

and sDT ’ 1:11sTHD. Since the hot spot temperature is greater

in the DT implosions than in the THD implosions, thermal

conduction during the final compression process creates a

larger hot spot with longer burn times and higher yield at

lower pressure than is the case for the equivalent implosion

with a THD fuel mixture.

The linear relationship between GLC and pressure also

holds for the 2D calculations although there are a couple of

differences from 1D that are worth noting. Fig. 12(c) is a

plot of the hot spot pressure for the 2D THD data base ver-

sus the 1D THD hot spot pressure. The 2D data base was

generated as indicated above by applying different levels of

surface roughness to the 1D implosion data set. The surface

roughness is sufficient to generate rms variations in the hot

spot of up to 30%. As shown, the hot spot pressure gener-

ated in 2D is somewhat lower than that generated in 1D.

However, the hot spot pressure required for a given GLC is

slightly reduced for the 2D implosions relative to that

required in the 1D implosions. This can be seen in Fig.

12(a) which includes data points for both the 1D and 2D cal-

culations. For this data set, the pressure required for

GLC¼ 1 is reduced from 420 gigabars in 1D to 395 giga-

bars in 2D. This slight reduction occurs because the hot spot

temperatures in the 2D calculations are slightly higher than

those in the equivalent 1D implosions. Psign is therefore

reduced. Although the 2D implosions have reduced size hot

spots as a result of the growth of perturbations on the outer

boundary of the hot spot, the remaining hot spot is hotter on

average because the hot spot temperature increases toward

the center of the implosion.

Since GLC is linear in pressure, we expect Pressure to

scale as ITF(1D)0.45 as indicated in Eq. (24). From Figure

13, for 1D implosions having a 50/50 DT fuel mixture with

variations in fuel adiabat and implosion velocity, we find

P

330 Gbars

� �
¼ 1:85

v

3:7� 107 cm=s

� �3:7 a
1:4

� ��1:15

;

(30)

which is within a couple of percent of ITF0.45.

Based on the above analysis, we expect

ITFX � ITF � Ef uel

Eign�HTL

� �
� PDT

330 Gbars

� �2:2

� GLCð Þ2:2

(31)

to be equally good, and complementary, metrics for charac-

terizing the performance of an implosion. Fig. 14 is a plot of

the yield amplification versus each of these metrics for the

data base of calculations discussed above. As seen, the yield

amplification as a function of each of these metrics is a

nearly universal curve. However, each of these metrics has

served a different purpose in the ignition campaign. ITF was

developed primarily for its utility in setting specifications on

the laser, targets, and the experiments. The quantities that

comprise ITF in Eq. (27) can be more readily related to the

many control parameters that constitute the total ignition sys-

tem of physics and technology than the more integral quanti-

ties that constitute ITFX, the GLC and the hot spot pressure.

For example, implosion velocity is readily related to the laser

power and energy as well as to the shell thickness and

composition. We have accordingly devised experiments

described below that can directly measure the implosion ve-

locity and its dependence on these variables. The hot spot

shape is directly related to specifications on the hohlraum

dimensions, the laser power balance, and the pointing accu-

racy, as well as various specifications of the target dimen-

sions. X-ray and neutron emission experiments, as well as

x-ray backlit implosions, have been developed to measure

the shape of the imploding fuel. The fuel adiabat is directly

related to the precision of the pulse shape as well as to hot

electrons generated by laser plasma interactions (LPI).

Experiments described below have been devised to optimize

the pulse shaping to ensure optimal timing and strength of

the various shocks generated by the laser pulse. Other experi-

ments measure the level of hot electrons reaching the cap-

sule. Mix is driven by the growth of hydrodynamic

instabilities from seeds initially present on the capsule.

Techniques have been developed to accurately characterize

initial seeds for perturbation growth. Experiments have been

developed to measure the growth of perturbations and to

measure the amount of material mixed into the hot spot.

ITFX, the GLC, and the hot spot pressure are complementary

metrics for assessing the integrated performance achieved on

any given cryo-layered implosion.

The threshold nature of implosions in the near vicinity of

ITFX or GLC¼ 1 is seen clearly in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows

more details of the implosion trajectory in the Tion�qR

space for three implosions that span a range of GLC from just

below 1 to about 1.5. These are the variables in Betti’s 1D X.

FIG. 13. The relationship between pressure and velocity follows from the

relationship between pressure and ITF. The points plotted are for 1D implo-

sions without alpha deposition having a 50/50 DT fuel mixture with varia-

tions in the fuel adiabat and implosion velocity.
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Also plotted are lines of constant GLC for the case in which

the yield is assumed to equal the 1D yield. Any combination

of temperature and qR along those curves would have the

same GLC. Fig. 15(a) shows the trajectory in this space for

an implosion with a GLC¼ 1.5 without alpha heating. The

trajectory plotted starts at the time of peak implosion velocity

when the stagnation shock has collapsed to the center and

raised the hotspot temperature to about 2 keV. These are

mass averaged quantities. Peak temperatures at the center of

the hotspot are about twice these values. From this initial

point, the kinetic energy in the imploding shell of fuel is

gradually converted to internal energy over a period of about

300 ps. Points are shown along the implosion trajectory when

10% of the kinetic energy remains, at peak energy produc-

tion, and at a time when the shell is expanding and again has

10% of its initial kinetic energy. In the absence of alpha heat-

ing, as the final compression proceeds, the average fuel ion

temperature increases only slowly while the fuel qR increases

several fold. Hence, the initial increase in burn rate as the

capsule implodes is coming primarily from the increase in

density. The slow increase in fuel temperature occurs because

of thermal conduction and radiation losses of energy out of

the heated central DT. It is interesting to note that the implo-

sion follows a contour of nearly constant GLC as it

approaches peak compression. Plotted in Fig. 15(b) is the

companion implosion for a 50/50 DT fuel implosion. It paral-

lels the THD implosion until alpha heating is large enough to

cause a rapid heating of the fuel. This implosion is robust

enough for the fuel to ignite before peak compression. It then

has most of the confinement time provided by the peak qR to

burn and gets 17 MJ of yield, a burn-up fraction of about

30%. One feature evident in Fig. 15(b) is the slight offset in

the temperatures of the THD and DT trajectories throughout

the early phase of the implosion. This arises because of the

disparity in composition of the central gas and cryo-layer in

the THD implosion as described above.

Fig. 15(c) shows similar trajectories for a capsule with a

GLC¼ 0.85 and a yield of about 40 kJ. There is some alpha

heating in the DT and an associated measurable rise in fuel

temperature, but the heating is insufficient to raise the fuel

FIG. 14. Yield amplification versus ignition metric has the same functional form for several ignition metrics (a) GLC2.2 in red, (b) pressure2.2 in blue, (c) ITF

in magenta, and (d) ITFX in black. Yields of 1 MJ occur near a yield amplification of �100 for the Si-doped CH point design target.
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temperature to ignition conditions before it starts cooling

from expansion. Fig. 15(d) shows the previous DT trajecto-

ries along with the trajectory for an implosion with a

GLC¼ 1.05, just above the ignition threshold. This implo-

sion has a yield of 1 MJ and the alpha heating is just suffi-

cient to continue heating as the capsule begins expanding.

This capsule would burn well if it had more confinement

time but the yield is terminated by expansion at about 1 MJ.

In principle, the computational equivalence between

ITF, ITFX, and GLC gives us a sequence of complementary

metrics for use in assessing the accuracy of the models in

capturing the experimental performance of implosions in the

ignition campaign and in assessing progress toward

implosions that meet the requirements for ignition. However,

these metrics have all been developed on the basis of the

purely hydrodynamic performance of an implosion without

any effects from alpha deposition. This situation can be

approached, as described above, by the use of THD fuel mix-

tures. However, these cryo-fuel mixtures are more difficult

to form into high quality layers, and even with high quality

layers, there are surrogacy issues with respect to DT layers

that are hard to validate quantitatively. As a result, there is

substantial value in an ignition metric that is applicable to a

DT implosion that does not require a calculated surrogacy

correction for either a different fuel composition or the

effects of alpha deposition. We find that the GLC and ITFX

FIG. 15. Trajectories (in red) in Tion –

qR space showing the threshold behav-

ior of ignition near GLC or ITFX equal

unity. Contours (in black) of GLC

(THD) on all plots range from 10�3 to

10. The offset between the THD and

DT curves in temperature is due to sur-

rogacy effects between the two fuel

compositions. (a) Trajectory of a THD

capsule with GLC¼ 1.5 during the

compression of the fuel starting at the

time of peak kinetic energy. Points

along the curve mark the time of peak

kinetic energy, as well as 10% K.E.,

peak burn rate, and �10% K.E.

(expansion). (b) The companion 50/50

implosion with GLC¼ 1.5 shows the

rapid heating due to alpha particle dep-

osition as the implosion approaches

maximum compression. (c) The THD

and equivalent DT implosion trajecto-

ries for an implosion with GLC¼ 0.85.

Although there is some alpha heating,

it is not rapid enough to heat the fuel

to ignition conditions. (d) An implo-

sion with a GLC¼ 1.05 has just

enough alpha heating power to con-

tinue heating during the initial phases

of expansion and reach ignition

conditions.

FIG. 16. (a) ITFX using burn-on quan-

tities (black points) for DT implosions

provides an equally good ignition met-

ric for yield amplification as burn-off

values (blue points). The fact that we

can use burn-on quantities in ITFX

means that we can use the as measured

DT implosion data without requiring

surrogacy corrections for THD vs DT

implosions and without corrections to

the data for alpha heating. (b) Blow-up

of low ITFX region.
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work equally well as a metric for yield amplification using

either the no-alpha values or the burn-on values with alpha

deposition in Eqs. (8) and (23). This is shown for ITFX in

Fig. 16. The values for ITFX now span a much larger range

because the yield is increasing from alpha deposition as the

performance approaches ignition. And as shown in Fig. 17,

the measured DSR begins dropping substantially for a yield

amplification greater than 10 because the imploded fuel is

exploding as it burns. Nonetheless, the yield amplification is

still a well defined function of ITFX. The same is true for the

GLC as shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 shows that the relationship

between ITFX and the GLC given by Eq. (31) continues to

be true when burn-on quantities are used. This correspon-

dence gives us a very convenient way for expressing pro-

gress toward ignition based on the degree of yield

amplification achieved. Fig. 20 is a plot of Ps(burn-on) vs

T(burn-on) showing contours of yield amplification. These

are the variables utilized in the GLC. Fig. 20 also shows the

values of GLC (no-alpha) and ITFX (no-alpha) that would

be required to achieve the yield amplification indicated. The

best performing implosions at the end of the NIC, as dis-

cussed in Sec. V, have a GLC� 0.3. This figure shows that a

factor of �1.5 improvement in GLC would get the experi-

ments to the alpha dominated regime with gain amplification

of �2. Figure 21 is the complementary plot of Yield (burn-

on) vs DSR (burn-on) showing contours of gain amplifica-

tion. Plots of this type will be used in the discussion below in

Sec V C on the data from layered implosions. For the compu-

tational data based used in constructing Figures 16–21, the

uncertainty in the ITFX needed for a given yield amplifica-

tion is approximately 610%. As seen in the figures, there is

a larger spread of 630% in the GLC needed for a given yield

amplification.

FIG. 17. Above an alpha gain of about 10, the DSR measured in a DT im-

plosion begins dropping substantially below that which would be measured

in a THD implosion or in a DT calculation without burn. This occurs

because a substantial fraction of the yield occurs, while the capsule is

exploding and the DSR is dropping. Nonetheless, ITFX using burn-on quan-

tities is a good metric for yield amplification.

FIG. 18. Yield amplification from alpha deposition versus GLC2.2 (overlaid

on ITFX values of Fig. 16, with light blue and red denoting burn on and off,

respectively), using burn-on quantities for DT implosions, also works

equally well as an ignition metric.

FIG. 19. The relationship between GLC and ITFX obtained in the no-burn

implosions is maintained when burn-on quantities are used.

FIG. 20. A plot of Ps(burn-on) vs T (burn-on) showing contours of yield

amplification provides a convenient way of viewing progress toward ignition

which does not require surrogacy corrections to the DT data. Also listed are

the GLC (no-burn) and ITFX (no-burn) quantities which would produce the

same yield amplification. This illustrates the large improvement in yield

amplification expected for relatively small improvements in the underlying

hydrodynamic parameters.
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III. USE OF NUMERICAL MODELS WITHIN THE
NATIONAL IGNITION CAMPAIGN

Development of the underlying science of ICF has been

a multi-decade long process. By its nature, the scientific

challenge of ignition requires the integration of an exception-

ally wide range of physical phenomena. ICF computational

models incorporate this accumulated knowledge into a sys-

tem of equations, algorithms, and databases, with calcula-

tions carried out on computers32 where the capabilities have

increased more than 6 orders of magnitude in the past two

decades. The two principal codes used for radiation hydrody-

namics calculations on the NIF are Lasnex33 and Hydra.34

The principal code used for modeling LPI physics is the

pF3D35 code. The models were developed and tested using a

wide range of experiments on the Nova and Omega lasers as

well as other facilities. However, these experiments were

carried out with nearly a factor of 100 less energy than NIF.

Accordingly, these models have not been tested over the full

range of spatial and temporal scales or conditions of temper-

ature and density required for ignition experiments.

Because of the complexity of the scientific issues

involved, and the difficulty of solving the equations describing

these phenomena, even with today’s computers these compu-

tational models necessarily involve approximate solutions of

the relevant physics. While recognizing that there will inevita-

bly be areas where the models prove inaccurate, a key chal-

lenge in the pursuit of ignition is to identify ways to utilize the

models together with experimental data from the campaign, to

optimize progress toward ignition. Although we expected the

models to be insufficiently accurate to allow a priori specifi-

cations of precise details of the targets and laser pulse, the

large data base acquired on all the principal ICF physics phe-

nomena provided confidence that the specifications set by the

codes are close enough to provide a good starting point for the

campaign which can then iterate experimentally to the

imploded fuel conditions required for ignition.

The use of the numerical models in NIC is shown sche-

matically in Fig. 22. Prior to the start of experiments, the

codes were used to set the initial laser pulse and target speci-

fications, as well as experimental inputs including expected

timing and signal levels for the various diagnostics. We also

generated “playbooks” of sensitivities to adjustments to the

experimental inputs that we expected to utilize in order to

optimize the implosion performance. The expectation has

been that in some cases, the models would prove adequate to

specify experiments that would achieve the required per-

formance in relatively few iterations. In other cases, we

expected that the models might disagree with the data to a

sufficient extent that additional experiments, which probed

more deeply into the underlying physics, would be neces-

sary. This approach has allowed the NIC team to move

quickly through those areas of the physics where the models

proved to be adequate for rapid progress while focusing

resources on the areas where the data are at greater odds

with the models. This approach helps identify those areas of

the underlying physics where improvements would have the

largest impact, both in current experiments and for future

applications, where a more a priori predictive capability

would allow more rapid convergence to the required per-

formance. In advance of experiments, it was not possible to

know which areas of the physics would prove to be the most

challenging.

As data are obtained, that information is fed into the

models. On a time scale of days to months, the models are

adjusted to obtain better correspondence between the calcu-

lations and the observations. These adjustments are generally

not unique, since a number of factors can contribute to the

differences between experiment and calculation. However,

this kind of adjustment of the models has been shown to be

quite effective as a means for predicting the required changes

to upcoming experiments in order to move the results closer

to those required for ignition. Once enough experimental

data have been obtained, the measured sensitivities them-

selves can be used for further adjustments. This process has

been used to optimize symmetry, adiabat, and implosion ve-

locity, and examples are given below.

FIG. 21. Yield (burn-on) vs DSR (burn-on) showing contours of yield

amplification complements the view of progress toward ignition provided by

Fig. 20 plot of Ps (burn-on) vs T (burn-on). Also listed are the GLC (no-

burn) and ITFX (no-burn) quantities which would produce the same yield

amplification.

FIG. 22. Flow diagram for showing how numerical models, with years of

development of the underlying physics, are used to establish starting points

for the experimental campaign. In the short term, as data are acquired, inputs

to the codes are modified to match measured performance and used to obtain

expected performance on succeeding experiments. Over longer times, the

underlying models are improved in order to enhance the a priori predictive

capability of the codes.
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To provide room for adjustment, the NIF laser was

designed with about a 40% margin in power and energy

above the baseline requirements for the point design target.

The NIF also has substantial flexibility in pulse shaping,

pointing, and beam smoothing, as well as the ability to adjust

the wavelength of beams at different angles in order to adjust

energy transfer between beams. The features of the targets

are also very flexible and the target fabrication precision is

the subject of a continuous improvement process. The differ-

ences between the models and the experiments are not an

impediment to progress toward ignition as long as the differ-

ences between the models and experimental results are

within the range of adjustment provided by this flexibility.

On a longer time scale, which can range from months to a

year or more, the underlying physics equations, algorithms,

or data bases are improved as necessary to obtain a better a
priori predictive capability. Areas in which the models need

further improvements are also given below.

IV. THE APPROACH CHOSEN FOR IMPLOSION
OPTIMIZATION

Many lower level variables affect the four principal

quantities in ITF. However, extensive analysis of the ignition

point design indicated that, given a target and laser that meet

specifications, a relatively small number of high-level varia-

bles have the largest leverage in the process of optimizing

the V, a, S, and M of an implosion. Based on an assessment

of the variables optimized in computer simulations to

achieve ignition and propagating burn, we identified an ini-

tial set of laser and target parameters, shown schematically

in Fig. 23(a) which must be set precisely in pre-ignition

experiments in order to optimize the imploded fuel assembly

as required for ignition. Precisely setting this set of parame-

ters in simulations was sufficient to achieve ignition, how-

ever, it was expected that experiments would uncover the

necessity for a more extensive optimization of features such

as the pulse shape, capsule structure, and hohlraum geome-

try. Optimization of these high-level variables forms the

basis for an array of basic target platforms used in the implo-

sion optimization campaign, as well as for the measurement

precision required by NIF as discussed extensively in the ar-

ticle by Landen et al.14 The principal target platforms,

Symcaps, Re-emits, Keyholes, and Convergent Ablators

(ConA) are shown schematically in Figs. 23(b) and 24, and

actual target pictures shown in Fig. 25. These include:

A. Hohlraums with gas-filled symmetry capsules
(Symcaps)

In Symcaps, the cryogenic fuel-layer is replaced with an

equivalent mass of ablator material. Hydrodynamically,

these capsules are designed to have a response to long wave-

length radiation asymmetry very similar to that of a

cryogenic-layered target but they are simpler to field.36–39

They are also designed for lower convergence by having an

initial gas fill which is higher than that in a cryo-layered cap-

sule. Symcaps are used to establish that (a) the required peak

radiation temperature can be achieved consistent with speci-

fications on the radiation asymmetry, (b) the level and vari-

ability of scattered laser light is acceptable, and (c) the hot

electron production from LPI effects as well as the level of

hot electrons transported to the capsule are at acceptable lev-

els. Symcap targets are used to set beam smoothing charac-

teristics of the laser including smoothing by spectral

dispersion (SSD) and polarization smoothing as well as to

set the hohlraum gas fill and the spot size to maximize cou-

pling and minimize LPI effects. The level of scattered light

and its variability and the hot electron fraction are not quan-

tities that are “set” in the tuning campaign. But if they

exceed levels as established in the point design specifica-

tions, it might be necessary to drop the hohlraum tempera-

ture, modify the hohlraum design, or increase the target size

and laser energy to achieve ignition conditions. Symcaps are

used to set the relative power in the beams and the wave-

length separation between cones as required to obtain long

wavelength radiation symmetry (both polar and azimuthal)

integrated over the pulse. Also obtained from these targets is

FIG. 23. (a) To compensate for physics uncertainties, the implosion optimization campaign will set a variety of pulse shape and target parameters. The 19 laser

and 5 target parameters shown are indicative of the key parameters which must be set to optimize velocity (V), adiabat (a), mix (M), and shape (S) but are not

comprehensive. The complete optimization is determined as the ignition campaign proceeds. (b) The principal experimental platforms and sample data

required for optimizing each of the four principal implosion attributes.
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the spectrum of the x-rays in the hohlraum. In particular, the

fraction of x-ray energy above 1.8 keV is responsible for pre-

heat of the ablator at the fuel/ablator interface. This measure-

ment is used to set the ablator dopant levels as needed to

control the Atwood number at the fuel/ablator interface. The

hohlraum length is adjusted to optimize the P4 mode asym-

metry in the radiation drive.

Fig. 26 summarizes the principal diagnostic measure-

ments utilized to assess these performance parameters. Light

from Stimulated Brillouin scatter (SBS) and Stimulated

Raman Scatter (SRS) which is scattered back through the lens

is measured using the Full Aperture Backscatter40 (FABS)

diagnostic on one 50� outer quad and on one 30� inner quad.

SBS and SRS, which are scattered to positions near the lens,

are measured using the Near Backscatter Imager41 (NBI) on

one 50�, one 30�, and one 23� quad. Soft x-ray production is

measured using the Dante soft x-ray spectrometer42 and hard

x-rays are measured using the FFLEX hard x-ray

spectrometer.43 The Static X-ray Imager (SXI)44 provides a

time integrated image of x-ray emission from the LEH. The

Gated X-ray Diagnostic (GXD)45 provides a sequence of

snapshots of emission from the imploding capsule near peak

compression. Separate lines of sight looking through the LEH

and through diagnostic holes at the waist of the hohlraum pro-

vide equatorial and polar measurements.

B. Re-emit capsules

In these targets, a high-z sphere of Bi replaces the plastic

ignition capsule.46,47 Re-emit capsules have a high albedo
for the radiation incident on their surface and re-emit x-rays

in proportion to the incident flux. This re-emission is used to

measure and set the low mode polar and azimuthal radiation

flux asymmetry during the first 2 ns of the pulse. This is im-

portant for both the shape of the implosion and the entropy

of the fuel.

FIG. 25. Target pictures of principal

experimental platforms utilized in im-

plosion optimization experiments.

FIG. 24. Principal experimental plat-

forms utilized in implosion optimiza-

tion experiments.
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C. “Keyhole” targets

These targets have a cone inserted through the side of

the hohlraum wall and into the capsule that is filled with liq-

uid deuterium (surrogate for frozen DT) so that an optical in-

terferometer (VISAR)48 can see the inside of the shell.

Keyhole targets are used to measure the timing and strength

of shocks launched in the ablator49–51 They are used to set

the key parameters of the pulse shape—the power levels of

the initial picket and the trough following the 1st picket, the

power levels of the 2nd and 3rd shocks, the timing of the

2nd, 3rd, and 4th shocks, and the rate of rise of the radiation

temperature during the 4th pulse. If hot electron preheat

effects from LPI meet specification, shock mistiming is the

dominant source of entropy generation in the fuel. Initial

keyhole experiments carried out 2010 had a single straight

through line of sight through the cone that was pointed to-

ward the waist of the hohlraum. A “mirrored” keyhole was

introduced in 2011. The mirror allows the VISAR to look

both at the pole and waist of the capsule in a single shot.

With the mirrored keyhole, we are able to tune the P2 sym-

metry of shocks on the capsule as well as the strength and

timing. 3-axis keyholes are now being used and designed to

allow optimization of the P4 and m4 components of the flux

on the capsule.

The data provided by the keyhole target platform are

central to the ability of the NIC to achieve low entropy in the

cryogenic fuel layer. As indicated above, ITF varies strongly

with the fuel adiabat. To achieve the design goals of the NIC

point design, pressure in the cryogenic fuel layer must be

within about a factor of 1.5 of the Fermi pressure at peak im-

plosion velocity. This requires 50 ps timing accuracy for the

shocks.8,14 Because of uncertainty over a wide range of proc-

esses which determine the timing and strengths of the shocks

generated in the shell, this level of precision can only be

obtained by looking on the interior of the shell directly at the

shocks generated.

D. Radiography targets

1. Convergent ablator

This target (ConA) can be either a Symcap or a cryo-

layered target with a slot at the waist of the hohlraum and a

backlighter illuminated by two quads of NIF beams.

Convergent Ablator targets are used to radiograph at 8-

10 keV the position of the imploding shell radius versus

time and the optical depth of the mass remaining in the

ablator as it implodes.52,53 This measurement is used to

adjust the laser peak power and the shell thickness so that

the implosion has both the required velocity and the

required residual mass of ablator. The peak power and shell

thickness along with the dopant level in the ablator must be

adjusted to optimize the tradeoff between implosion veloc-

ity and mix. The position of the shell and its optical depth

as it implodes can be obtained either with a framed imager

or a streak camera.54 There are a number of variants of tar-

gets that use radiography to image the state of the implod-

ing ablator or fuel. For example, designs exist for assessing

the in-flight fuel width using refraction-enhanced x-ray

radiography.55,56

2. Mix-caps

These are a variant of symcaps with engineered surface

features. The variation in optical depth of these features can

be imaged during the course of an implosion using a

5–10 keV x-ray backlighter.57,58 The growth of variations in

the optical depth is used to obtain hydrodynamic instability

growth rates, both from the shock phase Richtmyer-

Meshkov and acceleration phase Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

Mix depth is a nearly linear product of growth x amplitude

of surface features on ICF capsules. Measurement of this

growth determines the level of surface roughness and the

level of mass ablated required to keep mix at acceptable lev-

els. In the keyhole geometry, it is possible to look at the

FIG. 26. Key optical and x-ray diag-

nostics utilized in the symcaps and

other implosion experiments on the

NIF.
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growth in optical depth from inside of the shell, hence from

just one side, but after less convergence. Additional targets,

which would use emission or absorption spectroscopy59 or

radiochemistry60 to more directly measure mix at the fuel

ablator interface, or deep within the hotspot, are being

evaluated.

3. 2D-radiography

This is a variant of the ConA target which uses a

10–20 keV backlighter and a pinhole instead of a slit to

obtain a sequence of 2D images of the optical depth of the

imploding shell as a function of time.61,62 With 2D radiogra-

phy, besides the 1D parameters of peak velocity, mass

remaining, and shell profile, it is possible do obtain informa-

tion about the spatial variation in the location of the shell as

well as variations in the optical depth of the remaining mass

when it is at radii of 150 to 350 lm. These variations are

shown by simulations to be correlated with the final stag-

nated fuel configuration. The higher the backlighter photon

energy the later and smaller radius it is possible to probe.

Recent experiments demonstrated 0.3% efficient 12.3 keV

KBr and 15 keV Zr backlighters63 at NIF that will allow

probing down to 100 lm radius.

4. Compton radiography

Information about areal density and shape of the dense

cold fuel surrounding the hotspot can be obtained by active

probing using an external source of hard X-rays. High-

energy x-ray images64 can be obtained using transmission

Compton radiography where high energy Compton scatter-

ing is used rather than traditional photo-absorption to cast a

shadow of the imploding capsule. The Compton scattering

cross section is largely independent of photon energy for

photon energies of 50–200 keV. As a consequence, the opti-

cal depth of the fuel of an ICF target shows a plateau above

�50 keV, where the Compton scattering dominates.

Because of the slow dependence of the Compton scattering

cross section on the X-ray photon energy, the areal density

of the fuel can be inferred even using a polychromatic

backlighter. A broadband bremsstrahlung emitting source is

adequate and the energies of the X-ray photons can be

selected by a combination of a high-pass filter and the gated

hard x-ray detector response65 to optimize signal to back-

ground. The accuracy of measurements of fuel areal density

depends mainly on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the con-

trast of the recorded radiograph, which would have 0.6

optical depth for a typical 3 g/cm2 chord fuel areal density.

In the current implementation, the backlighting source is

produced by irradiating Au wires with the UV beams from

two tightly focused NIF 8 TW quads. Adequate 70-ps

temporal resolution is provided by a gated framing camera.

When the NIF Advanced Radiographic Capability (ARC) is

available, 30 ps, 1 kJ/beam ARC pulses will be used to

irradiate the Au micro-wires. Accuracies between 10% and

7% for measurements of limb-averaged qR are expected

when using short-pulse NIF UV beams to generate the

backlighter, and about 2% is expected when using

NIF-ARC.

E. Cryo-layered implosions

The results of the implosion optimization campaign,

using the surrogate targets discussed above, are used to set

most details of the target and laser pulse used to drive the

cryogenically layered capsules.66 Nevertheless, some physics

issues which result from the layer itself, principally instabil-

ity growth at the hotspot/main fuel interface and at the abla-

tor/main fuel interface as well as surrogacy issues arising

from differences between the tuning targets and cryo-layered

targets, can only be addressed with cryo-layered target

experiments. The surrogacy issues include shape of the hot-

spot and the spatial distribution of compressed fuel in the

main DT layer at the higher convergence of the cryogenic

implosion, as well as the velocity and velocity profile of the

imploding fuel layer. Each of these can be slightly different

in a layered target. These cryo-layered targets can be

designed with varying cryo-layer composition from layers

for low yield using a fuel layer composition consisting

mainly of tritium and hydrogen with only a few percent deu-

terium, referred to as THD layers above, to 50/50 DT layers.

The ratio between Hydrogen, Deuterium, and Tritium in the

reduced deuterium targets is generally chosen to maintain a

density in the frozen fuel layer equal to that for 50/50 DT in

order to retain surrogacy for hydrodynamic instability at the

fuel ablator interface. By using cryo-layered targets designed

for low yield, we are able to maintain the full array of diag-

nostics needed to optimize the fuel assembly before shifting

to 50/50 DT layers to obtain higher yields and ultimately to

achieve ignition.

A central goal of the THD experiments is to optimize

the tradeoff between velocity and mix in ITF. This tradeoff

occurs because achieving higher velocity requires ablating

more mass. With less mass remaining, instabilities, which

initially grow on the ablation front, imprint on the ablator/-

fuel interface, and provide a larger seed for growth at that

interface. Since ITF depends so strongly on velocity, ITF

will increase until mix begins to penetrate a significant frac-

tion of the cryo fuel layer or until the penetration of mass

from isolated defects in the ablator starts to significantly

affect the hotspot as described above. The nominal values of

velocity and mix penetration are chosen based on extensive

computational studies as discussed by Haan et al.8 We can

vary the ablated mass and velocity by varying the peak laser

power until we find the optimal performance. If this velocity

is below the velocity needed for ignition, we can either

reduce the size of perturbations by improving target fabrica-

tion or other sources of perturbation, work to reduce the

growth rates which are dependent on the capsule dopant pro-

file and the laser pulse shape or increase the laser power and

energy in order to implode thicker shells and/or thicker fuel

layers to higher velocity. Calculations indicate that growth

during the initial picket and the several nanosecond trough

that follows can vary by factors of 2-4, depending on details

of the pulse. The point design is optimized to minimize this

growth, but the optimum is uncertain because of equation of

state (EOS) effects and radiation transport effects.

Hydrodynamic instability growth during the foot of the pulse

can be measured using the mix-cap targets discussed above
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and optimized by modifying the initial picket and the subse-

quent trough.

A large number of diagnostics have been fielded to mea-

sure the performance of THD and DT implosions. As

described above, the key performance metrics are the size

and shape of the hot spot and main fuel, the X-ray spectrum,

the neutron yield and fraction of neutrons scattered from the

fuel (qR), and the burn history. The principal diagnostics are

summarized briefly below.

A key feature of the THD implosions is that the neutron

yield can be controlled via the %D concentration in the fuel

to optimize the diagnostics environment. X-ray imaging is

feasible on NIF, without special relay optics to a shielded

location, for neutron yields up to �1015 using a hardened

gated X-ray imager.67,68 This provides a large number of

snapshots of the implosion for hot spot size and shape. Each

image integrates over �35–70 ps, and a total interval �800

ps can be covered, compared to the 100–200 ps of the THD

emission time. The spatial resolution is �5–10 lm compared

to the �50 lm diameter of the X-ray image at peak bright-

ness. Different filtering can be used to provide spectral dis-

crimination on the same shot in order to extract temperature

information.69 A similar diagnostic, being built to operate in

the range of 1017 neutrons, must be located outside the target

chamber with adequate shielding against the higher neutron

environment.70 A faster camera is under development to pro-

vide �10 ps resolution,71 which is on the same order as the

burn width of igniting targets.

A neutron imager provides time integrated spatial infor-

mation of the compressed fuel.72 The detector is a stacked

fiber scintillator located 28 m from the target, imaged by two

cameras to produce one image of the primary neutrons,

between �13 and 20 MeV, and another gated from 10 to

12 MeV or 6 to 12 MeV showing neutrons scattered within

the capsule.73

The neutron spectrum is measured by several diagnos-

tics.74 A number of neutron time of flight (nTOF) detectors75

are used to measure the primary DT neutron yield, burn aver-

aged ion temperature from neutron Doppler broadening, and

the fraction of neutrons scattered by the fuel, which is pro-

portional to fuel qR. A number of detectors are required to

cover the large range in neutron yields for THD and DT

implosions. Several detectors are located at �4 m from the

target chamber center (TCC) and measure prompt signals

(Y, Tion, Bang Time) for lower yield targets. An additional 2

detectors are located at �20 m from TCC. These allow the

neutron signal to dilate in time making it easier to measure

the spectrum for the down scattered fraction. As DT yields

approach ignition levels, the close in detectors will no longer

work, and the 20 m detectors will be relied on for all spectral

information.

The neutron spectrum is also measured quantitatively

using a magnetic recoil spectrometer (MRS), which provides

an additional line of sight.76,77 This converts the neutron sig-

nal to a proton signal via collisions in a CH target foil. The

proton spectrum is then measured by dispersing the protons

spatially on to CR39 using a magnet. This diagnostic has

been designed to work for the entire range of neutron yields

expected from NIF. It also provides absolute yields and

mean primary neutron energies for checking for residual col-

lective hot spot velocities.78

Neutron activation detector79 containing Zirconium

[Zr90(n,2n)Zr89], referred to as FNADs (flange nuclear acti-

vation detectors), arrayed at several locations on the target

chamber, measure yield to complement the nToF and MRS

detectors. The threshold energy for activation is �12 MeV

making this suitable for measuring the primary DT neutron

signal. The yield is inferred by measuring absolutely the

�909 keV c-ray yield from the activated Zr nuclei. This is

similar to the copper activation technique used for many

years in ICF, but unlike Cu the Zr has a much longer half-

life (�3 days vs 10 min)80 making it functionally easier to

implement. Variations in the primary yield measured by

these Zirconium detectors are also a measure of the spatial

variation in fuel qR. These fuel qR variations will result in

variations in the number of neutrons down-scattered below

the Zirconium detection threshold and hence in variations in

the signal measured by the detector.

The capability to field capsules with radiochemical trac-

ers is also being implemented on NIF. There are several

potential applications, one of which is to measure the qR of

the fuel. The tracer material in this instance is 124Xe loaded

into the inner region of the ablator. There are two nuclear

reactions of interest, the 124Xe (n,2n)123Xe reaction and the
124Xe(n, c)125Xe reaction. The former is sensitive to neutrons

with energies 	10 MeV, while the latter has a threshold

>11 MeV. The ratio of the two product nuclei is similar in

nature to the number of primary and scattered neutrons, simi-

lar to DSR. Numerical simulations have found a very strong

correlation between the 123Xe:125Xe ratio and DSR.

The gamma ray reaction history (GRH) or “burn histo-

ry” is measured using a 4-channel gas Cherenkov c-ray de-

tector81 located 6 m from TCC. The c’s impact a converter

foil producing electrons, which then produce Cerenkov radi-

ation in the gas cells. The four cells will have different gas

densities to produce gamma thresholds of 3, 5, 8, and

14 MeV. Data from these signals are used to obtain the total

yields and time history of three capsule gamma rays;

16.7 MeV gamma rays from a branch of the D þ T reaction,

19.8 MeV from T þ H reaction, and 4.4 MeV from neutrons

interacting with the carbon in a plastic ablator. Neutrons

passing through the Au/U/Al hohlraum wall produce a back-

ground of gamma rays delayed from the prompt signal,

which must be subtracted. The time dependent ratio of the

4.4 MeV to the 16.7 MeV gammas is proportional to the car-

bon (or plastic) qR. Finally, the combined information from

the 16.7 MeV c’s and the 19.8 MeV c’s diagnose the H/D ra-

tio in the burning fuel. The temporal resolution is currently

limited to �100 ps by the optical diode used to resolve the

Cherenkov signal, but will later be improved to �20 ps by

using a streak camera.

F. Sequencing of experiments within the ignition
campaign

The Ignition Campaign involves a series of iterations on

implosion optimization in which the non-layered surrogate

targets are interleaved with layered THD and DT targets. In
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this way, we are able to determine if we achieve the expected

improvement in performance as the precision of the implo-

sion inputs improves. Although it would be ideal if we could

separately fully optimize each of the key implosion attributes

(velocity, adiabat, symmetry, and mix), this is not possible in

practice because of coupling between them. However, we

have worked hard to identify an optimal sequence in which

to iteratively improve each of these attributes. As much as

possible, we want to set quantities early in an optimization

cycle that will primarily affect those downstream variables

which have not yet been set and not those variables which

have already been set. For example, optimizing the symme-

try of the initial picket of the pulse by adjusting the cone bal-

ance will not be affected by subsequent adjustments to the

pulse to optimize shock timing. On the other hand, even

though adjustments to the capsule thickness will certainly

affect shock timing and can affect symmetry, it is necessary

to have good symmetry and shock timing in order to

adequately explore the tradeoff between shell thickness and

mix. So some iteration through the cycle of optimization is

inevitable. The sequence adopted by the NIC for implosion

optimization, shown schematically in Fig. 27, was developed

in a year long Red-team and Blue-team assessment. In this

exercise, the Blue team was responsible for optimization of

implosions. The Red-team consisted of a group of experts

who initially made an assessment of the likely uncertainty in

the underlying physics that govern ICF. The Red team then

modified the Hydra code models consistent with these uncer-

tainties, but in ways unknown to the Blue-team. The Blue-

team used its own version of the Hydra code but the

Red-team was responsible for conducting virtual experi-

ments specified by the Blue-team using the Red-team code.

The Blue-team was then given the results of those calcula-

tions in the form of synthetic data that would be obtained by

the diagnostics planned for the NIF. Using that synthetic

data, the Blue-team specified changes to the experiments that

they judged would move performance closer to that required

for ignition. The process is shown in Fig. 28. This exercise

was very valuable in identifying the type of diagnostic data

as well as the diagnostic precision that would be required for

a successful ignition campaign in the presence of the

expected physics uncertainty. Each of these iterations

through the optimization sequence in general entails 20–30

shots. The findings of each of these mini-campaigns have

motivated improvements to the targets, the laser perform-

ance, and the diagnostics, as well as the numerical models,

which have helped advance the experimental performance

toward the ignition requirements.

V. IGNITION CAMPAIGN EXPERIMENTS

Initial experiments in 2009 began with energies of about

0.5 MJ and powers up to about 300 TW. To generate

ignition-like hohlraum temperatures and plasma conditions,

hohlraums were employed which were reduced in scale from

the ignition point design. These hohlraums were 4.58 mm in

diameter and 8.45 mm in length (referred to as scale 458).

Throughout 2010–2012, laser energies gradually increased

from about 1 MJ to 1.8 MJ and laser powers increased from

300 TW to 500 TW. Along with this increase in power and

FIG. 27. Rows of observables versus columns of ignition optimization target and laser parameters. Also shown on far left and right are principal implosion at-

tribute addressed and experimental platforms used. Green indicates the primary tuning parameter set by a particular observable. Yellow indicates coupling to

parameters which are yet to be set. Orange indicates potentially strong coupling to parameters already set, while light orange indicates weaker coupling.

Arrows indicate principal iterations that will in general be required.
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energy, the ignition campaign moved to ignition scale hohl-

raums. The initial ignition hohlraum was 5.44 mm in diame-

ter and 1.01 cm in length (referred to as scale 544).

Experiments from September 2010 through July 2011 used

this scale hohlraum. Based on the calculations using the

improved hohlraum modeling developed in 2010, discussed

below, which predicted improved symmetry control with a

slightly larger diameter and shorter hohlraum, the ignition

hohlraum was modified to 5.75 mm in diameter and

0.943 cm long in July 2011 (referred to as scale 575) and this

has been the standard geometry since. The discussion below

will cover results from all three hohlraum scales. A length

scaling series, planned as part of the NIC to optimize the P4

radiation flux asymmetry, was not carried out by the official

end of the NIC on September 30, 2012. However, the 2D

ConA and Compton Radiography platforms designed to

image the imploding shell and main fuel needed for the

shape optimization were under development as part of the

NIC and initial results from the 2D ConA targets obtained in

October 2012 are also included in this review.

Initial experiments from August to December 2009

focused on LPI including hot electron production, as well as

x-ray drive and the resulting implosion symmetry in the

Symcap platform described above. Much of 2010 was

devoted to installation of a wide array of nuclear, optical,

and x-ray diagnostics as well as the facility infrastructure

required for cryogenically layered DT implosions including

the cryogenic target positioner. September 2010 through

February 2011 was focused on fielding, testing, qualifying,

and integrating all of the experimental platforms. May 2011

marked the beginning of the precision implosion optimiza-

tion campaign.

The discussion below covers the results from 2009 that

established the basic framework for the rest of the NIC cam-

paign, and then covers the results of the precision optimiza-

tion experiments from their beginning in May 2011.

A. Establishing the basic framework: Drive scaling,
symmetry control, and LPI effects

A fundamental question that had to be addressed at the

outset of experiments on the NIC was the following: Would

LPI allow access to the long pulse length, high temperature

conditions required for ignition at the megajoule scale?

Achieving radiation temperatures of about 300 eV while pre-

serving the temporal and spatial precision of x-ray produc-

tion needed for shock timing and symmetry is central to

achieving ignition. Although the NIC fully expected that the

details of the hohlraum, capsule, and laser pulse would

require successive optimization, the wide range of experi-

ments and comparison with models carried out over more

than two decades on the Nova and Omega facilities provided

the basis for setting the initial specifications for the NIF

experiments.2

Symcaps were the target platform used almost exclu-

sively in the first NIC experiments in 2009, experiments with

energies of 500 kJ to 1 MJ, a factor of 20–40 beyond that

done with earlier lasers and with targets which were a factor

of 3–4 larger in dimension than previously used. These

experiments were very successful and established the foun-

dation for the precision implosion optimization experiments

to follow. Absorption levels were about 85%–90%, radiation

temperatures achieved were close to expectations, control of

long wavelength radiation asymmetry was demonstrated by

tuning the wavelength separation between inner and outer

beams, and hot electrons were at acceptable levels.82–84

Although there were evident differences between the

initial calculations and the data, playbooks developed for

these experiments were used to achieve symmetry at differ-

ent energy levels, typically in 3 or fewer shots. This cam-

paign was a good demonstration of the fact that the

sensitivity of the numerical models to changes in key input

variables can be used to guide experiments even when the

absolute values deviate quantitatively from predictions at a

single point. This process as applied to capsule implosion

symmetry is shown in Fig. 29 for early symmetry experi-

ments at the 500 kJ level. These experiments used hohlraums

that were 4.58 mm in diameter, roughly 3 times the size of

hohlraums used on Nova or the Omega laser. As indicated,

FIG. 28. (a) Schematic of simulated campaign workflow, starting with The

Red Team developing a physics model consistent with current uncertainty

but different from the standard Lasnex and Hydro models, and unknown to

the Blue Team. The Red team ran the experiments as requested by the Blue

Team with this model and sent synthetic diagnostic information to the Blue

Team. The Blue Team then had to use this synthetic data, and its own model,

to iterate the implosions to ignition. (b) Parameter variations from nominal

physics set by Red Team by role of the dice. Typical model uncertainties are

10%–20% and 2� in NLTE collision rates and electron flux limiter.
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the difference in wavelength between the inner beams and

outer beams required for a symmetric implosion, predicted

by the original hohlraum model, differed from that observed

in the data. The black line labeled LASNEX scaling Old

Model utilized the XSN opacity model and flux limited dif-

fusion for electron transport with a flux limiter optimized to

match a wide range of Nova and Omega laser data at

20–30 kJ. As discussed further below, the dashed lined la-

beled LASNEX scaling HFM (High Flux Model) utilizes a

more sophisticated DCA (detailed configuration accounting)

opacity model and a non-local electron transport model or a

flux limiter which better matches the predictions of the non-

local electron transport model.

However, this original model had predicted that a differ-

ence in frequency between the inner and outer beams would

result in a transfer of energy and the model predicted sensitiv-

ity to changes in the wavelength separation that is very close

to observations. The basic physics of this transfer is indicated

in Fig. 30. Interference between quads of beams interacting

near the LEH sets up density modulations that act like a

plasma grating that can shift energy between quads.85

Theoretical analysis and experiments on the Nova laser and

elsewhere,86 although not exactly analogous to the multi-quad

interaction near the LEH in NIC hohlraums, provided the

motivation for construction of NIF with oscillators at different

frequencies for inner and outer beams. This capability and the

playbooks developed based on the theoretical models for

cross-beam transfer allowed the NIC campaign to achieve a

symmetric hot spot in these early experiments in only three

shots.

A wide range of hohlraum drive and symmetry experi-

ments were carried out on the Nova and Omega lasers, and

especially on the Omega laser whose beam geometry

allowed us to replicate many aspects of the NIF beam geom-

etry. However, deficiencies in the hohlraum modeling that

showed up at the NIF scale were not as clearly evident at the

Omega scale. Early work using the DCA opacity model87

applied to NIF scale hohlraums indicated that volumetric

effects in the hohlraum interior blowoff would become more

important at the NIF scale than at smaller scales because of

the larger volume to surface ratio in larger hohlraums. These

early calculations indicated that emission from the laser

heated interior volume of the hohlraum would be larger than

predicted by XSN88 and that this emission would become a

significant contributor to the energy balance in the hohl-

raum.89 However, since key aspects of the DCA model nec-

essary for modeling high-Z plasmas were in an early

developmental stage at that point, and the XSN model tended

to predict somewhat less radiation production, the XSN was

chosen for the NIC design basis. Similarly, non-local elec-

tron conduction models were under development for several

years before a modified version of the Schurtz90,91 model

was adopted for NIC. This non-local model results in thermal

conduction out of the laser heated interior of the hohlraum at

a rate greater than that predicted by the flux limiter initially

used for NIC scale hohlraums. In addition, experiments such

as x-ray emission from a uniformly heated gold sphere92,93

done on Omega were best matched by a flux limiter which

was higher than that adopted for the early NIC hohlraum cal-

culations. The combinations of the higher x-ray emission

predicted by DCA and the higher conductivity predicted by

non-local electron conduction, both of which were not fully

implemented into LASNEX and HYDRA until after the

2009 experiments, provide a physics model which is a better

match to the data obtained on NIF.94,95 The improvements

include symmetry as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 29

The improved model of hohlraum physics, which has

been labeled the HFM provides a fairly accurate estimate of

the hohlraum x-ray drive expected from a wide range of laser

energies and a variety of hohlraums. The radiation temperature

versus absorbed laser energy for 465 and 544 scale hohlraums

is shown in Fig. 31, along with a simple Marshak scaling

model96 assuming 85% conversion efficiency to x-rays and

predictions from the LASNEX code using the HFM. The

improved model of hohlraum physics also improves the mod-

eling of many aspects of the observed laser plasma interaction

physics. Because the HFM lowers the temperature of the laser-

heated hohlraum interior plasma, the location and density

within the hohlraum where the strongest LPI effects occur is

moved to lower density closer to the LEH. This changes the

wavelength of the SRS, particularly on the inner beams.

Because the location of the SRS changes to a location closer to

the LEH, the SRS also occurs in a region with substantial over-

lap of several quads of NIF beams. LPI calculations which

FIG. 29. Examples of measured

>8 keV x-ray core shapes at peak

emission listing values for extracted P2

and P4 Legendre asymmetry. In center,

P2/P0 Legendre x-ray core shape

asymmetry versus wavelength separa-

tion at 1x between inner and outer

cones. Red dots are data, solid and

dashed lines are from old and newer

simulations discussed in text.
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have been carried out using the PF3D code in the two years

since the 2009 experiments which include the effects of two

quads of beams in this overlap region, as well as cross beam

effects, come much closer to matching the observed SRS scat-

tering levels and scattered light wavelengths than the earlier

single quad calculations using the plasma conditions predicted

by the original hohlraum model.97

B. Precision implosion optimization experiments

Following the beginning of precision optimization im-

plosion experiments in May 2011, a wide range of experi-

ments addressing each of the key implosion attributes was

carried out. The discussion below summarizes drive experi-

ments from the start of the precision tuning campaign and

then summarizes results in the order identified in Fig. 27,

moving sequentially through early time symmetry, shock

timing, time integrated symmetry, measurements of implo-

sion velocity and shell thickness, and mix before discussing

the progress on the integrated performance obtained in cryo-

layered implosions.

Specifications for the accuracy with which the key varia-

bles must be established in tuning campaign surrogate targets

are set by a multivariable sensitivity study (MVSS) designed

to achieve a global optimization of specifications for the laser,

targets, and experiments. The MVSS carried out for the igni-

tion point design is discussed in the article by Haan et al.8

These requirements, along with the experimental observables

and their required measurement precision, are discussed in the

paper by Landen et al.14 The requirements on these measure-

ments set the goals of the precision optimization or “tuning”

campaign. Tuning requirements for each of the implosion

optimization platforms are defined so that implosions meeting

these requirements would meet the calculated ITF specifica-

tions set for the point design. A summary of those require-

ments and the precisions (shot-to-shot uncertainty in

measurement) and accuracies (absolute error in measurement)

that have been achieved98 is given in Table I and is discussed

in more detail in the review of the experiments below.

1. Drive

Since the start of the precision implosion optimization

experiments in May 2011, the NIC has accumulated a wide

range of Drive and LPI data using ignition scale hohlraums at

FIG. 30. (a) Cross-section of simulated density and laser intensity contours at peak power. (b) k-vector diagram for crossing beams showing interacting acous-

tic wave k-vector. (c) Relative energy gain versus wavelength separation between inner and outer beams at 1x.

FIG. 31. The radiation temperature versus absorbed energy in two different

size hohlraums. The Lasnex calculations using the HFM match the observa-

tions to about 10% in flux. Also shown is a line based on a simple Marshak

scaling assuming 85% conversion efficiency to x-rays.
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energies between 1 and 1.8 MJ in scale 544 and 575 hohl-

raum, with Au and Au-coated U hohlraum wall material, and

with 3.1 and 3.375 mm diameter LEHs. The two different

scale hohlraums are shown schematically in Fig. 32. The

change from the scale 544 hohlraum to the scale 575 hohl-

raum was made to improve symmetry control with cross

beam transfer as discussed below. Since the area of the two

hohlraum is very similar and the calculated plasma conditions

are very similar, the drive and LPI effects were expected to be

very similar. Fig. 33 shows that the absorbed laser energy

defined as the incident energy minus the measured

backscattered and near-backscattered energy is �85%, inde-

pendent of hohlraum scale and incident energy over the range

of 1.2–1.8 MJ. About 90% of the 15% losses are from the

inner cones, and of that, 80% is due to SRS during peak

power. By turning off the outer cones midway through the

peak power phase, the late inner cone SRS could be signifi-

cantly reduced, proving such SRS occurs after cross beam

energy transfer.99

Fig. 34(a) shows that the time-integrated LEH

imaged100 near the 3kTr peak of a 300 eV Planckian shows

about 15% of LEH closure with 10% of the soft x-ray flux

outside this aperture. These data are used to translate101 the

peak Dante flux into a peak internal radiation temperature as

shown in Fig. 34(b) for both Scale 544 and Scale 575 hohl-

raums. The shorter Scale 575 hohlraums should be cooler

because their LEH subtends a larger solid angle for x-ray

losses. The final LEH size is �7%–10% larger in diameter in

data than simulations and the implications of this are further

discussed in this section.

In December 2011, the NIC began using U hohlraums

whose inside surface is coated with 0.6 lm of Au. About

0.2 lm of Au coating is needed to prevent oxidation of the U

in the current fabrication process. However, making the coat-

ing 0.6 lm has the benefit that all experiments up to the final

pulse behave the same in both Au and U hohlraums, reducing

the number of iterations needed for optimization, while hav-

ing little impact on the expected efficiency advantage of U.

TABLE I. Required and achieved tuning precision and accuracies for each of the implosion optimization platforms. Color coding: met or exceeded require-

ment (blue), on track to meet requirement (green), and not applicable (yellow).

aSPBT stands for south pole bang time diagnostic.

FIG. 32. Comparison of cross-sections and dimensions of original scale 544

hohlraum (top half) versus newer scale 575 hohlraum (bottom half).
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Fig. 35(a) shows that the absorption has remained high and

the same for Au and Au-lined U hohlraums, averaging 84%

for all experiments with incident energies over 1 MJ. Internal

radiation temperatures have recently been more accurately

calculated by subtracting the soft x-ray halo flux observed

outside the LEH100 before dividing the measured Dante flux

by the measured LEH area102 that has closed by �200 lm in

radius by peak power and finally applying an � �3 eV calcu-

lated viewfactor correction to translate between fluxes meas-

ured by Dante and the flux impinging on average on the

capsule.101 Fig. 35(b) shows that the peak internal x-ray drive

in the Au-lined U hohlraums has now exceeded 320 eV at

500 TW peak power.103 The hard x-ray fraction (>1.8 keV)

which dictates the level of dopant preheat shielding required

is shown in Fig. 35(c), increasing with peak Tr and similar

for Au-lined U vs Au hohlraum walls as expected. The data

lie above or near the hard x-ray fraction expected for a pure

Planckian drive at the peak Tr, corrected slightly upward for

Dante Tr being 1% higher than the internal Tr. The U hohl-

raums do have a drive advantage, equivalent to about 3% in

radiation temperature, 12% in flux, or 40 TW of laser power

FIG. 34. (a) 870 eV time-integrated image through the LEH at an angle of

17� to the hohlraum axis. Dashed inner and outer circles show soft x-ray

defined and initial LEH contour. (b) Peak internal Tr versus absorbed laser

energy for Au Sc544 (black) and Sc575 (red) hohlraums equipped with 3.1

mm LEHs, showing data (circles) and simulations (squares).

FIG. 35. (a) Absorbed fraction vs. inci-

dent laser energy. (b) Peak internal Tr

vs. absorbed laser energy for >400

TW peak power, 5.75 mm-diameter,

3.1 mm-LEH hohlraums. (c) >1.8 keV

fraction vs peak internal Tr for subset

consisting of symcap and DT implo-

sions. Line is expected fraction for

Planckian at peak internal Tr, corrected

for 1% higher Tr seen by Dante than

capsule. Au and Au-lined U hohlraums

are orange and gray, respectively. The

data show that Au-lined U hohlraums

generate about 10 eV more drive at a

given laser energy relative to Au hohl-

raums and lower hard x-ray fraction

for a given peak drive.

FIG. 33. Absorbed laser energy versus incident laser energy for Sc544

(black) and Sc575 (red) hohlraums equipped with 3.1 mm LEHs.
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above Tr¼ 300 eV. The Uranium hohlraums also exhibit

higher yields and ion temperatures consistent with this higher

drive as shown in Fig. 36.

The scale 575 hohlraum has been tested with both

3.1 mm and 3.375 mm diameter LEHs. Hohlraums with

larger LEHs have more clearance and allow more flexibility

in pointing at the cost of larger x-ray losses. A 3.373 mm

LEH has about 20% more LEH area than a 3.1 mm LEH,

equal to 40–50 kJ and 4%–5% of the x-ray drive for the

hohlraums tested. An objective of the larger LEH was to test

if moving the pointing of the inner beams outward, away

from the capsule blowoff, would result in better inner beam

propagation and reduced LPI losses. However, within the

range of pointing variation enabled by the LEH size, LPI

effects and implosion symmetry were essentially unchanged.

Following these tests, the LEH size was changed back to the

original 3.1 mm diameter.

In general, the HFM does a good job of capturing the

scaling of drive and symmetry. However, a more detailed

comparison between the predictions of x-ray drive and the

data indicate that the combination of DCA and non-local

transport as currently implemented systematically overpre-

dicts the x-ray drive by about 9% on average as indicated in

Fig. 37. Some of this discrepancy is likely due to numerical

zoning and convergence effects. For example, it is very diffi-

cult in 2D calculations to get adequate resolution of the x-ray

conversion region that tends to occur in a region of steep tem-

perature and density gradients. It has also proved difficult to

accurately calculate the laser entrance hole closure. The

calculated time integrated hole closure is often of order 20%

greater in area than that seen in experiments as shown in Fig.

38. Drive estimates based on the measured Dante flux must

correct for this difference in LEH size. Work continues to

better understand the differences between the drive data and

the calculations. Also, as indicated in Fig. 37, matching the

implosion velocity of the Si-doped ConA experiments

requires a further reduction in the peak drive, of about 5%

relative to the measured flux. This is discussed further

below.

2. Hot electron preheat

One possible obstacle to high compression is preheat of

the DT fuel by energetic electrons produced during high inten-

sity laser-plasma interactions inside the hohlraum. Fig. 39

shows that several x-ray diagnostics provide information about

hot electron production and deposition. The FFLEX provides

8 time-integrated channels ranging from 20 to 90 keV x-rays

and 2 time-resolved channels centered at 150 and 250 keV

x-rays using a combination of filters and fluorescers in front of

scintillator-based photomultiplier tubes. The low magnifica-

tion eHXI/HEMPI104 and pHXI105 are time-integrated high

energy multipinhole, multichannel x-ray imagers located at

the hohlraum equator and pole, respectively.

The hot electron energy generated by LPI processes is

estimated from the high energy Bremsstrahlung spectrum.106

A simple formula, balancing bremsstrahlung emission and

stopping power for energetic electrons, is used to relate the

FIG. 36. Nuclear scintillator measures

of yield and ion temperature from a

symcap in an Au (blue) and Au-coated

U hohlraum (red).

FIG. 37. (a) Ratio of measured to cal-

culated Dante flux for 9 shots for

standard Hydra calculation (blue) and

calculation modified to match implo-

sion trajectory (red). Dotted lines show

average ratios. (b) Measured (black),

Hydra simulated (blue), and modified

simulated (red) Dante flux versus time

for shot N120205.
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bremsstrahlung emission IBr to the amount of energetic

electrons

IBr keV=keV=sr½ � ¼ 6:3=4p� 109Z
Ehot Jð Þ
� expð1� ht=kThotÞ; (32)

where Z*¼hZ2i/hZi is the effective atomic number, Ehot is

the energy in energetic electrons at a characteristic tempera-

ture Thot of the hot electron distribution. IBr scales linearly

with Z since the bremsstrahlung efficiency scales as Z2 while

the electron stopping power scales as Z.

Time-integrated hard x-ray FFLEX spectra from 1.4 to

1.5 MJ, 330–420 TW hohlraums shown in Fig. 40 exhibit a 2-

temperature distribution.107 The spectrum has a component

with THot� 20 keV which is consistent with the observed

SRS. There is also a “Superhot” component, with much less

energy, which may be the result of 2xpe processes or Raman

scattering near 1=4 ncr. Electrons with energy above �170 keV

can penetrate the ablator and are those most responsible for

fuel preheat. Fig. 41 shows that these electrons primarily re-

sponsible for fuel preheat are being generated near the end of

the pulse, at levels of 0.2–1 kJ. Since FFLEX is spatially

FIG. 38. Comparison of (a) 2D simu-

lated and (b) measured >3 keV time-

integrated x-ray image at 18� to hohl-

raum axis for a 1.4 MJ, 3 ns rise,

3.373-mm LEH in a Scale 575 hohl-

raum. Circles represent initial LEH

size and 50% x-ray contour sizes. (c)

Ratio of measured to simulated x-ray

area versus incident laser energy for

initially 3.373 mm (blue) and

3.101 mm diameter (red) LEHs.

FIG. 39. Examples of hard x-ray time-

resolved and imaging data collected

from various lines-of-sight as a mea-

sure of hot electron induced

Bremsstrahlung.
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integrating and dominated by Bremsstrahlung from the high

Z hohlraum, we needed a spatially resolving hard x-ray

instrument to check the fraction of hot electrons reaching the

capsule.

Fig. 42(a) shows the pHXI experimental set-up and data

used to infer the level of >170 keV hot electrons reaching

the capsule from imaging >100 keV Bremsstrahlung. Since

the pHXI Image Plate recording medium108 and the FFLEX

are absolutely calibrated and their spatially averaged signals,

dominated by the hohlraum emission per Z scaling in Eq.

(32) are consistent with each other per Fig. 43, the level of

hot electrons reaching the capsule can be extracted from Fig.

42(b) imaged data by simple ratioing. After we first account

for the fact that �15 times more electrons are necessary to

yield the same bremsstrahlung emission from stopping in the

CH capsule ablator (Z*¼ 5.3) compared to stopping in Au

(Z¼ 79), we infer 570 6 250 J of >100 keV hot electrons109

impinging on the symcap capsule driven with 1.3 MJ, 400

TW peak power shown in Fig. 42(b).

Based on simulations assuming the time-dependence of

the hot electrons reaching the capsule is the same as seen on

FFLEX, we can derive the fuel adiabat increase due to hot

electrons. Fully integrated simulations of the experiment that

model the coupling with, stopping in, and propagation

through the ablator of these energetic electrons, and subse-

quent stopping and heating in the DT fuel, show that less

than 2% of the energy E> 100 keV absorbed in the CH abla-

tor is absorbed in the DT ice. For better accuracy, we calcu-

lated from 1D simulations the branching ratio of electron

energy deposited in the CH ablator to DT fuel as a function

of electron initial energy. Convolving this with the inferred

hot electron distribution shown in Fig. 43 and correcting for

2D line–of–sight effects, we derive an upper bound of hot

electron energy that is absorbed in the DT fuel of 5 6 3 J. To

estimate the effect on compressibility, this energy needs to

be compared to the total internal energy in the fuel. At peak

power when the majority of hard x-rays are generated, the 4

successive shocks have merged, and the 0.17 mg of DT fuel

is compressed to at least 2.5 g/cc, yielding 100 J for the inter-

nal energy� q2/3 of a Fermi degenerate a¼ 1 system. Since

the adiabat a� 1.5 after 4th shock passage in current NIC

implosions, the adiabat increase due to hot electron preheat

is hence Da/a¼ 5/150¼ 3 6 2%. This is well below the

requirement (<10%) and consistent with the specifications

set for the CH point design. Furthermore, the maximum hot

electron levels measured early in the pulse using truncated

pulses used for early time symmetry tuning described in Sec.

V B 3 are also well below specifications by orders of magni-

tude. The modest inferred hot electron preheating is further

supported by the fact that recent fully integrated DT implo-

sions reached fuel areal densities within 15% of the require-

ment for ignition and burn.

3. Optimizing early time symmetry

Figure 44(a) is a picture of a Reemit target. Reemit tar-

gets are used to optimize symmetry during the first 2 ns of the

pulse by imaging soft x-ray reemission from the Bi coated

sphere which replaces the standard CH capsule.110 For times

longer than the first couple of ns, ablation from the CH cap-

sule produces plasma conditions in the hohlraum that differ

from those in a hohlraum with a Bi capsule. This allows us to

FIG. 40. Time-integrated hard x-ray spectra for two shots with two-

temperature fits overlaid that include a contribution from Au K-alpha at

68 keV. Table lists extracted hot electron energies and temperatures of best fit.

FIG. 41. (a) Time-resolved measure-

ments of the laser power profile

(above) and of >150 keV x-rays

(below) for three shots. (b) Inferred

time-integrated >170 keV electrons

from hard x-ray signals.
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truncate the pulse as shown in Fig. 44(b) to mitigate detector

damage. But for the first couple of ns, the plasma conditions

and the resultant beam propagation are the same for both cap-

sules. To increase the sensitivity to the incoming flux asym-

metry, we image the sphere at photon energies h� that are in

the high energy tail of a Planckian sphere re-emission,

thereby amplifying the asymmetry of the spectrally integrated

incoming radiation drive by h�/4kTreemit,
111 where k is the

Boltzmann constant and Treemit is the Bi re-emit sphere tem-

perature, typically 85% of the hohlraum radiation tempera-

ture. This increase in sensitivity is offset, however, by the

reduction in the detected photon flux at higher energies that

will affect measurement accuracy. Therefore, the energy

band chosen in the experiment is a compromise between the

asymmetry amplification and photon flux detected. For radia-

tion symmetry tuning at the 75 eV ignition design picket tem-

peratures, we have chosen to perform re-emit measurements

centered at 610 eV and 750 eV photon energies representing

thermal asymmetry amplifications of 2.4 and 2.9,

respectively.

On the right, Fig. 45 shows simulated cross-sections of

fuel density profiles at bangtime for various picket P2 drive

asymmetries (0%, �12%, and �24%) after the peak cone

fraction has been readjusted to provide a round core. While

the core remains fairly round, the predicted fuel areal density

rms variation increases from 8% to 22% to 55% as

progressively larger P2 drive asymmetry swings are delivered

during the picket. The ignition requirement of <15% rms low

mode areal density variations then translates to setting P2 to

67.5% as shown by the horizontal box. Fig. 45 also shows

typical results112 for the inferred P2 asymmetry vs incident

inner cone fraction (defined to be at 1 ns) for re-emit targets in

Scale 544 hohlraums, near peak Dante picket power. The raw

data shown are taken at 900 eV photon energy and 1.3 ns,

with 50–100 lm, 80–150 ps resolution over a 200 eV band-

pass defined on the low end by a thin CH or Al filter and on

the high end by the drop off in the Planckian reemission tail.

As the inner cone fraction is increased, the images show more

reemission from the waist than poles as expected. The inferred

P2 sensitivity to cone fraction matches the predicted slopes

well, but is strongly offset to lower inner cone fraction relative

to the baseline simulations shown as the dashed curve.

As shown by the solid line in Fig. 45, it is important to

include cross beam energy transfer between the outer beams

and the inner beams in modeling the required balance

between inner and outer beams. The wavelength separation

between the inner and outer beams is set by the symmetry

requirements and LPI during the peak of the pulse. However,

this wavelength also generates significant energy transfer to

the inner beams during the first picket of the pulse when the

beams interact in the high density LEH window blow-off. As

there is essentially no loss on the inner beams because of

LPI losses, the power on the inner beams must be turned

down significantly during the foot of the pulse to obtain sym-

metry. As shown, the calculations with cross beam energy

transfer still slightly overestimate the power required in the

inner beams. This could be caused by the LEH window

being slightly cooler and/or denser as it blows down, increas-

ing the level of crossbeam transfer by �20%. However,

since the calculated sensitivity to changes in the inner beam

power is close to that which was observed experimentally,

the playbooks generated for these experiments allowed very

rapid iteration to the optimal inner beam cone fraction. The

vertical dashed line shows that the optimum inner cone frac-

tion at 1 ns for Sc 544 hohlraums has been pinpointed to

0.17 6 0.01, applied for all subsequent Sc 544 tuning shots.

Fig. 46 zooms into the region of interest and adds the Scale

575 data. Because the outer beams are moved closer to the

waist of the hohlraum, the Scale 575 hohlraum requires

lower fractional power in the inner beams (inner cone

fraction¼ 0.12 at 1 ns) for a uniform illumination in the foot.

FIG. 42. (a) Experimental set-up for

time-integrated moderate resolution

imaging of hard (>100 keV) x-ray

Bremsstrahlung emanating from the

hohlraum and capsule through the top

LEH. Inset shows details of 200 lm

crossed-slit imager. (b) Time-

integrated 115 keV image with capsule

and hohlraum regions denoted.

FIG. 43. Time-integrated hard x-ray spectrum measured by FFLEX (crosses),

eHXI (triangles), and pHXI (squares) with overplotted two-temperature fit.
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We note the same offset between data and simulations

including crossbeam transfer.

The results have also been fitted by an analytic viewfac-

tor model to gain more insight on the level of cross-beam

transfer. We approximate the beam spots in the hohlraum

with cylindrically symmetric x-ray sources. Pn/P0 at the cap-

sule is a sum of contributing factors from inner and outer

beams as well as from the LEH given by20,113,114

Pn

P0

¼ 2nþ 1ð Þ
Pi

nSi
n�þ Po

nSo
n 1� �ð Þ � BPLEH

n SLEH
n

ALEH

Awall
F

� �
1þ Fð Þ ;

(33)

where n is mode number, Pn
x is a pure Legendre mode asym-

metry at the hohlraum wall for mode n imposed by inner and

outer beams as well as the LEHs, Sn
x are the corresponding

smoothing factors at the capsule of mode n in a spherical

hohlraum approximation, � is a weighted inner/total beams

power fraction, ALEH is the total area of the LEHs, Awall is

the total wall area, and F is the ratio of the hohlraum x-ray

re-emission to laser plasma x-ray emission. The B factor in

Eq. (33) is the ratio of fractional solid angles subtended by

the LEH and wall at the capsule to their area ratio

ALEH/Awall,¼ 0.64 and 0.74 for 5.44 mm and 5.75 mm diam-

eter hohlraums. Awall includes both the hohlraum and the

high-Z capsule, assumed to have the same x-ray albedo awall,

and excludes the area of the diagnostic windows Awindow that

have a low x-ray albedo (awindow¼ 0.2). For awall defined as

ratio of the re-emitted flux to incident flux, F is given by

F ¼ awall

1� awall þ
ALEH þ ð1� awindowÞAwindow

Awall

ffi awall

1� awall þ
ALEH þ Awindow

Awall

: (34)

To include crossbeam transfer from outer to inner beams includ-

ing pump depletion, we use the following coupled equations:

dIi

dx
¼ gIiIo;

dIo

dx
¼ �gIiIo; and Ii þ Io ¼ I; (35)

where g is the transverse averaged crossbeam gain per unit

pathlength and power. Ii/o are the incident powers of the

inner/outer cones and I is the total power that is assumed

conserved before and after transfer, since negligible specular

FIG. 44. (a) Reemit target picture and (b) Laser pulse (inners and outers in blue and red), inner cone fraction (dashed), and measured drive (solid black) over

first 3 ns.

FIG. 45. Incident P2 drive asymmetry at 1.3 ns inferred from reemission

spheres for different incident inner cone fractions for 5.44 mm diameter

hohlraums. Points are data, and solid and dashed lines are calculated values

with and without crossbeam energy transfer. Also shown are raw data frames

at 900 eV photon energy. Horizontal lines denote the ignition-tolerable

�2.5% to þ12.5% P2 range. Vertical dashed line represents optimum inci-

dent cone fraction of 0.18 inferred from data. On the right are calculated

cross-sections of fuel density profiles versus incident inner cone fraction af-

ter reoptimizing the peak power cone fraction to obtain best symmetry show-

ing 8%, 22%, and 55% rms qr variations from top to bottom image.

FIG. 46. Incident P2 drive asymmetry at 1.3–1.5 ns inferred from reemission

spheres for different incident inner cone fractions for both 5.44 (black) and

5.75 mm (red) diameter hohlraums. Solid lines are calculated values includ-

ing crossbeam energy transfer.
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reflection and backscatter losses are measured during the

picket. Integrating over an effective pathlength L, the inner

cone fraction CF0 after transfer is related to the incident inner

cone fraction CF¼ Ii/I by

CF0 ¼ CFegIL

ð1þ CFðegIL � 1ÞÞ ; (36)

where the quantity of interest is the crossbeam gain exponent

G¼ gIL.

In the simplifying limit of the laser spots being optically

thick Lambertian x-ray sources, parallel to the hohlraum

wall, the solid angle weighted inner beams power fraction �
including transfer is then given by

� ¼ ðCF0 � D=sinhiÞCie
gILCisinhi½1� sinhi 1� awallð Þ�=r2

i

ðCF0 � D=sinhiÞCisinhi
1� sinhi 1� awallð Þ½ �

r2
i

þ ð1� CF0 � D=sinhoÞÞsinho
1� sinho 1� awallð Þ½ �

r2
o

; (37)

where ri/o are the distances between inner/outer cone spots

and capsule center, hi/o are the average angles subtended

between the line defined by the inner/outer cone spot cent-

roids and capsule center and the hohlraum axis, D represents

the reduction in power reaching the hohlraum wall due to fill

gas absorption scaling as path length �1/sinhi/o, and Ci is a

normalized factor< 1 to account for reduced x-ray produc-

tion of the inner beams that have a lower turning point den-

sity relative to the outer beams.

In Fig. 47, the analytic fits to the radiation-

hydrodynamic simulations without crossbeam transfer when

matched in slope and offset also match the data slope and

offset when just adding in crossbeam transfer. The fits

include the following input from simulations at the relevant

1.3 ns time: awall¼ 0.4 (confirmed by earlier data115), hence

F¼ 0.55, 50 lm of inward wall motion and 300 lm of outer

beam refraction as confirmed by the soft x-ray LEH imager.

The same three fitting parameters within 10%, D¼ 0.07,

Ci¼ 0.2, and G¼ 1.2 match both Scale 544 and Scale 575

data, as might be expected for the small changes in beam

propagation path length and same LEH interaction region.

The best fit weighted inner cone fractions e for the Scale 544

and Scale 575 hohlraums without and with transfer are 0.04

and 0.26 and 0.04 and 0.22, respectively.

Just like the polar symmetry, the cores are also sensitive

to azimuthal asymmetry, predominantly from the picket and

peak phases. An m¼ 4 azimuthal asymmetry can arise from

differences in crossbeam transfer, absorption, propagation,

and x-ray conversion efficiency between the 23� vs 30� inner

beams which principally imprint asymmetries on the waist of

the capsule. The time integrated azimuthal symmetry is set

by adjusting the wavelength separation between the 23� and

30� beams as discussed in the symcap section. In general, the

relative powers of the incident 23� to 30� beams of the picket

then have to be readjusted to avoid m¼ 4 symmetry swings.

Fig. 48 shows the calculated sensitivity of a THD core m¼ 4

asymmetry to variations in the 23� inner cone fraction after

symmetrizing the drive for all later parts of the pulse. A

DCF23¼ 0.2 from optimum equates to a maximum ignition

tolerable 3% m¼ 4 on the core.

By using a reemit target viewed through a LEH with no

holes in the hohlraum waist, we can seek to optimize the azi-

muthal picket symmetry by varying the relative power

between the 23� and 30� beams. We estimate the reemit sen-

sitivity to m¼ 4 by adapting the earlier polar viewfactor

model for azimuthal symmetry

m4

m0

¼
S23�

4 �23� � S30�

4 1� �23�ð Þ
h i

�

1þ Fð Þ : (38)

Equation (38) treats the 23� and 30� beams as opposite in

m¼ 4 phase, and the 8-fold symmetric outer beams as dilut-

ing the inner beam-induced m¼ 4 through the weighted

inner cone fraction term e. e23� is defined as the weighted 23�

inner cone fraction relative to all inners. Differentiating and

recognizing that by symmetry the m¼ 4 smoothing factors

S4
23� ¼ S4

30�

Dm4

m0

¼ S23�

4 D�23� þ S30�

4 D�23�
	 


�

1þ Fð Þ ¼ 2 S23�

4 D�23�
	 


�

1þ Fð Þ : (39)

From the earlier polar symmetry analysis, e¼ 0.22 after

transfer for these Scale 575 hohlraums. However, at the

waist regions of interest for the azimuthal asymmetry, the

outer beams are �sinho� 1/�2 less effective drivers, so e at

the waist increases to 0.28. Plugging in S4
23� ¼ 0.11 and F

from before¼ 0.55, Eq. (39) predicts 1% Dm4 for

FIG. 47. Incident P2 drive asymmetry at 1.3 ns inferred from reemission

spheres for different incident inner cone fractions for 5.44 mm diameter

hohlraums. Dashed lines are simulations (black) and analytic fit (blue) with-

out crossbeam transfer. Solid blue line is the analytic fit using the same pa-

rameters as the dashed blue line except adding crossbeam transfer.
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De23� ¼ 0.25, so 2.5% for an amplified reemitted Dm4
r at

h�¼ 700 eV. Fig. 49 shows that the data match the expected

sensitivity and phase change of the dominant m¼ 4 mode

for both the analytic model and HYDRA simulations. The

data also confirmed that using matched 23� and 30� power is

near optimum, and including 60.4% error bars, well within

the ignition tolerable 61.5% reemitted m4
r.

4. Optimizing implosion adiabat with keyhole targets

Pictures of the keyhole target used to set the shock tim-

ing and merge depth are shown in Fig. 50. The original plan

used the VISAR to continuously track only the first 3 shock

velocities as they overtake each other in liquid D2 that is

probed through a non-blanking quartz window (see Fig.

51(a)). The 4th shock would be timed, after first merging

with the first 3 shocks in D2, as it breaks-out of a Au witness

plate116 through either loss of VISAR reflectivity or streaked

optical pyrometry (SOP).117 Both techniques were qualified

at NIF. However, shock timing technique tests at

OMEGA118 and then at NIF119 showed that the quartz

window did not blank even at peak power levels above 400

TW, allowing the 4th shock velocity at NIF to be tracked in

time as for the other lower strength shocks up to about

130 lm/ns shock velocity.

An example of 1D imaged streaked VISAR data show-

ing fringe jumps as each successive shock is overtaken until

an accelerating 4th shock is observed is shown in Fig. 51(b).

As an aside, the 3 lm/ns jump in shock velocity as the first

shock crosses the CH ablator/liquid D2 interface at earlier

times has been measured sufficiently accurately (to

0.6 lm/ns) that an improved EOS model120 for this first

release phase of CH has been implemented in the codes. By

integrating in time the fringe jumps proportional to the lead-

ing shock velocity, we can also extract the shock merge

depths. Setting the optimum shock strengths and shock

merger depths to be just after the DT ice/gas interface (corre-

sponding to �81 lm depth in liquid D2) is key to maximiz-

ing the fuel density. Fig. 52(a) shows the results for 5 shots

measuring and optimizing the shock speeds and merge

depths by altering the foot of the pulse.121 In just three shots,

the velocities and merge depths for the first 3 shocks were

set within 1.5� of their ignition tolerance to the required 0.5

lm/ns velocity and few lm depth accuracy provided by the

VISAR, and reduced the calculated fuel adiabat for follow-

ing DT implosions from 2 to 1.5. Reproducibility was then

FIG. 48. Calculated THD core m¼ 4 versus 23� subcone fraction. Above

are simulated core x-ray emission shapes for 23� subcone fractions of 0, 0.5,

and 1. Green area shows ignition tolerable 63% m¼ 4 range

FIG. 49. Reemitted m4 at 700 eV and 1.5 ns versus incident 23.5� cone frac-

tions for 5.75 mm diameter hohlraums. Red line is 3D calculation including

crossbeam energy transfer. Also shown are raw data frames at 700 eV pho-

ton energy.

FIG. 50. (a) Picture of keyhole target

with cone shield. (b) Picture of keyhole

target inside partially open custom

shroud with VISAR window access.
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demonstrated on the 4th and 5th shots. Fig. 52(b) shows the

level of pulse power profile changes required to achieve

shock timing.

The rapidity in converging to near the ignition specs is a

testament to the validity of the preshot playbooks developed

before this campaign. These preshot calculated “playbooks,”

which are obtained from 2D HYDRA integrated-hohlraum

simulations, provide the first order expected changes in all

shock velocities, accelerations, merger times, and radii as a

function of the power and time of each epoch of the laser

pulseshape (initial picket, low-power trough, 2nd, 3rd, and

4th pulses). Fig. 53 shows a comparison of the measured

data with several of the playbook predictions. Fig. 53(a), for

example, compares the time of 1st shock breakout from the

CH ablator into the D2 fuel as a function of the laser energy

in the initial picket (0–2 ns). In this case, the picket energy

has been corrected for small <3% left-right picket symmetry

variations that will affect a single-point shock measurement

at the hohlraum waist. The measured slope is within 30% of

the predicted slope, and the clear measured correlation is

proof that the quoted VISAR timing accuracy of 650 ps and

laser picket energy measurement accuracy of 61% are valid.

Moreover, the variability in the delivered picket energy of

64% shown meets the ignition variability requirement of

<65%. Shot-to-shot and side-to-side variation in picket

energy has subsequently been further improved by more

frequent inspection of debris accumulation on the optics.

Fig. 53(b) shows a similar comparison for the 2nd shock

velocity, which depends almost exclusively on the 2nd pulse

laser power showing a shot-to shot variability of 61 lm/ns

(63% of the 3-shot average), again illustrating the level of

shot-to-shot repeatability on NIF. Shock merger locations

were found to follow preshot predictions very well as indi-

cated by the example in Fig. 53(c) of the shock 3–4 merger

depth (radial distance into the D2 from the inner surface of

the ablator) vs the launch time of the 4th pulse. By contrast

with the other measurements, the 4th shock velocity was not

observed to be in agreement with predictions as shown in

Fig. 53(d) plotting the 4th shock velocity versus the 4th pulse

launch time. Since the 4th shock is strongly accelerating, the

measured velocity (initially observed upon merger with the

3rd shock) increases with delay time as expected with a slope

within 16% of the playbook. The magnitude of the 4th

shock velocity, however, is lower than the simulations by

20–25 lm/ns (�20%). Further research is needed to under-

stand why the 4th shock did not reach the expected velocity.

In all the above plots, the VISAR observable was

strongly dominated by just one laser parameter, either

because early in the pulse (Fig. 53(a)), no other dominant

variable (Figs. 53(b) and 53(d)) or the other dominant varia-

bles, 3rd shock launch time, and 3rd and 4th shock strengths

were not changed (Fig. 53(c)). Fig. 54 shows another set of 4

plots regarding intermediate shock merge depth sensitivities

for which the observable depends on several “off-diagonal”

laser parameters that must in general be corrected for per

playbook slopes before the primary correlation becomes

clear. For example, in Figs. 54(a) and 54(c), the merge

depths have been corrected for shot-to-shot planned and ran-

dom variations in the picket and trough power and second

pulse launch times in translating between the raw data and

corrected data. In three cases, the extracted slope sensitivities

from the corrected data compare well with the predicted

“playbook” slope sensitivities. Fig. 54(a) slopes compare

less well, attributed to the fact that the first 2 shots at the

ends of the range where the peak power was varied strongly

also had large planned changes in the trough power and sec-

ond shock launch time.

The expected weak sensitivity of shock timing to 2�
concentration variations in ablator dopant (Fig. 55(a)), and to

small variations (<2 Å) in the laser wavelength separation

(Fig. 55(b)) was also checked. In particular, Fig. 55(a) shows

the expected few percentage drop in 1st shock velocity dur-

ing passage through a 2� more doped ablator, leading to a

negligible 1–2 lm difference in first two shocks merge depth.

Such verified insensitivity and repeatability over many

month timescales have allowed us to eliminate some shock

FIG. 51. (a) Schematic of keyhole target for shock timing showing D2-filled

re-entrant cone for VISAR access. (b) Example of streaked VISAR data

from equator showing fringe jumps at successive shock overtake.

FIG. 52. (a) Measured (points) shock

velocities and shock merge depths in

liquid D2 for 1st (blue), 2nd (green),

3rd (orange), and 4th shocks (red),

labelled by chronological shot number.

The ignition tolerance ranges are

shown as boxes. (b) Pulseshape before

(black) and after (blue) shock timing.
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timing iterations when tuning symmetry mandates wave-

length changes or testing mix sensitivity mandates dopant

concentration changes.

Based on the lower than expected 4th shock velocity,

additional tests of the impact of changes in the rate of rise to

peak power pulse (see Fig. 56(a)) were then undertaken. A

slower rise is predicted to be somewhat less efficient,

because the shell has less volume during peak acceleration,

but to be less sensitive to fluctuations in the drive during the

4th rise. Fig. 56(b) shows the expected transition from a clear

4th shock velocity jump to an accelerating compression

wave as the rate of laser rise to peak power is decreased.

The effect of these variations in pulse shapes on cryogenic

implosion compressibility and hot spot formation were tested

on a regular basis. For example, Fig. 57(b) shows that cryo-

layered implosions with slower rise pulses to peak power

shown in Fig. 57(a) achieve higher hot spot density for a given

peak stagnation pressure, or equivalently a lower hot spot adia-

bat at peak compressions, closer to the conditions calculated for

the CH point design. Fig. 58 shows that the measured ratio of

the 10–12 MeV neutron downscattered to 13–15 MeV unscat-

tered neutrons (DSR) that is proportional to the DT fuel areal

density also shows sensitivity to the rate of rise to peak power.

The DSR is plotted versus merge depth of the first 2 shocks as

inferred from the relevant keyhole tuning shot. That metric,

along with the 4th shock rate of rise, are predicted to be the

dominant factors setting the in-flight fuel adiabat. Specifically,

for a given 2nd shock merge depth in the DT implosion, the

fastest (1 ns) rate of rise exhibited the lowest DSR. We also

note that by extending the drive pulses as discussed in a later

section, we see further increases in DSR when the merge depth

is close to the optimum 81lm, but the DSR remains low

(<0.05) for nominal pulse lengths independent of shock merge

depth.122 Fig. 58 also indicates that the optimum merge depth

may be set too conservatively at 81lm, to be further checked

by more implosions.

Finally, we expect the fusion yield from stagnation of

the final merged shock to increase for faster rate of rises to

peak power. To test this, we fill the symcaps with a 30/70

mixture of D-3He to observe the 15 MeV proton yield from

the D-3He reaction that is sensitive to the shocked ion

temperature.123 The protons are spectrally resolved by

wedge-range Al filters124 in front of CR-39 solid-state track

detectors. The shock flash protons which are predicted to be

emitted 600–700 ps before bangtime when the shell is at a

radius of �250 lm suffer a few MeV of slowing through a

total ablator areal density of between 75 and 125 mg/cm2

while bangtime protons range out in the >200 mg/cm2 stag-

nated ablator.125 Fig. 59 shows that the maximum proton

yield increases with rate of rise to peak power. The residual

variability is ascribed to fields which can deflect protons

away from the wedge-range detectors. A time-of-flight parti-

cle detector126 will be used in the future to measure the sepa-

ration between shock flash and bangtime, so more

meaningful shock flash total capsule areal density compari-

sons can be made between data and simulations.

FIG. 53. Comparison of measured vs

predicted shock tuning sensitivities to

various adjustable laser parameters. (a)

Time of 1st shock breakout into liquid

D2, (b) 2nd shock velocity, (c) depth of

shock 3–4 merger, (d) 4th shock veloc-

ity. Solid and dashed lines are meas-

ured vs simulated slopes.
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FIG. 54. Comparison of measured vs

predicted shock tuning sensitivities to

various adjustable laser parameters. 1st

and 2nd shock merge depth vs (a) 2nd

pulse peak power and (b) 2nd pulse

launch time; 2nd and 3rd shock merge

depth vs (c) 2nd pulse peak power and

(d) 2nd pulse launch time. Black points

are raw data and red points are data

corrected for variations in all other

laser parameters. Solid and dashed

lines are measured vs simulated linear

slope sensitivities.

FIG. 55. (a) Measured first shock ve-

locity in ablator and D2 comparing 1�
Si (black) and 2� Si (green) dopant

capsules driven by same laser pulse, 3

months apart. (b) Measured shock

velocities and merge depths in liquid

D2 for 1st (blue), 2nd (green), 3rd (or-

ange), and 4th shocks (red) comparing

shots with 5.5 and 7.35 Å wavelength

separation, corrected per playbooks for

small differences in as shot capsule

thickness and laser power.

FIG. 56. (a) Comparison of three pulse

power profiles used with differing

slope of final rise to peak power: red

(1 ns rise), green (2 ns rise), blue (3 ns

rise). (b) Corresponding 3rd and 4th

shock velocities measured by VISAR.
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5. Implosion symmetry

Symcap targets (Fig. 60) are gas filled with an 8 mg/cc

mixture of D-3He as discussed in the preceding section.

They are designed for a moderate convergence ratio of

20–25. The CH ablator thickness is increased so that the

shell mass is the same as that of a cryo-layered THD target.

The symcaps are used to optimize radiation symmetry and

also provide information on x-ray drive, LPI effects, and

indirectly, the implosion velocity from the time of peak com-

pression. The x-ray core shape is measured by 40–90 ps

gated >7 keV, 12–15� magnification, 10 lm pinhole

imagers looking either through CH or high-density carbon

tamped 400-600 lm-diameter diagnostic holes or through the

LEH.

Fig. 61 shows the results of the P2 asymmetry inferred

from the 17% x-ray contour for different wavelength separa-

tions between the 30� and outer beam cones for 1.3 MJ-class

implosions. The inability to reach zero P2 in hot spot shape in

Scale 544 hohlraums with existing wavelength separations

<9 Å led to a change in hohlraum geometry, specifically to

6% shorter and wider hohlraums (Scale 575). Outer spots in

the Scale 575 hohlraums are closer to the waist making it pos-

sible to obtain a prolate implosion with less cross beam

transfer and a smaller wavelength separation than for a Scale

544 hohlraum. To further quantify the differential core asym-

metry DP2c due to just a change in hohlraum geometry, we

can keep only the following leading partial derivatives of Eq.

(33)

DP2c¼�5RC

Pi
2Si

2D�þDPo
2So

2 1��ð Þ�DBPLEH
2 SLEH

2

ALEH

Awall
F

� �
ðFþ1Þ ;

(40)

where for a hohlraum radius R and length L: De=e��2DR/R,

DP2 for the outer cone spots subtending �45� to the

hohlraum axis �3/2Dh and DB/B¼�2DL/L. RC is the dis-

tance travelled by the shell after start of peak power,

�800 lm. DR/R and DL/L¼þ6% and �6% and

Dh� �(DR2þ (DL/2)2)/(R/sin 45�)� 0.1 going from Scale

544 to Scale 575 hohlraum. Per Eq. (34), F¼ 3 since

(1� awall)¼ 0.45/Tr
0.7t0.4¼ 0.18 for Tr reaching 300 eV (3

heV)20,113 during the 3 ns-long peak and the ratio of LEH þ
capsule to wall area ¼ 0.10. Including an inward wall motion

based on spot imaging127 of 400 lm which principally

increases P2
� to �0.3, while P2

i and P2
LEH remain at �

�0.45 and �0.95, we calculate from Eq (33) a weighted peak

power inner cone fraction e� 0.3 at the relevant P2¼ 0 re-

gime. Plugging in all these values, we expect the difference

DP2c in core asymmetry between the two hohlraum

FIG. 57. (a) End of pulseshapes for

1 ns (red), 2 ns (black), and 3 ns (blue)

rise to peak power. (b) Inferred hot

spot adiabat vs rise time to peak

power. Dashed line is ignition design

requirement.

FIG. 58. Measured DSR versus inferred merge depth of first 2 shocks rela-

tive to ablator/DT ice interface based on VISAR results corrected for small

differences in drive and capsule. Red triangles, black squares, and blue

circles correspond to 1, 2, and 3-ns-class rise to peak power. Closed and

open symbols are nominal and extended pulse cases. Blue curve is fit to

extended pulse data.

FIG. 59. Measured shock flash D-3He proton yield vs rate of radiation tem-

perature rise to peak power as measured by Dante, for implosions driven by

Scale 575 hohlraums with 3.1 mm LEH.
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geometries at a given wavelength setting to be þ30 lm, close

to what is measured in Fig. 61. The close match also suggests

crossbeam transfer was only weakly dependent on the differ-

ences in hohlraum geometry. Up until recently, to match the

P2 dependency on wavelength separation required applying

an arbitrary saturation level for ion acoustic wave driven den-

sity modulations responsible for the crossbeam transfer at

peak power.128 Recent calculations have shown that ion heat-

ing129 as a result of the many driven ion acoustic waves can

detune the 3-wave resonance and may provide a natural

saturation mechanism for running future simulations

self-consistently.

In addition, we have compared the P2 core symmetry of

Au vs Au-lined U hohlraum implosions. Fig. 62 compares

the resultant >8 keV core images at peak emission for a Au

vs a Au-lined U hohlraums driven at 370 and 345 TW peak

power, respectively, to reach similar peak Tr (within 0.5%)

and bangtime (within 30 ps). We would expect the higher

albedo130 of Au-lined U hohlraums to preferentially drive

the capsule equator leading to a more prolate (þP2) implo-

sion as seen; a fit to the 17% contour level gives a P2 of

�1.3 6 0.5 and þ1.6 6 0.5 lm for the Au and Au-lined U

shots, respectively. For a more quantitative expectation, we

start with the power balance equation

fgPL ¼ rT4
r ½AW 1� awallð Þ þ AH þ AC�; (41)

where AW, AH, and AC are the hohlraum wall, LEH and aver-

age in-flight capsule areas, and PL is the peak power. f is the

fractional power absorbed measured to be the same within

61% error bars. g is the x-ray conversion efficiency that we

can assume will be the same for both hohlraums, since the

laser only interacts with the Au liner. Hence, since all terms

but PL and a are the same for the two hohlraum cases, we

can differentiate Eq. (41) as follows and rewrite in terms of

the recirculating flux F factor of Eq (34):

dPL

PL
¼ �dawall

1� awallð Þ þ ðAH þ ACÞ=AW
¼ � dF

ðFþ 1Þ : (42)

We first get an estimate of the zeroth order drive differences

between Au and U by substituting for the applied power dif-

ferential dPL/PL¼�0.07 in Eq. (42), yielding da¼ 0.02, and

for F¼ 3, dF¼ 0.3.

To estimate P2 differences, we differentiate Eq (33) with

respect to F

dP2c ¼ 5RC

Pi
2Si

2�þ Po
2So

2 1� �ð Þ þ BPLEH
2 SLEH

2
ALEH

Awall

h i
ðFþ 1Þ2

dF :

(43)

Recognizing that near the relevant case P2¼ 0,

Pi
2Si

2�þ Po
2So

2 1� �ð Þ � BPLEH
2 SLEH

2
ALEH

Awall
F, Eq. (43) can be

rewritten as

dP2 ¼ 5RC

BPLEH
2 SLEH

2

ALEH

Awall

� �
ðFþ 1Þ dF

¼ �5RC BPLEH
2 SLEH

2

ALEH

Awall

� �
dPL

PL
: (44)

Substituting for all parameters, RC¼ 800 lm, B¼ 0.74,

P2
LEH¼ 0.95, S2

LEH¼ 0.44, ALEH/Awall¼ 0.05, and DPl/PL

¼�0.07: dP2¼þ4 lm, close to the measured þ3 lm.

Fig. 61 shows that such an offset in P2 asymmetry should be

recovered when switching to U hohlraums by only a 0.4 Å

increase in cone wavelength separation.

In the same way that the wavelength shift dk2 between the

inner and outer beams can be adjusted to control the axial P2

symmetry, the wavelength separation dk3 between the 23� and

30� beams can be adjusted to control the azimuthal asymmetry.

Specifically, the m4 mode in radiation asymmetry arises

FIG. 60. Picture of a symcap target with a 400 lm diameter CH-filled diag-

nostic window on the hohlraum midplane.

FIG. 61. Measured x-ray core P2 asymmetry at peak emission versus laser

wavelength differential between inner and outer cones at 1x for symcaps

(circles) and cryogenically layered implosions (squares) in 5.75 mm (red)

and 5.44 mm (blue) diameter hohlraums.

FIG. 62. Measured >8 keV x-ray core at peak emission for (a) Au and (b)

Au-lined U hohlraum driven at same effective peak Tr.
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because the 23� and 30� beams propagate differently. The

wavelength separation between the 23� and 30� beams has

been adjusted131 to minimize m4 in DT cryogenic implosion

hot spot core shapes. Fig. 63 shows that for the scale 575 hohl-

raum, a 1 Å dk3 between the 23� and 30� beams minimizes m4.

The sign of the m4 slope is as predicted, with the corners of the

hot spot facing the beams driven harder. Fig. 64 shows the level

of reproducibility between symcap x-ray core images observed

from the pole that have minimized m4. We note evidence of

shadowing by the 10 lm diameter filltube breaking the

symmetry.

Following the success of the keyhole shock timing plat-

form discussed earlier, a dual axis Visar keyhole target (Fig.

65(a)) was fielded to provide shock timing information at the

capsule pole as well as the capsule waist (Fig. 65(b)) as a

measure of time-dependent P2 asymmetry during shock

propagation. This was accomplished by inserting a small

mirror inside the reentrant cone to redirect a fraction of the

VISAR laser beam to one pole. This enabled tuning the P2

symmetry of the first 4 shocks as well as their average veloc-

ity and timing. Fig. 66 shows that the mirrored keyhole target

was utilized to check, fix and meet the 6200 ps synchronic-

ity requirement between the pole vs waist shock timing by

decreasing the laser cone fraction in the epoch responsible

for the 2nd shock by about 0.1. The difference between cal-

culated and measured optimum cone fraction is attributed to

residual uncertainty in the Au emissivity model as the hohl-

raum is reheated by the 2nd pulse. Figs. 67(a) and 67(b)

show that the P2 swings in implosion core symmetry were

reduced by 3� after optimization of the 2nd cone fraction.

Figs. 67(c) and 67(d) plot the rate of change of P2 vs P2 at

peak emission before and after 2nd cone fraction optimiza-

tion. As expected, reducing time dependent P2 swings is

required to ensure both dP2/dt and P2 approach zero simulta-

neously at peak emission. Three axis keyhole targets have

now been developed to look for both P4 and m4 asymmetries.

The challenge for the former is increasing the time over

which mirror reflectivity remains high as unlike the current

mirror seeing out the LEH, the mirror viewing at 45� will ex-

perience more hard x-ray loading from seeing the outer laser

spots. This will dictate using Be mirrors in the future pos-

sessing lower x-ray absorptivity.

Based on the time-integrated and time-resolved symme-

try tuning, the hot spot has been optimized to meet the igni-

tion specification in both symcaps and cryo-layered

implosions. However, cryo-layered implosions are about

5 lm more oblate than symcaps as shown in Fig. 68. In the

best performing cryo-layered implosions, Fig. 69 shows that

the hot spot symmetry can meet the <10% rms out-of-round

specifications for low-mode (n< 7) asymmetry. As discussed

in a later section, this is a necessary but not sufficient

requirement; we also need to ensure a suitably round in-

flight shell and stagnated fuel assembly.

FIG. 63. (a) 8 keV x-ray core images from cryogenic DT implosions from

pole view for 0, 1, and 2 Å wavelength shift at 1x between 23.5� and 30�

beams. (b) Measured m4 amplitude at 17% contour of core images vs wave-

length separation. Positive m4 means corners of image facing 30� beam loca-

tions. Solid line is linear fit to data. Also shown is 62.5 lm ignition-tolerable

m4 region.

FIG. 64. Measured core x-ray emission

from polar view for 4 symcap shots

with original azimuthal location of fill-

tube shown by arrows.

FIG. 65. (a) Schematic of dual axis

VISAR geometry at capsule. (b)

Example VISAR streak showing shock

overtakes at fringe jumps for both

equator and pole.
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FIG. 66. Leading shock velocities measured at pole (blue) and equator (red) for (a) before and (b) after decreasing 2nd pulse inner cone fraction.

FIG. 67. Symcap x-ray core P2 asymmetry (points) and brightness (curve) vs time (a) before and (b) after tuning 2nd pulse inner cone fraction. Rate of change

of P2 vs P2 at peak emission time for symcaps (blue) and cryogenic implosion cores (red) (c) before and (d) after tuning 2nd pulse inner cone fraction.
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6. Implosion velocity and mass remaining

Fig. 70 shows a picture of the target used to measure the

trajectory, velocity, mass remaining, and thickness of the

imploding ablator.132 We use x-ray area backlighting by redi-

recting two of the 50� drive quads to a thin (5–15 lm) mid-Z

foil driven at peak power (8–9 TW/quad) and focused by the

drive continuous phase plates (CPPs) to 1-3 � 1015 W/cm2.

This creates He-like 2-1 resonance lines that cast a shadow of

the capsule limb in-flight with up to 2 optical depths of con-

trast that we image with 10–25 lm-wide slits or pinholes at

9–12� magnification. To accommodate 20% increases in tar-

get scale, 2� increases in capsule dopant levels and up to

30% increases in capsule thickness since the first shot in 2009,

we have transitioned from using 8 keV He-like Cu to 9 keV

Zn to 10.2 keV Ge as backlighter. X-ray conversion efficien-

cies of 2%–0.5% are obtained by using a prepulse.133

Fig. 71(a) shows sample 1D gated data (90 ps resolu-

tion). The delayed trajectory of the capsule limb shown in

Fig. 71(b) confirmed the late bangtimes relative to baseline

simulations. The radius versus time for this Si doped capsu-

les is best matched by driving the implosion with a peak

radiation flux reduced to 85% of that calculated by the High

Flux Model. As indicated in Fig. 37, the High Flux Model

overestimates the measured drive by 9%–10%. The

additional difference between the drive which best matches

the trajectory and the measured drive could be due to a vari-

ety of effects including the impact of non Local-

Thermodynamic-Equilibrium (NLTE) atomic physics in the

ablator and view factor effects at the capsule.

ConA experiments prior to March 2012 used a framing

camera that provided a sequence of snapshots of the capsule

radius and optical depth versus time as shown in Fig. 71(a).

Since March 2012, a streak camera provides a continuous re-

cord of radius and shell optical depth s versus time, an exam-

ple of which is shown in Fig. 72. In addition to the limb

shadow, one sees the core stagnation emission and the explo-

sion phase when the radiative outgoing shock reaches the

outer ablation front.134 The streak camera allows for improv-

ing temporal resolution from 90 ps to below 30 ps, hence

reducing motional blurring from 25 lm to below 10 lm for

more accurate late time shell density profile measurements.

Several improvements have been made to the x-ray streak

camera system for use on MJ-class hohlraums. First, the

quantum efficiency of the streak camera photocathode to

8–10 keV photons has been improved by 10� by switching

from Au to thicker (0.2 lm) CsI photocathodes matched135

to the primary 4–6 keV electron range. Second, the streak

camera has been equipped with a 4x comb for in-situ record

of the local sweep linearity and absolute timing.136 Third,

FIG. 68. Cryogenically layered vs symcap core P2 asymmetry in lm.

Dashed line is identical asymmetry and dotted line is �5 lm offset for cryo-

genic implosion.

FIG. 69. Cryogenically layered implo-

sion shots record >7 keV x-ray core

images at peak emission time at the

pole and equator. Inset shows typical

laser power and Tr profile. Inset below

the x-ray emission from the pole shows

the location of the fill tube as seen

from above.

FIG. 70. The ConA hohlraum with a Zn backlighter foil suspended at the

midplane at 3 mm from the hohlraum wall.
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the front end of the snout containing the imaging slit has

been equipped with a 1 cm-thick Ta collimator to reduce

hard x-ray background at the detector. Fourth, the residual

image warp is fully characterized off-line and on-line by

using backlit fiducial wires.137

The key implosion metric is the rocket-driven compres-

sional pressure P� qv2 at deceleration imparted to the hot-

spot, where q and v are the in-flight shell/fuel density and

peak velocity. Since the ignition threshold factor (ITF) that

provides a quantitative estimate for the probability of igni-

tion is �v8, increasing the ablation-driven rocket efficiency

is important to provide margin on laser power. Specifically,

since the ablation pressure138 Pa� (1-aa)Tr
4/vex� (1-aa)Tr

3.5,

reducing the ablator albedo aa for fixed drive Tr is desirable.

Fig. 73(a) shows that the measured terminal center-of-mass

(CoM) shell velocity measured by time-resolved x-ray radi-

ography is 15% more for Si vs Ge-doped plastic capsules

driven at the same peak power. Fig. 73(b) shows that the Si

K-shell absorption edge at �2 keV provides the same hard

x-ray radiation preheat shielding of the inner ablator as Ge,

but leads to a reduced absorption of the thermal 300 eV hohl-

raum spectrum between the 1.3 keV Ge L-edge and 2 keV,

hence to a reduced capsule reemission or albedo, and a

higher implosion velocity.

The x-ray radiography of symcaps was also used to con-

firm the trade-off between implosion velocity v and ablator

mass remaining m. Mass remaining is extracted from

forward Abel inversions self-consistently accounting for

plausible center-peaked backlighter profiles.139 Examples of

measured vs simulated transmission lineouts are shown in

Fig. 74, showing the expected appearance of residual opacity

from ablated Si K shell electrons when the capsule has

reached <700 lm radius.

1D hydrodynamic simulations of the multishocked

convergent ablators show that the capsule dynamics can be

quite accurately modelled,140,141 by the rocket equation,

v¼ vexln(m0/m), where m/m0 is the ablator mass remaining

and vex is the ablator exhaust velocity ��ZkTr/mi) � 7�Tr(eV)

lm/ns for fully ionized CH. Fig. 75 shows that the velocities

follow the simple rocket equation with a best fit (ignoring

<4% differences in peak Tr) vex¼ 148 lm/ns, comparable to

the approximate value of 120 lm/ns derived for Tr¼ 300 eV.

In Fig. 76, some of the data points of the previous figure are

compared to simulations adjusted to match the keyhole shock

timing data and the implosion radius versus time from the

x-ray radiography data. The data and simulations match to

within 0.5%–1% in mass remaining, within error bars, suggest-

ing we have a good understanding of the rocket efficiency of

these CH(Si) ablators.

Calculations of the convergent ablator experiments are

then used to assess the velocity and mass remaining in the

FIG. 71. (a) Schematic of x-ray radiography experimental configuration

with sample gated 1D data rearranged in chronological order. (b) Measured

(dots) center-of-mass of ablator versus time, baseline simulation (red curve),

and simulation (blue curve) with 15% reduction in drive during the peak of

the pulse.

FIG. 72. Example of a 9 keV streaked radiograph of an imploding CHSi cap-

sule with 15 lm, 40 ps resolution.

FIG. 73. (a) Measured CoM terminal

shell velocities for 430 TW peak

power CH(Ge) (green dots) and

CH(Si) (red dots) implosions. (b) Cold

opacity of CH(Ge) vs CH(Si) com-

pared to 300 eV Planckian and region

of hard x-ray preheat (light red box)

requiring shielding by dopant.
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cryo-layered implosions. Fig. 77 plots the DT fuel velocities,

corrected per simulation on average 12% upward from the

measured CoM ablator velocities as the fuel on the inside is

being propelled inward faster due to convergence, and the

hotspot back pressure is less than for symcaps. The remain-

ing ablator mass fraction has also been corrected for the fact

that 0.17 mg of the initial ablator (typically 6% of the 3 mg

total shell mass) is DT fuel. On average the calculated mass

remaining is a bit greater than inferred, 0.01 of the initial

mass, again within systematic uncertainties.

Based on the observation of more ablator decompression

than expected after turn off of the laser pulse (and hence a

greater, undesirable drop in shell density before decelera-

tion), starting in March 2012 we also extended the laser peak

power phase until the capsule had reached a radius of

300 lm, just before onset of deceleration, as shown in

Fig. 78. Fig. 79 shows that implosions with extended “no-

Coast” pulses have faster terminal CoM velocity as might be

expected when keeping pressure on the ablator. Specifically,

with a 0.6 ns pulse extension to keep the full drive on until a

radius of 300 lm is reached, the peak implosion velocity is

increased by 12 6 5%, in agreement with simulations. It

should be noted that the bangtime differential would be a

poor metric of final velocity in this case; it is only 120 ps

since the extra 12% burst in velocity is only applied over the

last 1 ns of travel. Fig. 80 shows that implosions with

extended pulses have thinner shells at peak velocity than

shells which coast longer after the laser turns off.

Specifically, Fig. 80 shows that an extension of 0.5 ns with

all else held fixed reduced the shell thickness by 30%. “No-

coast” pulses clearly result in faster, thinner, and denser

imploding shells.

7. Ablator symmetry

2D x-ray radiography of the inflight ablator of a symcap

was recently demonstrated using 30 lm, 80 ps resolution,

10 keV radiography at 8� magnification. For this purpose,

FIG. 74. Measured (black dashed) and

simulated (blue solid) transmission

lineouts vs radial position for capsule

at (a) 470 lm when ablating into Si-

doped CH and (b) 900 lm radius when

still just ablating pure CH. Also shown

in red is the assumed backlighter pro-

file for best fits.

FIG. 75. Measured center-of mass velocity of symcap versus measured abla-

tor mass remaining at a radius of 300 lm, just before deceleration.

FIG. 76. Center-of-mass ablator velocity vs fraction of ablator remaining at

300 lm radius from convergent ablator data (open squares) and simulations

(red closed squares).
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the diagnostic patches were 800 � 800 lm. Figs, 81(a) and

81(b) show raw data 700 to 200 ps before bangtime and two

single frames 350 ps apart. Unlike the 1D radiography which

can be biased by polar asymmetries due to finite shell sam-

pling, and is subject to curvature blurring and biases from

any P1 offsets between data and the viewing slot at late times

when the shell is at small radii (<300 lm), 2D data allow us

to extract the profile, trajectory, shape, mass remaining, and

uniformity of the ablator even after deceleration. At the latest

times, the onset of core self-emission is also observed, which

allows a direct comparison of any P1 offset between shell

and core.

We first consider the 1D behaviour for comparison to

the earlier 1D radiography. In Fig. 82(a), the CoM and shell/

gas interface P0 time histories (extracted from the maximum

slope and minimum transmission contours, respectively)

show a peak CoM and interface velocity of 260 and

315 lm/ns. The faster interface velocity is attributed to con-

vergence effects (the same reason the DT fuel velocity is

expected to be faster than the CoM ablator velocity) and

shell thickening. The mass remaining, which can now be

extracted by simply area integrating the areal density (a

function of transmission T and opacity j, ¼�ln(T)/j) at

each point in the image, was 0.15 6 .015, which when com-

bined with the 260 lm/ns CoM velocity is consistent with

the 1D Rocket Model results shown in Fig. 75. The average

shell width is �30% thicker than nominal calculations with

the HFM, also consistent with the 1D radiography thickness

results for a nominally identical shot as shown in Fig. 82(b).

The combination of as expected mass remaining but thicker

shell led to lower than expected peak optical depth (1 vs. 2).

In the future, when we expect more compressed shells by

using no-coast pulses, we would switch to a harder x-ray

backlighter to maintain reasonable shell optical depth

(<1.5).

Regarding 2D behavior, Fig. 83(a) shows an example

Legendre moment fit to both the CoM and minimum trans-

mission contour (the latter corresponding closely to the

shell/gas interface) of a frame 300 ps before bangtime, show-

ing a large 30 6 3 lm P4 (P4/P0¼ 25%). Such a P4 would be

expected to reduce DT implosion yield by at least 2�, de-

pendent on when the P4 asymmetry is seeded. The early time

history of the P4 asymmetry will be the subject of measure-

ments using a 3-axis keyhole. By contrast, the self-emission

FIG. 77. Center-of-mass fuel velocity vs fraction of ablator remaining at

300 lm radius of cryogenically layered implosions (open squares) as

inferred from ConA data and simulation predictions (red closed squares).

Blue point is point design.

FIG. 78. End of laser pulses for nominal “coast” (green) and extended pulse

“no coast” (red) implosions. Calculated center-of-mass shell radii vs time

for nominal “coast” (black) and extended pulse “no coast” (blue)

implosions.

FIG. 79. Measured (dots) and simulated (curves from nominal HFM hohl-

raums without the 15% drive reduction). CoM terminal shell velocities for

430 TW peak power CH(Si) implosions driven by nominal length (black and

green) versus extended length pulse (red). Vertical lines show end of drive

pulse. Bangtime is at 22.8 ns.

FIG. 80. Measured shell thickness (dots), shell radii and peak power laser

profile for shortened (green), and nominal length main pulse (red).
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image exhibits only a �1 lm P4, consistent with simulations

that show that large P4 shell asymmetries are not expected to

be transferred to center-peaked self-emission images.142 In

Fig. 83(b), the extracted interface P4 time history shows

strong P4 growth followed by a sharp drop. Since the shell is

coasting until the very last frames (i.e., at constant velocity),

we cannot attribute this to classical Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)

growth. One can however compare this P4 amplitude mode

growth to that expected from convergence effects in partially

incompressible systems.143–145 From the 60% shell thicken-

ing in the time observed in Fig. 82(b), we expect the P4 am-

plitude to also grow by at least 60% (from 13 to 21 lm),

explaining half the growth; the rest could be ballistic from

velocity gradients set-up earlier. The drop in P4 at the latest

times is attributed to the arrival of the rebounding spherical

shock first decelerating the parts of the shell around 45� that

are closest to the center.

There is also evidence of 25% reductions in shell qr at

about 40� and 140� attributed to ablation front growth during

acceleration of a ring perturbation seeded at the support

tent–capsule lift-off positions. Besides biasing P4 shape

inferences both in-flight and from the hotspot, these qr varia-

tions might lead to penetration of ablator deep into hot spot,

or mix, as discussed in Sec. V B 8. Clearly, these 2D x-ray

radiographs are providing a wealth of information, and for

late time trajectories, will replace or check the 1D streaked

x-ray radiography results that can be biased by low and mid

mode asymmetries and areal density nonuniformities.

8. Mix and cold fuel asymmetry

Mix of the ablator into the fuel can result from instabil-

ities at the ablation front and at the fuel-ablator interface.

Mix becomes more of an issue as the implosion is optimized

to produce higher convergence and higher compression. Mix

signatures include a reduced yield and ion temperature due

to radiative cooling and higher and structured x-ray bright-

ness146 from the hot core due to the higher Z ablator mixing

into the compressed fuel. Special targets with tracer mid-Z

dopants use spectroscopic signatures to measure mix.147 Fig.

84(a) shows that the inferred CH(Ge) mix into the hotspot

inferred from cryo-layered core spectra such as shown in

Fig. 84(b) compared well with simulations for early implo-

sions with non-extended pulses, and were below the ignition

level threshold of 75 ng. These capsules had Ge doped abla-

tors and were shot before the change to Si dopant in July

2011. However, these spectroscopic measurements do not

pick up pure CH mix from undoped regions of the shell and

should be viewed as a lower limit mix estimate. The mix

mass is now routinely inferred148 from the excess of brems-

strahlung and free-bound emission �Z2 and �Z4 from the

compressed hotspot relative to that expected for emission

from clean DT. This requires correcting for shell reabsorp-

tion from the mass remaining and core size and accounting

for the electron temperature from Ross pair filter measure-

ments of the core emission.149 Figure 85 plots the DT yield

vs inferred CH hot spot mix mass, showing the expected

FIG. 81. (a) 2D 10 keV radiographs

over a 500 ps window at peak velocity

of a 223 lm-thick symcap imploded

with a 1.4 MJ, 400 TW peak power

pulse, 2 ns rise time. Single frames at

(b) 23.67 and (c) 24.02 ns.
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reduction in yield with increasing mix mass, attributed to

radiative cooling from the higher Z mix species.

The effect of mix can also be seen in Fig. 86 where the

neutron yield is plotted versus the inferred ablator mass

remaining at peak velocity for the highest areal density

implosions. The remaining mass is a first measure of the

amount of material that instabilities at the ablation front

must penetrate to mix ablator into the hot fuel. Target yields

are significantly reduced for implosions with less than

0.35–0.4 mg of remaining mass. This is about 12% of the ini-

tial ablator mass. The red dashed line in Fig. 86 is the

remaining mass in the ignition point design. The observed

“mix cliff” occurs at a remaining mass �30%–40% greater

than that used in the point design.

There are various possible explanations for the required

increase in remaining mass in the current experiments. These

include unmeasured sources of perturbation, growth rates

which exceed those currently calculated, and long wave-

length variations in the fuel thickness that make it easer for

the ablator to penetrate through the resulting thin region.

Experiments are being developed to test all of these potential

issues. Improvements to the target roughness and laser power

balance that could reduce the required remaining mass are

also being pursued.

In addition to the mix cliff, Fig. 86 shows that yields in

present experiments are �5� or more lower than calculated

1D yields. The solid red band shows the predictions of yields

from 1D simulations as a function of remaining mass. The

simulations are for typical implosions with this ablator thick-

ness and target size and have been adjusted to match the

observed shock timing and shell trajectories as described

below in Sec. V C on integrated performance of cryo-layered

implosions. Understanding this difference and reducing the

magnitude of the difference between experiments and simu-

lations are important for ignition target performance. The

simulations show that if the targets were performing at the

calculated 1D levels of yield, alpha deposition would be sig-

nificantly enhancing the yield even at these lower velocities.

Fig. 87 shows that implosions which “coast” longer before

deceleration have a mix cliff at lower mass remaining than

the “no coast” pulses. However, these coasting shells achieve

lower fuel qr and, because they have higher implosion veloc-

ity, have even lower yield relative to calculations.

To gain insight on the dependence of mix on drive, we

refer to an analytic approximation to the RT ablation front

instability growth exponent fed through on acceleration to

the ablator/DT fuel interface150

ct ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kg=ð1þ kLÞ

p
t� kvat� kDR; (45)

where k is the perturbation wave number, g is the ablation-

driven shell acceleration, L is the ablation front density scale-

length, va is the ablation rate �dm/dt/q, t is the duration of

acceleration, and DR is the in-flight ablator thickness. The

first term suggests that the classical growth rate��(gt2) would

at first glance only depend on shell distance travelled

FIG. 82. (a) Center-of-mass (red points) and shell/gas interface (blue points)

trajectory. (b) Inferred deconvolved width of shell vs CoM radius for a

streaked 1D radiograph (black squares), gated 2D radiograph analyzed as if

were 1D radiograph along equator (blue diamonds), and averaged over full

2D coverage (red circles) for nominally identical shots (N120418 and

N121004).

FIG. 83. (a) Radii of Center-of-mass (blue points) and shell/gas interface

(red points) vs polar angle with low mode Legendre fits for frame at

23.95 ns. 0� is top of image. (b) P4 vs P0 at shell/gas interface.
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R¼ 1/2gt2 and not on the acceleration and peak power.

However, if we factor in the initial shell velocity u imparted

by the shocks before the acceleration phase starting at

t¼ 0, then assuming for the moment a constant acceleration,

R is actually¼ utþ 1/2gt2 and hence the growth exponent

� �(gt2)� �(R – ut). A higher acceleration will lead to a

shorter acceleration time t, and hence larger growth rate for

same distance travelled R. To quantify, we differentiate the

first term of Eq. (45), and taking the limit u� �2gR equiva-

lent to assuming final implosion velocity v u

Dct=ct ¼ ðu=�8gRÞ=ðð1� u=�2gRÞ Þ Dg=g: (46)

Plugging in typical numbers derived from simulations in Eq

(46): u¼�70 lm/ns, g¼�60 lm/ns2, and R¼ 750 lm leads

to Dct/ct¼ 0.15Dg/g. For a 25% increase in acceleration, we

expect a 4% increase in growth exponent, typically Dct¼ 0.3

for ct¼ 7 (Growth Factor (GF)� 1000) and hence

DGF¼ exp(Dct)¼ 35%. One can show that this result holds

even after considering growth of a fixed mode number l (i.e.,

k varying as l/(R0 – R) for an initial shocked shell radius R0

at t¼ 0) and with non-constant acceleration. Solving the

Rocket equation (dm/dt)vex¼mg for ignition relevant capsule

parameters for drives with a constant foot (i.e., constant shock

timing and u) but peaking at a range of temperatures Tr (i.e.,

range of g), one finds that g�Tr
6, a higher scaling as expected

than �Tr
3.5 for a constant m (payload), and hence from above,

ct�Tr. Moreover, since va�Tr
3 as peak ablation front den-

sity is almost independent of Tr per simulations, Eq. (45)

shows that the classical growth rate and ablative stabilization

terms have similar dependence on Tr. This in turn means abla-

tive stabilization cannot reverse the trend of increasing growth

rate with increasing power and Tr, and the RT ablation growth

rates vs mode number should be self-similar as peak power

varied. Figure 88 shows that is the case per simulations just

varying peak power. Moreover, for the 615% in peak power

applied, we expect 64% in peak Tr and growth exponent and

hence 635% in GF, matching simulation results. Figure 89

plots the inferred hot spot mix mass versus peak Tr for layered

CH(Si) capsules of nominal thickness, showing that the high-

est drives did lead to the most mix.

An alternate metric for the performance of capsules near

the mix cliff is to consider the in-flight shell width (the third

term in Eq. (45)). Feedthrough of ablator perturbations at the

ablator/fuel interface and the potential for hotspot mix is

expected to increase with decreasing in-flight shell thickness

DR, independent of shell density, and hence per Fig. 80 with

decreasing coast time. Fig. 90 shows that the hot spot mix

does also increase with thinner in-flight ablator shell thick-

ness. The cryogenically layered ablator shell thicknesses are

FIG. 84. (a) Measured vs simulated

hot spot mix mass for cryo-layered

implosions based on Ge x-ray self-

emission from cores driven by non-

extended 2 ns rise pulses. These capsu-

les were Ge doped ablators and were

shot before the change to Si dopant in

July 2011. Ignition requirement is

below 75 ng line. (b) Core spectra for

higher (red) and lower (green) mix

cases.

FIG. 85. Yield vs CH hot spot mix mass for cryogenic implosions driven

with greater than 330 TW peak power and greater than 1.3 MJ.

FIG. 86. Yield versus ablator mass remaining for capsules with initially

195 lm thickness driven by extended pulses of at least 300 TW peak power,

1.3 MJ total energy. Grey band denotes location of performance improve-

ment, dashed vertical red line is the point design mass remaining value, and

red sloped band is typical results from 1D simulations. Top horizontal axis

gives the corresponding calculated peak implosion velocity.
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inferred from the measured ablator shell widths of backlit

symcap and one backlit THD implosion of similar pulse and

ablator design, corrected for slight differences in drive, cap-

sule size, and mass remaining. This scenario is also consist-

ent with the mix cliff occurring at higher mass remaining

�qDR for the shorter coast time implosions as shown in Fig.

87 since they are compressed to higher density. The mix cliff

dependence on peak power and shell thickness, and at most

weak dependence to changes in hohlraum material, Si dopant

level, and rise time to peak power, suggests sensitivity to

feedthrough of ablation front growth of perturbations caused

by residual capsule surface roughness and dust.

Other mix hypotheses have been tested and will con-

tinue to be tested. Initially, the high levels of hydroinstability

growth had been ascribed to development of a RT unstable

density jump at the ablator/fuel interface due to excessive

3–5 keV x-ray preheat. This motivated switching to graded-

doped ablators with twice the Si dopant level in each layer.

Such cryogenically layered capsules have not shown marked

performance improvement so far. The reason appears to be

that the most sensitive interface to preheat driven instability

per simulations is the last doped/pure CH interface. By dou-

bling the Si dopant level everywhere, less preheat reaches

the last doped interface due to better shielding, offset by the

fact that all but the last doped layer absorbs more of what

reaches it.

To test if the small density discontinuities at the interior

interfaces inherent to the baseline graded-doped ablator

design could be seeding instabilities, enhanced, for example,

by x-ray preheat creating unfavorable Atwood numbers, 1%

and 2% uniformly Si-doped symcaps were also tested. Fig.

91 shows that for the 2% and 1% uniformly doped symcap

and convergent ablator capsule, Ti dropped and mix increased

significantly, more than for the graded doped-designs. Per

Eq. (45), this is ascribed to increased RT growth due to a

reduced ablation density scalelength from the outset caused

by the higher opacity of the dopant overshadowing any

growth at multiple interfaces. We also note that a 2� differ-

ence in dopant level for the graded doped design did not

affect symcap performance either.

Initial tests of the performance of 20–25 lm thicker

ablators have begun, driven with longer pulses and more

energy to maintain “no-coast” conditions. Fig. 91 shows that

the thicker symcaps driven to about the same velocity per-

formed as well or better than the nominal thickness cases.

Potentially more efficient rounded cylinder hohlraum designs

FIG. 87. Same as Fig. 86 with results from nominal “coast” implosions

added as black points. Implosions which have longer coast time (shown in

black) decompress before the final deceleration and appear to have a mix

threshold at lower mass remaining.

FIG. 88. Simulated ablation front growth factors at peak velocity versus per-

turbation mode number for three different peak powers: 400, 350, and 290

TW are dashed green, red, and dotted blue curves.

FIG. 89. Inferred hot spot mix mass versus peak radiation temperature for

layered CH(Si) implosions with 195 lm nominal initial ablator thickness.

FIG. 90. Mix mass versus inferred ablator shell width at a radius of 300 lm

for all >1.4 MJ DT and THD shots since June 2011.
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(“rugby”)151 allowing increased clearance between capsule

and hohlraum wall for the inner beams to reduce SRS and/or

reduced wall area losses152 will also be tested at NIF for

improved coupling to allow for thicker capsule implosions.

Finally, potentially more efficient ablators (Be153 and high-

density carbon154) will be tested.

A potential source of the yield deficit in implosions

without obvious mix into the hot spot could still be the result

of ablator mixing into the main fuel. However, the reduced

yield could also result from low mode asymmetry of the cold

fuel and ablator. Measurements of the isotropy of the neutron

yield, the neutron down scatter spectra, and images of the

down-scattered neutrons all suggest that the cold fuel likely

has a higher areal density at the poles of the implosion along

the axis of the hohlraum than around the equator. Another

hypothesis is that mix is occurring preferentially at thin spots

of the ablator and/or fuel due to non-uniformities caused for

example by residual symmetry swings. Fig. 92 shows that

nuclear measurements indicate that the main fuel can have

quite large qr variations even when the hot spot shape is

quite round. Specifically, since �20% of neutrons are down-

scattered on a spatially averaged basis for an average qr of

1 g/cm2, the 10% local variations in unscattered yield shown

in Fig. 92(b) suggests there could be 50% variations in qr

averaged over �1 steradian of the compressed fuel. This

would also be consistent with the fact that the average DSR

does not drop for the highest mix cases as shown in Fig. 93.

By implementing 2D 10–20 keV and 100 keV Compton radi-

ography discussed earlier, the in-flight and compressed abla-

tor and fuel is being checked for distortions and thin spots

that could enhance mix feedthrough locally and hence

increase the required spatially averaged minimum mass

remaining.

A low mode asymmetry may also result in less efficient

transfer of the shell kinetic energy to thermal hot spot energy

and conversion of the kinetic energy to mass fuel motion

instead of thermal energy as well as potentially enhancing

mix as indicated above. In addition to minimizing these low

mode asymmetries, further optimization of the peak power

pulse shape beyond the simple variations in the rise times

tested to date may also be required to achieve increased hot

spot density and improved yields predicted by integrated

simulations.155

Besides varying the peak power pulse shape, the level

and length of the foot can affect mix. Specifically, seeding of

the RT instability by Richtmyer-Meshkov growth during the

initial shock traversal phase might be reduced by factors of 2

by altering the trough power and length, which can be tested

by x-ray radiography of large preimposed perturbations156

driven by just the foot of the NIC pulse. Finally, pulse shapes

with a higher foot, designed to put the capsule on a higher

in-flight adiabat,157 might be used to reduce mix. Capsules

with such pulses have increased density scalelength stabili-

zation per Eq. (45) due to having a calculated 3� longer

ablation scalelength. For example, at the peak ablation front

RT growth mode l¼ 60 (Fig. 88), k¼ 0.1/lm midway in-

flight and hence an increase in L from 10 to 30 lm decreases

the classical growth exponent by �2, hence the l¼ 60 GF

from 7 to 5 e-foldings, a nearly 10� reduction in growth

which is a more significant decrease than possible by

FIG. 91. (a) Tion and (b) Mix mass vs

initial ablator thickness for symcaps

and convergent ablator implosions

driven with 3 ns-class 4th rise drives

yielding <1.3 ns coast time. Black and

red capsules denote graded and uni-

form Si-dopant, respectively. Open

symbols have 2� Si dopant levels.

FIG. 92. (a) Position of Zirconium

Nuclear Activation Detectors arranged

on the surface of the target chamber

measuring primary DT neutron yield

along different lines-of-sight. (b)

Measured relative yield versus polar

angle on one shot.
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increasing ablation rates and/or in-flight shell thicknesses

through an in-flight density drop. Experiments to directly

measure the growth rate of hydrodynamic instabilities are

part of the path forward following the NIC. Fig. 94 indicates

the use of the keyhole geometry to obtain the growth rates in

a converging geometry. This is an extension of backlighter

radiography techniques utilized for a wide range of experi-

ments on both the Nova and Omega laser.67

C. Integrated performance of cryo-layered implosions

As the NIC has progressed through the implosion opti-

mization experiments described above, surrogacy issues and

progress on ITFX, the GLC, and the fuel stagnation pressure

are checked periodically using cryo-layered implosions.

We have developed a standardized approach to model-

ing the expected performance of cryo-layered implosions158

as indicated in Fig. 95. The first step is an integrated hohl-

raum and capsule simulation using the high flux model

described earlier. The calculation is run with the as shot laser

pulse and capsule. This generates the starting point for the

x-ray flux used in the capsule only simulations to follow. In

the second step, the 1D radiation drive is adjusted until the

calculations match the keyhole VISAR shock timing data

and the convergent ablator radius versus time as indicated in

the middle frame of Fig. 95. The 1D drive is applied, along

with the measured surface roughness and a flux asymmetry

chosen to match the hot spot shape, in 2D or 3D, to a capsule

implosion calculation as indicated in the right hand frame of

Fig. 95. Fig. 96(a) shows the calculated drive in an integrated

hohlraum and capsule simulation, and the adjusted drive

used to match the VISAR and ConA data. The peak drive

must be adjusted downward by about 15% relative to the

standard High Flux Model calculation of the hohlraum as

described earlier. Additional multipliers earlier in the pulse

are required to match the VISAR shock timing data. The

middle frame in Fig. 95 shows that this procedure produces a

very good match to the Keyhole VISAR shock timing data

and ConA radius versus time. The calculation in Fig. 96 is

for the cryo-layered implosion carried out on February 5,

2012 (N120205 using NIF date conventions year month and

day YYMMDD) and the companion ConA and Keyhole

experiments. Fig. 96(c) shows that the radius versus time for

this implosion is well matched. Figs. 96(b) and 96(d) show

that the mass remaining and shell thickness versus radius are

also well matched with this drive.

The table in Fig. 97 shows that predictions with these

adjusted drives do a reasonable job of matching the observed

hot spot ion temperature and DSR from the NTOF data for

this implosion. However, the calculation overestimates the

hot spot density and pressure by �2� and the yield by 3-5�
depending on the details of the 2D or 3D calculations as indi-

cated. The 2D and 3D calculations were carried out with the

measured ablator and ice roughness as well as a radiation

flux asymmetry chosen to match the observed shape of the

hot spot. The calculations are also run with 30 ng of ablator

premixed into the hot spot to represent the calculated effect

of the fill tube which is not resolved in these simulations.

Except where specified, the comparison of calculated per-

formance to observed performance shown in the following

figures is for calculations carried out in a similar way.

Pressure and density for the experiment are estimated from

the observed yield, hot spot size, burn width, and ion temper-

ature as discussed in Sec. II. As indicated, the calculations

have been run both with and without alpha deposition. The

ratio of the yields is the yield amplification from alpha depo-

sition. At the calculated 1D yields, alpha deposition for shot

N120205 nearly doubles the yield while at the observed

yield, the estimated yield amplification is reduced to about

15%–20%. This is not negligible but not large enough to pro-

duce a measurable change in ion temperature.

The radiation flux asymmetry applied in the calculations

above consists primarily of the level of P2 needed to match

the observed hot spot shape. Throughout most of the NIC

campaign, the hot spot shape provided the principal informa-

tion about the symmetry of the implosion. When the implod-

ing shell shape is nearly spherical, calculations indicate that

data from the hot spot provide a reasonable representation of

the symmetry of the overall implosion. However, nuclear

data from the NTOFs looking in different directions, as well

as the FNAD data discussed in Sec. V B 7 indicate a more

complex shape to the cold compressed fuel than represented

by the hot spot shape. The recent data from the 2D ConA

FIG. 93. Measured DSR versus inferred mix mass for DT and THD implo-

sions. Red triangles, black squares, and blue circles correspond to 1, 2, and

3-ns-class rise to peak power. Closed and open symbols are nominal and

extended pulse cases.

FIG. 94. Backlit radiography of an ignition target in the keyhole geometry

can be used to obtain growth rates of hydrodynamic instabilities in a conver-

gent geometry. Shown is a sequence of calculations of increasing contrast

from growing 1D ripples at 3 different times.
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target on the shape of the imploding ablator discussed in

Sec. V B 6 also indicate an implosion asymmetry not cap-

tured by the hot spot shape. When the low mode asymmetry

of the imploding shell deviates substantially from a sphere,

the main fuel can be far more asymmetrical, and have a far

greater impact on the efficiency of the implosion than indi-

cated by the observed hot spot shape.

Fig. 98 shows the impact of an imposed P1 flux asymme-

try on the implosion of shot N120205. Fig. 98(a) shows the

2D implosion with high mode roughness on the ablator and

ice but with otherwise low levels of low mode asymmetry.

This implosion achieves a peak pressure of about 150 giga-

bars. The implosion is nearly isobaric across the hot spot and

cold fuel as shown by the axial plot of the pressure in Fig.

98(c). When a 2% P1 is applied in the foot of the pulse, the

imploded shape and pressure are little changed from the

spherical case. But when a 2% P1 is applied during the peak

of the pulse, conditions in the hot spot and main fuel change

dramatically.159 The emitting hot spot remains nearly spheri-

cal and is nearly the same temperature and size as the hot

spot in the spherical implosion. However, its pressure (and

hot spot density) is reduced by nearly a factor of two com-

pared to the spherical implosion. This reduced pressure is

comparable to that observed in the experiment for this shot.

These calculations show that large low mode asymmetry can

account for the reduced pressure seen in experiments. The

center of the hot spot has been displaced from the initial cen-

ter of the capsule by an amount about equal to its com-

pressed radius. Regions in the compressed main fuel achieve

nearly the same peak pressures as in the spherical case but

the main fuel distribution is now highly asymmetric.

Without an image of the compressed main fuel, the shape of

FIG. 95. Calculations of the expected

performance of cryo-layered implo-

sions follow a sequence of steps: (a)

An integrated hohlraum and capsule

simulation provides a starting point for

the x-ray drive; (b) the drive from the

integrated simulation is modified in

order to match the measured VISAR

shock timing data and ConA radius

versus time data to provide the best 1D

starting point for the implosion; (c) the

1D drive is applied, along with the

measured surface roughness and hot

spot shape, in 2D or 3D, to a capsule

implosion calculation.

FIG. 96. (a) Radiation temperature vs

time showing the adjusted drive (red)

vs standard simulation (black), (b)

remaining ablator mass fraction vs ra-

dius, (c) mass averaged radius vs time,

and (d) ablator thickness vs radius

from data (black points) vs adjusted

simulations (red curves).
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the hot spot is very misleading. The most compelling hot

spot evidence for an applied P1 would be the offset in the

centroid of the hot spot relative to the initial centroid of the

capsule. Diagnostic fiducials on the 2D ConA target are

being refined to enable this measurement. As discussed in

Sec. IV D 3 the ARC short pulse beamline on NIF is being

developed to enable accurate Compton radiograph images of

the compressed fuel. Although these low mode perturbations

are quite large, and a significant fraction of the initial fuel

kinetic energy remains as mass motion at the time of peak

neutron production, we nonetheless find that the relationship

between the calculated GLC and ITFX remains essentially

unchanged from that shown in Fig. 19. This correspondence

is predicted by Eq. (9). In this model, if the effective fuel

kinetic energy is multiplied by a factor e, then Ps is reduced

by that factor and ITFX is reduced by e8/3. In the calcula-

tional data base, we would expect this to be reduced to e2.2

as indicated in Fig. 19. Fig. 99 shows the calculated values

of GLC and ITFX for shot N120205 with 0%, 1%, 2%, and

4% P1. Two sets of points are shown. As discussed in Sec.

II, we have used the ion temperature taken from the width of

the primary neutron peak as would be measured by the

NTOF detectors. In general, this measurement is representa-

tive of the average thermodynamic temperature during the

burn phase. However, this width can be affected by large

mass motion. For the calculations with large mode 1 pertur-

bations in Fig. 99, two sets of points are shown. One set uses

the NTOF width and the other uses the thermodynamic tem-

perature from the calculation. Since NIF has several NTOF

detectors at widely spaced angles, the NTOF temperature

can be corrected for the effects of low mode mass motion.

FIG. 97. Comparison of calculated to measured performance for DT shot

N120205. The inset shows a schematic of the capsule. The calculations pro-

vide a reasonable match to the measured temperature and DSR but overesti-

mate the hot spot density and pressure by roughly a factor of two. For a

given temperature, the yield will scale roughly as the square of the hot spot

density so the calculated yields are high by about that factor as well.

FIG. 98. (a) Calculated implosion of a cryo-layered implosion N120205 with measured surface roughness but with otherwise low levels of low mode asymme-

try; (b) the same implosion with 2% P1 flux asymmetry during the peak of the pulse; (c) the axial pressure distribution (along the direction of the arrow in (b))

across the hot spot and main fuel

FIG. 99. Calculations with large P1 perturbations retain the relationship

between GLC and ITFX even though they are far from isobaric and have

substantial mass flow at peak compression. Points are shown with P1¼ 0%,

1%, 2%, and 4%. Also shown are temperatures obtained from the width of

the NTOF primary neutron signal and NTOF measurements whose widths

have been corrected for the effects of mass flow.
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Fig. 100 shows a cryo-layered target and the shroud that

encloses the target until just before shot time. The first cryo-

genic target implosion160 was carried out on September 29,

2010 but it took the remainder of CY2010 and early 2011 to

fully qualify the cryogenic target positioner (cryo-tarpos)

and the target fielding configuration. One key issue that had

to be resolved was the formation of tritiated hydro carbons

which were produced in the fill system. These impurities

resulted in low-quality layers. A second issue, that required

the invention of a “storm window” on the cryo-layered tar-

get, was condensation of micron thick layers of residual tar-

get chamber gas on the windows of the hohlraum. This

condensation was also an issue in the early Keyhole targets.

Formation of this condensate prevented precision pulse shap-

ing and resulted in low fuel qr as indicated by the first 4

cryo-layered shots in Fig. 101. For these early implosions,

the DSR was only about 35% of that required for ignition.

Fig. 101 shows that improved shock timing161 along

with extended pulses162 to eliminate coasting has resulted in

two discrete jumps in fuel qr which has reached about 85%

of the point design value. The first shock-timed implosions

were carried out in May 2011 and the extended “no-coast”

pulses were carried out in March-July 2012. Over this period

of time, a variety of modifications to the capsule and hohl-

raum drive were tested. These variations included capsules

doped with either Si or Ge. Capsules with nominal Si doping

levels (as shown in Fig. 3(b)) and 2� nominal levels were

fielded. The wavelength difference between inner and outer

beams as well as between the 23.5� and 30� was varied to

adjust the symmetry of the hot spot. Two different size

LEHs, 3.1 mm and 3.373 mm diameter, were fielded to test

the LEH impact on drive and symmetry. The peak power

was changed from 300 to 500 TW.163 All of these changes

had relatively little impact on the measured DSR of the

imploded fuel.

An increase in qr from improved shock timing and

extended pulses should be accompanied by a decrease in

core size as measured by x-rays and unscattered neutrons

and in the cold fuel average radius as measured by scattered

neutrons. Fig. 102 shows that the resultant cryogenic DT

x-ray hot spot image sizes shows a decrease with reduced

“coast time.” The variations in radius in Fig, 102 and in DSR

in Fig. 101 for the extended pulse cases with the shortest

0.8–1 ns coast time can be attributed to variations in shock

merge depth as was shown in Fig. 58. Figs. 103(a) and

103(b) show consistency between the >8 keV x-ray and

unscattered 13–15 MeV neutron images of the hot core

(P0¼ 24 6 2 vs 27 6 4 lm), while Fig. 103(c) shows, as

expected, a larger cold fuel average radius (P0¼ 35 6 4 lm).

Fig. 104 plots the measured radii vs DSR, following fairly

well the expected trend of radius� 1/�DSR in the limit of a

thin fuel shell for fixed fuel mass. More refined analyses164

comparing the unscattered and downscattered neutron sizes

FIG. 100. (a) Cryo-layered target in its

protective shroud. (b) Cryo-layered

target showing the LEH storm window

developed in 2010–11 to protect the

hohlraum windows from condensation

of residual chamber gas.

FIG. 101. Ratio of downscattered to unscattered neutrons (DSR) and

inferred fuel areal density from cryogenically layered DT implosions versus

shot number for showing progression in improvement. The first vertical

dashed line separates the first 4 pre shock timed implosions from the shock

timed implosions. The second vertical dashed line separates the nominal

length from the extended “no-coast” implosions appearing at shot 25. Band

above shows point design dsr and qr required.

FIG. 102. Mean hot spot radius from 17% x-ray contours of cryogenically

layered implosions versus time interval between end of drive pulse and

bangtime. As in Fig. 91, red triangles, black squares, and blue circles corre-

spond to 1, 2, and 3-ns-class rise to peak power. Closed and open symbols

are nominal and extended pulse cases.
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and P2 asymmetry are now also extracting the first 2

Legendre moments of compressed cold fuel thickness and ar-

eal density. We are actively combining this neutron shape in-

formation with the angularly dependent neutron yields, x-ray

yields and x-ray core shapes to reconstruct the last phases of

the implosion,22 adding in more data (such as 2D radiogra-

phy) as it becomes available.

As discussed in Sec. II, progress toward the integrated

performance required for ignition can be graphically repre-

sented as shown in Fig. 105. Data for all the cryo-layered

implosions carried out during the NIC are incorporated in

these plots. The contours drawn represent constant yield

amplification as indicated. The axes for Fig. 105(a) are Ps
and ion temperature T while for Fig. 105(b), the axes are

Yield and DSR. The data points in the plots are color coded

to indicate those that were coast vs no-coast implosions.

Also indicated are the early experiments prior to the onset of

precision shock timing.

As shown in Fig. 105(a), the no-coast shots have the

highest value of Ps but also have the widest range of Tion.

As shown in Fig. 105(b), the DSR values cluster much more

closely than the yield during the various phases of the NIC

campaign. Fig. 106 highlights a few of the shots that repre-

sent significant stages in the ignition campaign. Fig. 106(a)

shows the evolution of experimental results in the Yield-DSR

space, while Fig. 106(b) show the similar evolution in the Ps-

T space. Shot N100929 was the first cryo-layered implosion,

carried out as a performance qualification test of the

cryogenic target positioner. As indicated above, this shot was

carried out before the development of the Keyhole target plat-

form that is needed to optimize shock timing. Shot N110603

was the first shot carried out after initial shock timing experi-

ments. Shot N120205 was one of the best performing “coast”

shots carried out after a significant effort to optimize the hot

spot shape as well as the laser pulse shape, and shot N120321

was the best performing “no-coast” implosion. Fig. 106(a)

shows the representative increase in DSR achieved between

N100929 and the first shock timed “coast” shots and the sub-

stantial further increase in DSR obtained for no-coast pulses.

Fig. 106(b) shows the �5� increase in Ps achieved during

the evolution of the NIC campaign. The temperatures

achieved in these implosions are close to those predicted by

Eq. (13). All of these shots highlighted in Fig. 106 had an

inferred mix of less than an estimate of 350 ng. As shown,

shot N120321 had a yield amplification near 30% with a

GLC(no-burn) � 0.3 of that required for ignition as well as

an ITFX� 0.07 and was the best overall performing shot in

the NIC campaign. The calculated 1D and 3D yields and

DSRs for a pair the shots, N120205 and N120321, is also

shown in Fig. 106(a) while the predicted Ps and T are shown

in Fig. 106(b). These calculations were carried out as

described above.158 The “no-coast” implosion shot N120321,

which has a significantly better calculated 1D performance, is

also more affected by the known 3D imperfections in the

experiment. Both of these calculations predict yields in 3D

that are within about a factor of 3 of the experimental meas-

urements. The 3D calculations do not yet have an adequate

representation of the perturbations from the tent supporting

the capsule or of the long wavelength asymmetry of the

imploding shell now being measured by the 2DConA experi-

ments discussed above in Sec. V B 7. In addition, the 3D cal-

culations cannot be done with a resolution needed to model

the growth of short wavelength perturbations from isolated

defects that are the most likely source of mix to reach the

central hot spot. But for the best performing of the coast and

no-coast cryo-layered implosion, the 3D calculations are con-

verging to the observed results.

However, the large spread in yields and in the fuel ion

temperatures for otherwise similar implosions is not yet pre-

dicted by the 3D calculations. This spread in yield and ion

temperature can be largely explained by variability in the hot

spot mix observed in these implosions. This variability is

shown in Figs. 107(a) and 107(b) in which the data points

are color coded by the amount of mix mass as inferred from

hot spot Bremsstrahlung and free-bound emission.148 Fig.

FIG. 103. Time-integrated emission

images of the core from (a) >8 keV

x-rays and (b) unscattered neutrons,

and (c) of cold fuel from downscattered

10–12 MeV neutrons for shot N110914.

FIG. 104. Average polar size (P0) of 17% contour of core emission as meas-

ured by imaged >8 keV x-rays (open squares) and unscattered neutrons (red

dots) and cold fuel as inferred from downscattered neutrons (blue diamonds)

as seen from the capsule equator vs dsr inferred from the ratio of downscat-

tered to unscattered neutrons. Curves are fits to P0� 1/�DSR.
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108 is a plot of GLC2.2 versus ITFX which adds the data

from all of the layered shots to the calculations shown in Fig.

99. As in Fig. 107, the data points are color-coded by the

amount of mix. Cryo-layered experiments with less than an

estimated 350 ng of mix mass have the expected relationship

between GLC and ITFX. However, the enhanced radiation

losses caused by hot spot mix are not incorporated in the

hydrodynamic model used to develop the relationship

between GLC and ITFX and we see that the correspondence

between GLC and ITFX breaks down for high levels of mix.

Specifically, since Fig. 107 shows mix does not affect pres-

sure, GLC2.2 per Eq. (5) thus scales as (hrvi/T2)2.2�T6 for

hrvi�T4.7 at the measured 2–3.5 keV ion temperatures.

Hence we expect GLC2.2 to drop by 30� as Ti drops from

3.5 to 2 keV due to radiative cooling at the highest levels of

mix, as observed in Fig. 108. Fig. 108 also shows the results

FIG. 105. Progress on the integrated performance of cryo-layered implosion shots can be represented in a space (a) of Pt vs T (GLC) or (b) Yield vs DSR

(ITFX). Results are for DT implosions and the quantities listed on the axes include the effects of alpha deposition. Contours shown are lines of constant yield

amplification from alpha deposition.

FIG. 106. (a) Key shots in Yield–DSR space illustrate the progress toward reaching the conditions required for ignition. The shots shown represent better per-

forming experiments at each stage and are all experiments with low levels of hot spot mix. Also shown are the improvements being made in modeling the

results of these experiments as the NIC campaign has developed the capability of incorporating an increasing range of 3D effects into the calculations. (b) The

same shots plotted in Ps-T space. Contours are lines of constant yield amplification from alpha heating.
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of incorporating 1000 ng of mix into Hydra calculations for a

subset of the implosions used to produce Fig. 99. These cal-

culations show that the offset between ITFX and the GLC

matches that seen for experiments with this level of inferred

mix. In principle, ITFX can be modified to incorporate

enhanced radiation losses from the hot spot. However, until

that is done, the GLC is the most applicable ignition metric

for implosions with substantial levels of mix.

The impact of mix on capsule performance is also

shown in Fig. 109 which is a plot of yield versus ion temper-

ature22 for all the cryo-layered implosions. Experimental

points in Fig. 109 are also labeled by the hot spot mix mass.

Calculations for several of the experiments without mix,

both with and without alpha deposition are also plotted. The

dashed lines indicate the expected scaling of yield with Ti

from Eq. (17) if the hot spot density and burn width were

unchanged. However, the hot spot density in the implosions

with significant mix is seen to increase because of radiative

cooling. This gives a weaker dependence of yield on hot spot

temperature, as seen in the data. When the calculations are

run with varying levels of pre-imposed mix in the hot spot,

the calculated yield follows the observed scaling with tem-

perature, as seen in Fig. 110, although the absolute yields

FIG. 107. A wide range of mix mass is observed in experiments in which the implosions were expected to be similar in performance. This is seen clearly in the

wide range of ion temperatures resulting from radiative cooling in a plot of Ps vs T (a) and in a wide range of yields in a plot of Yield vs DSR (b). Contours

are lines of constant yield amplification from alpha heating.

FIG. 108. The relationship between the GLC and ITFX observed in the NIC

experiments with low levels of mix generally follows that expected from

Hydra calculations without mix. Experiments with significant mix deviate

from this relationship. Hydra calculations with mix see a similar degradation

in performance and offset between GLC and ITFX to that seen in experi-

ments with similar levels of mix.

FIG. 109. Neutron yield for 50/50 DT fuel versus ion temperature. Dashed

lines show expected scaling of yield versus temperature with no mix.

Squares are data color-coded by level of inferred hot spot mix, triangles are

from postshot simulations with (black) without (gray) alpha deposition

adjusted to match shock timing and implosion velocity.
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remain factors of several higher than the experimental

yields.

In current calculations, the principal sources of ablator

material which reaches the hot spot are surface defects on

the capsule, the fill tube, and the capsule tent support struc-

ture. Given the current level of information on capsule

defects, the calculations do not predict the levels of mix

inferred in these experiments or the level of variability in

mix from shot to shot. However, we have only recently

developed the capability for doing 4p characterization of an

as-built capsule. With this new capability, we can obtain in-

formation not just about the initial capsule surface roughness

but also about the dust and other defects that can accumulate

during the assembly process. We do not yet know whether

the increased mix mass observed is due to growth rates that

are larger than calculated, to surface defects that are larger

than current estimates, to variations in shell thickness which

are enabling mix to penetrate more easily through thin spots,

or to some other effect which is increasing the effective sur-

face roughness. Addressing these issues will be a key focus

in experiments going forward.

As discussed above, low mode asymmetry could be a

major contributor to the discrepancy between the calculated

and observed yields and hot spot pressures. Fig. 111 shows

the impact on the calculated yield from percent level pertur-

bations in low modes. The images shown in the figure are for

the shot N120205 with P1¼ 2%, P2¼�2%, and P3¼�2%.

This particular choice gives agreement with observed yields,

ion temperatures, and pressures as well as the hot spot size

and shape. In this calculation, the effect of the P1 and P3 per-

turbations is to produce an oblate (or pancaked) implosion.

As discussed above in Vb5, cryo-layered implosions in gen-

eral are observed to be more pancaked than expected from

the shape seen in the lower convergence symcap. The

applied P2¼�2% then generates a nearly spherical hot spot,

while the fuel remains highly distorted.159 There are various

possible sources of low-mode asymmetry in the radiation

flux. These include pointing errors, quad-to-quad power

imbalance, and diagnostic holes as well as amplification of

these effects due to cross beam transfer. Experiments are

being modified to better quantify the presence of this type of

low mode asymmetry, and experiments that apply a deliber-

ate P1 are part of the path forward plan for the Ignition

Campaign.

Also, as identified at the start of the ignition campaign,

the P4 component of flux asymmetry is strongly affected by

the hohlraum length. As discussed in Sec. V B 6, measure-

ments using the newly developed 2D ConA target show sig-

nificant levels of P4 (20–30 lm in the first experiment) as the

shell is imploding. This data indicate that it is likely that all

of the cryo-layered implosions to date have been degraded to

some extent by the existence of a significant P4 asymmetry.

The impact of a P4 asymmetry depends on when during the

pulse it is generated22 as shown in Fig. 112. A P4 that is gen-

erated early in the pulse has time to generate significant lat-

eral mass flow as the capsule implodes. This mass flow

generates an azimuthal variation in the shell qr as well as an

azimuthal variation in the imploded radius. Changes to the

hohlraum length are under way to minimize the level of P4.

If the P4 asymmetry has a significant time dependence, it

may be necessary to focus the outer beams to different loca-

tions on the hohlraum wall or change the hohlraum design to

reduce the potential sources of P4. The 3-axis keyhole target

mentioned in Sec. V B 4 is part of the go-forward plan fol-

lowing NIC to obtain early time information on both axial

and azimuthal mode 4 variations.

FIG. 110. Same plot as Fig. 107 adding calculations with pre-loaded hot

spot mix.

FIG. 111. Same as Fig. 107 adding plausible percent level low mode asym-

metries (purple triangles). Images shown are for a particular calculation of

shot N120205 with P1¼ 2%, P2¼�2%, and P3¼�2%.

FIG. 112. Calculated YoC vs. in-flight shell shape P4 observed at an average

radius of 130 lm for P4 asymmetry applied in the picket and trough (red

curve) and peak (blue curve).
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As discussed in Sec. II, the peak pressure generated in

the hot spot is linearly related to the GLC for implosions on

the NIC. At ignition for a NIF scale implosion, we need a

hot spot pressure of �330 gigabars. As with ITFX, the rela-

tionship between pressure and the GLC breaks down for

implosions with high levels of mix. Implosions can have

enough hot spot mix to lower the ion temperature and burn

rate below levels required for ignition without resulting in a

drop in pressure. Nonetheless, the hot spot pressure provides

information that is a very valuable complement to other igni-

tion metrics.

Figures 113 and 114 are plots of the hot spot pressure

inferred from the yield, hot spot size, ion temperature and

burn width, following Eq. (7), versus the implosion velocity

inferred from the companion ConA experiments. Fig. 113 is

for the “coast” set of implosions for which the laser pulse

ended with the capsule at a radius of about 500 lm, about

half its initial radius. Fig. 114 adds the data for the “no-

coast” implosions for which the laser pulse was extended

until the capsule was at about 300 lm. The dashed lines indi-

cate the approximately v3 scaling of pressure as predicted by

Eq. (21). The experiments for the “coast” implosions shown

in Fig. 113 show the expected v3 scaling of pressure seen in

the Hydra simulations. However, the pressures (and hot spot

densities) inferred in the experiments are about a factor of 2

lower than those in the calculations. In general, the calcula-

tions deviate from the experiments in a way that is qualita-

tively similar to the results shown in Fig. 97 for the shot

N120205 (which is part of the data set in Fig. 113). Fig. 114

shows a similar scaling with velocity for the “no coast”

implosions. The “no-coast” experiments have about 50%

more pressure at a given implosion velocity than the “coast”

implosions. The calculated pressures for “no coast” pulses

trend above those calculated for the point design and are

above those calculated for “coast” pulses. As a result,

although they achieve a higher pressure, the experimentally

inferred pressures for “no coast” pulses remain about a factor

of two below the calculations. As discussed above, leading

candidates for at least part of the observed low pressure are

low mode asymmetry and hydrodynamic instability suffi-

ciently large to cause shell breakup.

The experimentally observed pressures for the “no

coast” implosions are approaching the trend line of pressure

versus velocity of the point design. However, we have

observed a rapid onset of mix for “no coast” implosions

above a velocity of about 300 km/s, as indicated in Fig. 86.

The “no-coast” shot N120321 had an observed GLC� 0.3,

the highest value measured during NIC experiments. That

implosion had an estimated velocity just above 300 km/s

based on ConA data and had relatively low levels of hot spot

mix. Higher velocity “no coast” implosions driven at higher

power, although achieving higher peak pressures, have had

hot spot mix levels sufficient to radiatively cool the hot spot

and reduce the yields. As described above in Sec. V B 7, the

calculated threshold for significant levels of mix is above the

point design velocity of 370 km/s. One of the key research

efforts moving forward in the ignition program are experi-

ments to provide the data needed to understand this differ-

ence and to develop a path forward to higher velocity. This

path forward will include reduced low-mode asymmetry to

reduce thin spots in the shell and improve the efficiency of

conversion of kinetic energy into compression of the fuel,

experiments to measure the growth rates for hydrodynamic

instability, adjustments to the pulse to minimize growth, and

improvements to the capsule and other sources of perturba-

tions to reduce seeds for hydrodynamic instability.

VI. THE PATH FORWARD

Current evidence points to low-mode asymmetry and

hydrodynamic instability as key areas of research to improve

the performance of ignition experiments on the NIF and are

a central focus of the Ignition Program going forward.

Experiments have been identified to develop a better under-

standing of the 1D characteristics of the implosion. A variety

of possible modifications to the hohlraums, designed to

improve energetics and symmetry control, are also being

pursued, as is the use of alternate ablator materials. These

efforts can be summarized as follows:

FIG. 113. Pressure vs peak implosion velocity overlaid on v3 scaling

(dashed lines), comparing nominal coast pulse data (squares) to postshot

simulations (triangles) adjusted to match measured shock timing and implo-

sion velocity. Also shown as red star are the 2D point design values.

FIG. 114. Same as Fig. 113 comparing extended pulse no-coast implosion

data and postshot simulations.
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• To better quantify and minimize the magnitude of the long

spatial scale variations in the fuel shape and qr, the igni-

tion campaign will be exploiting the recently developed

2D radiography (the 2D ConA target) of the imploding

ablator. Compton radiography64 of the fuel at peak com-

pression is also under development and is expected to pro-

vide images of the final state of the compressed fuel.

Variations in the hohlraum length to minimize P4 will be

explored. Time dependent control of P4 may be possible

by pointing the 44� and 50� outer beams to different loca-

tions. Different hohlraum shapes which generate lower

levels of P4 will be explored. In conjunction with the de-

velopment of these techniques, the campaign will imple-

ment target fabrication and laser power balance

improvements designed to reduce long spatial scale per-

turbations in the targets as well as the symmetry of laser

energy delivered to the hohlraum.
• The NIF ignition point design pulse has been chosen to

minimize the effects of hydrodynamic instability at the

point design velocity and fuel adiabat. However, uncer-

tainty in DT and CH EOS as well a material properties

such as thermal conductivity at the fuel ablator interface

introduce significant uncertainty in the optimal pulse and

target configuration needed to minimize hydro-instability

growth rates. Experiments to directly measure the growth

rate of hydrodynamic instabilities are a key element of the

path forward. The keyhole geometry will be combined

with backlit radiography, looking at the inside of an igni-

tion capsule, to obtain the growth rates in a converging ge-

ometry. This technique will be useful to look at growth

rates to imploded radii about half or less of the initial cap-

sule radius. These experiments will cover the early time

Richtmyer-Meshkov phase of instability growth, as well

as acceleration of the shell to near peak velocity.

Experiments similar to the 2D ConA targets, but with

imposed perturbations, will be used to look at the growth

of perturbations at late time.
• A goal of the NIF ignition point design has been to opti-

mize the tradeoff between implosion velocity, fuel adiabat

and mix. However, because of uncertainty in the underly-

ing physics, the current point design parameters are likely

not the optimal final choices. Calculations predict lower

hydrodynamic instability growth rates for higher adiabat

implosions and the ignition campaign has begun the pro-

cess of designing and testing a higher adiabat implosion.

Growth rate experiments will be conducted on this target

as well as on the point design. The full range of targets

used to optimize the NIF ignition point design, including

cryo-layered implosions, will also be applied to this higher

adiabat implosion. Having data for implosions with a

range of fuel adiabats will help identify the optimal path

to ignition.
• A number of experiments are planned to better understand

and optimize the 1D performance of the NIF ignition cap-

sules. A new 1D radiography technique, Refraction

Enhanced Imaging (REI)55 will be pursued to enable

direct imaging of fuel radius and thickness versus time in

cryo-layered implosions. To test the surrogacy of shock

timing in standard keyhole targets, in which shocks

propagate through a cone filled with liquid deuterium, the

capability of fielding keyhole targets with ignition thick-

ness solid layers has been developed.165 Targets are also

being developed to explore the potential impact of various

kinetic effects such as species separation166 during the ini-

tial stages of shock propagation and hot spot formation,

and deviations from a Maxwellian distribution of particles

in the igniting fuel.
• A variety of modifications to the hohlraum are being

explored. The current cylindrical hohlraum utilizes signifi-

cant levels of cross-beam transfer from the outer beams to

the inner beams to optimize radiation symmetry. Although

we have been able to achieve the required radiation drive,

increased scattering losses have come along with the

required levels of cross-beam transfer. Current losses are

about 15% or 200 kJ of laser energy. Hohlraums with a

reduced need for cross beam transfer may have reduced

LPI losses. Hohlraums with higher initial gas fill utilizing a

higher picket, hohlraums with a higher-z gas fill such as

neo-pentane or hohlraums with an embedded B-field to

increase the temperature in the laser propagation regions,

and hohlraums with larger clearance between the capsule

and hohlraum waist such as one with a rugby geome-

try152,167 all have potentially improved inner beam propa-

gation and would require reduced cross beam transfer.

Besides the potential energetics benefits, reduced cross-

beam transfer would reduce the potential impact of quad-

to-quad variations in cross-beam transfer which could con-

tribute to random low mode asymmetry in the radiation

flux. The ability to change the wavelength shift between

inner and outer beams after the foot of the pulse is being

explored as a way of providing greater flexibility in the use

of cross beam transfer during different times in the pulse.
• Alternate ablators, such as HDC (or nano-crystalline dia-

mond) and Be, are being developed. These ablators have

potential advantages compared to CH and may provide an

alternate path to ignition. HDC ablator capsules, because

of their high density, have much shorter pulse lengths than

CH capsules and this may enable the use of near-vacuum

hohlraums with lower levels of LPI.

In the 3 yr period of experiments following completion

of the NIF project, about half the time on the NIF facility

was devoted to the development of a wide range of laser

capabilities, facility infrastructure including the cryo-target

positioner, diagnostics, and experimental target configura-

tions required for a precision ignition campaign. Over this 3-

yr period, about 11=2 yr were devoted to the experiments

described above. In that short period of time, the NIC experi-

ments came within about a factor of 3 in fuel pressure or the

GLC needed for ignition. A wide range of experiments, as

well as further improvements to the laser, targets, and diag-

nostics are now under way to develop the information

needed to bridge the gap between current results and the con-

ditions needed for ignition.

It is not possible for a Review article to capture all the

latest results in a constantly evolving program such as the NIF

Ignition Campaign. This review has focused on experiments

from the end of the NIF project in 2009 until the end of the
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NIC in September 2012. Since the end of the NIC, a wide

range of work following the path forward above has been car-

ried out in the ignition campaign on NIF. One particular set of

experiments that indicates the path forward summarized

above is succeeding is captured in results from implosions

with a slightly modified laser pulse as shown in Fig. 115(a).

This “high-foot” pulse was designed to reduce hydrodynamic

instability as described above. The higher initial radiation

temperature in the “foot” of the pulse puts the imploding shell

on a higher adiabat (about 2.3 versus 1.5 for the “low-foot”)

that increases ablation rates and density scale lengths in the

shell. Because of the initially greater shock strength, the first

shock transits the shell more quickly and the overall pulse is

shortened. This change in pulse reduces hydrodynamic insta-

bility growth rates at the expense of shell compressibility.

Other than this change in pulse shape, the high-foot implo-

sions utilized the same capsule as the previous low-foot pulse

and the same hohlraum geometry with a slightly higher initial

gas fill. Targets with this pulse shape have gone through an

initial round of implosion optimization using the same set of

surrogate targets discussed above. The trade off between low

adiabat for compressibility and hydrodynamic instability is

one of the fundamental trade offs in ICF. Implosions using

this modified pulse have achieved a factor of several increase

in yield168–171 with DSRs near the low end of those achieved

with the “low-foot” pulse. Convergence ratios are about 30

for the “high-foot” instead of values closer to 40 for the “low-

foot” pulse. As a result of the improved yield, as seen in Fig.

115(b), NIF implosions are now very near the point at which

the yield is doubled as a result of alpha heating and the

GLC(no-burn) is within about a factor of 2 of that required for

ignition. In conjunction with the improved experimental per-

formance, the simulated yields are in better correspondence

with the measured yields as indicated in Fig. 116. The simu-

lated 1D yields shown have the drive adjusted to match meas-

ured shock-timing and the measured implosion trajectory as

discussed in Sec. V C. Because of this improved correspon-

dence, we expect the calculations to be better guides for the

choice of experiments going forward. As shown, the simu-

lated yields have been within a factor of 2–3 of the measured

yields as the experiments moved to higher velocity and higher

performance over a period of 5 months in 2013. To date, these

implosions have not suffered from ablator mix into the hot

spot as we have moved to higher velocity. As discussed

above, high levels of mix were observed in the “low-foot”

implosions as they were driven to higher velocity. This

resulted in the rapid divergence in measured performance rel-

ative to calculations indicated in Fig. 116 for representative

“low-foot” experiments. Based on the fact that the “high-

foot” implosions have had low levels of mix, and the fact that

techniques have been developed which will enable improve-

ments to the low mode symmetry effects, there is clearly

room for further improvement in performance.

The conclusion that the improved performance seen in

cryo-layered “high-foot” implosions is due to reduction in

hydrodynamic instability growth is supported by experi-

ments carried since the end of the NIC with pre-imposed per-

turbations on NIF capsules in the keyhole geometry. Fig. 117

shows that these experiments have verified the reduced

growth rates expected for the “high-foot” pulse

FIG. 115. (a) Comparison of a typical

“low-foot” pulse used for most of the

implosion experiments in the NIC

campaign to a “high-foot” pulse

designed for reduced hydrodynamic

instability, (b) implosions using the

“high-foot” pulse have achieved sub-

stantially higher yields than implosions

using the “low-foot pulse.” As a result,

yield amplification from these implo-

sions is now close to the alpha-

dominated regime in which yield is

more than doubled as a result of alpha

deposition.

FIG. 116. Comparison of observed to simulated yield for representative

“low-foot” experiments and for the recent “high-foot” shots showing the

closer correspondence for the “high-foot” experiments.
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implosions.169,172,173 As described in Sec. V B 8 and Fig. 94,

perturbations are machined on the surface of a capsule into

which a re-entrant cone is inserted. Fig. 117(a) shows a pic-

ture of a Si-doped CH shell attached to a re-entrant Au cone.

The shell is backlit with a Vanadium backlighter and the

growth of the perturbations is viewed with the GXD framing

camera. These experiments obtained a sequence of images at

varying radii as the capsule imploded. The initial experi-

ments observed the growth to a radius of 500 lm. Extensions

of these experiments to smaller radius, including stagnation,

are planned. Data for modes 30, 60, and 90 (wavelengths of

240, 120, and 80 lm at the initial capsule radius of slightly

greater than 1100 lm) were obtained. Data for mode 60 at

500 lm are shown in Fig. 117(b). The amplification in opti-

cal depth of the applied perturbations for both the low-foot

and high-foot pulses is shown in Fig. 117(c) along with the

calculated RT growth spectrum. The amplification of pertur-

bations by the high-foot pulse, particularly those near mode

90 are clearly much reduced from those driven by the low-

foot pulse. The calculated growth spectrum for the low-foot

pulse is sensitive to both the details of the shock timing gen-

erated by the pulse and the EOS of the CH ablator. In Figure

117(c), curves 1 and 2 for the low-foot pulse show variations

in the growth calculated using the same EOS for CH but

using the shock timing from two different keyhole shock-

timing experiments. Curves 2 and 3 utilize the same shock

timing data but show the difference in growth resulting from

different interpretations of the shock-hugoniot data and its

implications for the EOS of a CH ablator. As indicated,

growth of perturbations driven by the high-foot pulse is less

sensitive to these uncertainties. Additional experiments of

this type will be carried out to fill out the growth spectrum

for CH and to obtain data for different pulses and different

ablators as we optimize the performance of the NIF implo-

sions. It is likely that ignition will require a somewhat lower

adiabat than that of the current “high-foot” pulse. A key

challenge will be to retain favorable instability growth, or to

reduce the seeds for growth, as the “high-foot” implosions

are modified to achieve this lower adiabat. Calculations indi-

cate that this is quite possible and these modified pulse

shapes will be tested in future experiments.

Since the end of the NIC, experiments have begun in

other categories of the path-forward, including experiments

to evaluate alternate hohlraum geometries and gas fills,

experiments to explore the performance of HDC as an alter-

nate ablator, and keyhole experiments with solid DT layers

instead of liquid D2 to address surrogacy questions. The

ongoing results from this work and the improved understand-

ing of the underlying physics of ignition generated from the

results will be incorporated into implosions designed to con-

tinue the recent progress toward ignition on the NIF.
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